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lAHS GO TO GAMES.

FANATICS HELP WIN THEM.
All the crowd-erupting college dunks, from windmills

to alley-oops, for when it's time to send a message.
Of course, feel free to do itjust for show.

More than 250 NCAA Division I teams, real uniforms and

real floors. Also real adrenaline, real pressure and real

depression after a missed three-pointer for the win.

With Quinn Buckner's play-by-play, he'll be sure to

point out a sweet finger roll or pull-up J, but get sloppy

and he'll make you feel like a red-shirt freshman.

Nothing brings the student body to their feet faster

www.989sports.com than a soaring dunk over a 6’9"power forward.



Being betrayed

BY YOUR CREATOR

doesn't just mare

FOR BAD BLOOD...

As Raziel, stalk Nosgoth feeding

on the souls of your enemies

Engage your creator, Kain,

in an epic struggle for dominance

Dark gothic story

No load times
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Copycat game or Resident Evil killer?

Konami proves it isn't afraid to take chances

I

onami is synony-

mous with pro-

ducing hit games; they've practi-

cally made it an art form. If there was a

videogame hall of fame, they'd have their own

wing. Still though, most of the company's success

was years ago, during the NES and Super NES

eras. But the release of the phenomenal Metal

Gear Solid has sparked new life within the

company, and Konami seems poised to do it

all over again. The only question then, is

what games are going to continue to lead

the way for this "next generation"

Konami? If what we've seen so far is any

indication, the first post-Meta/ Gear

smash could be Silent Hill.

It's a bold move, setting your sights

on a game like Resident Evil. But it also

makes sense; gamers are crazy about this ^
KoMmii b.

, , ,
nwy belong, rignt on toi

new horror genre of games, and until

now, RE has been all there is to choose

from. But it's also a gamble that could

backfire if the quality and gameplay isn't

there. But hey, we're talking about

Konami here. If anybody can do it...

So yeah. I'm obviously a

Konami fan. I've been enjoying their

games since I was cutting my
teeth on the NES, and it's

great to see that a great com-

pany like that has endured

the test of time. A lot of peo-

ple are making good games

these days, but to me, the heart

of the industry will always be guys

like Capcom, Square and Konami.

They've always set the standards.
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P IVfry issue, we match exciting

games with today's hottest

Progfeprs to create the PSM cover.

jWe take'pPfS^ creating quality origi-

nal a^org to present our magazine

This month we worked with

Howard Porter. A versatile and talent-

ed artist, as well as an office favorite,

we thought his artwork was well suit-

ed to a spooky atmospheric game like

Silent Hill perfectly. His work can be

seen monthly in DC Comics' "Justice

League of America.

"

GUYS LIKE CRRCOmg
SpURRS RND +<ONRmi.’’

LU-HflT DO Think?
We pose a different question to our online

readers each n.. 'll' ,l ip //p-.rn ign.som.

„:h“ich couple would you rather

see together?

Februarv s Question

boiid bnaKe

^ o ^ Meyrl pCloud & Silverberg « Sunny
Aeris Funny

Ryu 8t.

Chun Li
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Editor-In-Chief

1 Likes: All t^s of games Likes: Fighting. RPG, Racing

fear*. Y Hobbies: Comics, hoops Hobbies: Anime, Movies ( Jvntns

Secret Valentine's Day Crush: Secret Valentine's Dav Crush: IsSiiaf^

k d Yeah, Lara's got really big AIvssa Milann. V\A)en 1 was |ll|^
hooters an' ail, but my secret vouna, I used to wish 1 could

' r crush is Sunny Funny. Maybe if Quest star on Who's The Rns.s.

1 baked her a seafood cake... She was so cute back then.

NOfW m-BSSEY
Strategy Editor

Likes: Radng, Action

Hobbies: DJ-ing, Lighting Fires

Secret Valentine's Day Crush:

i've been into Christina

Applegate since high school

and her new show is great.

!

wonder if she plays games?

Fbancescb Reyes
Reviews EdKor

Likes: RPG, Adventure, Platform

Hobbies: Free time? Me???

Secret Valentine's Day Crush:

Depends... In 2D or 3D? 2D
would go to Wncent Valentine.

The 3D award goes to Chow Yun

Fat... umm.. and my boyfriend.

V,

Blbke -Rsc-hek
News Editor

Likes: Shooters, Racers, Fighters

Hobbies: Classic Gaming

Secret Valentine's Day Crush:

Tori Amos has always been my
’‘secret" valentine. Redheads.

Mmmm... Someday ! would

like to meet her at a Dei Taco.

B. Cmibi-C-hbn
Japanese Correspondent

Likes: Every kind of game!

Hobbies: What else is there in

life besides irideogames?

Secret Valentine's Day Crush:

What else is there in life

besides videogame girls?

NOHU€
{ Managing Editor

What he does:

Drives a hard bargain.

Stomps the pedal to the metal. Keeps

his Marshall amp in overdrive,

Secret Valentine's day Crush:

Any woman who doesn’t want to get

married and have kids.

Bill's Quote of the Month:

"Uh, no officer, I didn’t see you way

back there. Siren? What siren? Soriy, I

must have had the radio on a bit too

loud. What’s a license?"

What he d

Directs art. Watches a

lot of 60's TV. Steals from the poor.

Secret Valentine's Day Crush:

My wife never reads PSM anyway, so I

can be truthful here. 1 had crushes on

Batgirl, Catwoman and Emma Peel (the

originals on TV, sorry Uma and Alicia). I

guess I just like women in tight, shiny

catsuits. RrrrreeeewwwwIlllllll!

Eug's Quote of the Month:

‘’Sorry girls, I'm taken... Boo hoo!"

Gf^RY L1£UJ
Gr^hic Design^'

What he does:

Designs kick-ass

pages for the world's

top PlayStation mag. Work for a living.

Play for life. Bake for peace.

Secret Valentine's Day Crush:

My wife. She will kill me if I don't say

it's her...

Gary's Quote of the Month:

"Hi, honey! I'm home. Say, you're not

gonna start killing me now or anything

like that, are you?"

F5m 15 1ND-E-P5ND-ENT
can make us say what we don’t believe to be

true. We write about what we want to and

put what we want on our cover.

c; 0, which magazine is best for you,^ Official or Unofficial? That’s easy. You

want independent, unbiased coverage, and

you want to know that what

you’re reading is nothing but the ^ ^ This is the kind of honest,

truth. You can only get this with
\ f^J^ \

straightforward coverage that

an UN-official magazine. An offi- i ’
1 you can only get with an unoffi-

cial book has to answer its ' cial magazine. We understand

Corporate Sponsor. And whose best inter- : that our readers come first, and we would

ests do you think they’re looking out for?
i

never, EVER betray your trust.

PSM is created by us and no one else.

Nobody has to approve our pages before

they’re printed and nobody, not anybody,

This is our promise to you, the hard-core

PlayStation gamer, who deserves nothing

less.
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After some hard-core training, he’s ready to

warp through time and take on all-new worlds.

Ride down Route 66 on a bike. Dogfight in a

biplane. Swim through Atlantis. Or run through

the Jurassic era. You up for it? Crash is. He’s

got an all-new. supercharged body-slam, a

double jump, a death tornado spin and a

bazooka. You can even play as Crash's kid sis-

ter, Coco, CRASH BANDICOOT: WARPED"' is

here. And it’s his most insane adventure ever.

YEAH...HE’S READY.

www.playstation.com

atwww.universaIstudios.com. Developed by Naughty Dog, Inc. All rights reserved. Visit us atwww.naughtydog.com
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‘ TWI6 P6M 1^
ALL ABOUT

WVB, BABY'

Lara's back again and this time *
her adventure is bigger than

ever. This issue we cast a critical

eye at the newest Tomb fla/c/erand

give you the straight dirt on how this

installment stacks up to the first two. If that wasn't

enough, we also dig deep into the game and blow out

all of the secrets in our Tomb Raider III guide. Maximize

your chance for survival starting on page 95.

R4 Blowaut

r^pg.52-'
,'i It's been called the greatest racing game ever on the

K PlayStation and, vwth our in-depth preview, we can finally

jl show yQu \^t^.We played the game exhaustively and give
’’

you the skmi^on everything it.

has to offer. You never

thought the PlayStation |||St22^
could do this.

Need For Speed 4

The last installment was one of our favorite games of 1 998. Now take a look

at what the next evolution of EA's racing series has to offer. Along with some
top-secret info regarding the new modes of play, we've also managed to

grab ourselves some of the first shots of the game in action. Check out all

of the latest info on this upcoming monster title on pg 1 7,

Metal Gear Seiid

Action Figures

pg.

We hinted that they might be coming before, but

now we've got the final facts on the hot line of

action figures based on Metal Gear Solid.

We've also managed to get pictures of not ai
one, not two, but all eight of the figures in «
the line. See for yourself why these will be

the figures to get in 1999, ^6

fOOo/o
ittdepettilent PlaystatiBB Magazne



PG. IB —
The latest PlayStation news and up-to-the-minute info

Sony's PDA PG. IB

P- Gossip PG. 18

Checkpoint! Game Release Schedule pg.24

QQP PG. 34 -

This month’s new games, thoroughly tested by PSM experts

PG. 52 ^
All the best dirt on tomorrow's hottest games

Civilization II »- pg. 72 -•

D.I.R.T. pg. BD -i

Dragon Valor pg. B7

Eliminator •- pg. 54 -•

Freestyle Boardin' '99 »- pg. 88 -•

G-Police: Agents Of Justice •- pg. 84 -«

Gex 3: Deep Cover Gecko pg. 55 -
Guardian's Crusade pg. GO ->

Irritating Stick pg. 72 -
K-1 Revenge •- pg. 84 -•

Pro 18: World Tour Golf •- pg. GD

R4 Ridge Racer Type 4 pg. 52

Rollcage pg. B7 -<

Shogun Assassin »- pg. 58 -•

Silent Hill •- pg. 83 -•

Sports Car GT •- pg. 54 -•

Street Fighter Alpha 3 •- pg. 73

Street SkSters pg. G5

Syphon Filter pg. 7G -•

Warzone2100 >- pg. G4-'

WCW/NWO Thunder pg. G8 -

G n m e zl : X

Blast Radius ..pg. 40 Pro 18: World Tour Golf....pg. 60

...pg. 72

D.I.R.T ...pq. 80 Shogun Assassin .pg. 58

Silent Hill

FIFA '99

Gex 3: DCG ...pg. 55 Tomb Raider III ..pg. 35

Guardian's Crusade Uprising X ..pg. 47

...pg. 72

K-1 Revenge ,..pg. 64 WCW/NWO Thunder

Dtaku Station

pg. 118

Welcome to Otaku Station, the official

PSM gift shop—the only place on

earth to buy cool official PSM shirts,

hats, and other special collectibles.

Aiko and Uchi Kun are waiting for

you, Check it out!

! PG. IIP ^

cii3g|nnkiBs

You've got questions, we've got answers

- Link-Up ..

Pause

.

Fan Art..

Top This!

.

PS.

Marketplace



"This is a remarkable game.

Chicago Tribune Online

July 1998

"This game isn’t a mere Twisted Metal clone.
It takes the genre in a whole new direction - THE WATER
bameran Online

July 1998

•The character design in this game is Fabulous.' A
GameFan Online

July 1998 mJ

"Placing the emphasis squarely on action,
it s kill or be killed."

GameWeek
July 1998

"Explosions are quite wonderFul."
OFFicial U.S. PlayStation Magazine
August 1998

"In addition to the action-packed game play,

DITW is packed Full oF special eFFects and eye

Where the game really kicks though,
is in its battle mode."
PSM
August 1998

Dead in Ihe Water^" is a trademark of American Softworks Corporation. ©PEG 96 Limited Partnership. ASC Games’” is a trademark of American Softworks Corporation © 1 998.

Dead in the Water’” is developed by Player 1 . The ratings icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. PlayStation and Ihe PlayStation logos are registered

trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment inc. All rights reserved.



www.clpadinthewater.com
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[MM These days, daily news is only a click away on

the Internet. But what you can't get online is

PSM's exclusive in-depth coverage, with more

details and extra info. We dig deep to find the

rea/ story behind the headlines.

fYlONITCJ
your camplere source for all rhe Is

playsrarion rteius. ropics, and ae-l
resf in

3ir cuirurca

As reported in our gossip column back in issue

14, Metdl figures are indeed working there

way to the US, complements of Todd

McFarlane Productions, As is expected from

TMP, the detail on the figures is truly astounding

and many come with a large assortment of acces

series, such as Solid Snake’s gas mask and

Mantis' amplification statue/speaker. Almost every-

body In the game is represented, with the notable

exception of Otacon, whom nobody really liked any-

way. Unfortunately, this means that budding

romantics will never be able to reenact the

"Can love bloom on the battlefield" scene, but

we figure it’s no great loss. Each figure is

between 6 1/8" to 7 1/4" tall and will carry a

manufacturer's suggested retail price of $5.99

each. Look for these figures to hit stores start-

ing in February.

^ Solid Snak« is one of

the must hove figures in

this line because without
him, who would every-
body fight?

has the same features of the Sony Dual Shock con- together to be effective in a game like Colony Wars,

trotier, like dual vibration and analog sticks, which The action buttons are also a little stiff, but seem to

are somewhat tight, allowing for more precise con- be loosening up with use. This is a pretty impres-

trol. They are also cupped, making them easier to stve first attempt at a PlayStation controller, but

grip. The ShockHammer is a bit smaller than we some avoidable crucial flaws keep it from reaching

thought it was going to be, which could cause prob- its full potential,

iems, since the D-pad is hard to accurately press

and the shoulder buttons are far too small and close RATING;

RELEASE DATE; Available

5
^"'^ Now
j'

^
COMPANY: THRUSTMASTER
PRICE: S29.99

•^ The ShockHammer is the first of

a new line of peripherals for the

PlayStation from Thrustmaster. it
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Tekken Goes Aoime
During this past few years, the Anime community has seen a

large growth of titles based on popular videogames, specifically

fighting games. It all pretty much started with the release of the

Street Fighteranmated movie, and continued with Virtue Fighter,

Darkstalkers, Fatal Fury, and Art of Fightmg. Now, the

PlayStation's most popular fighting franchise, Tekken. finally gets

the Anime treatment.

Released by A.D. Vision, Tekken: The Motion Picture.

focuses on Kazuya Mishima and his relationship with his

father, Heihachi. Still, pretty much all the characters from Tekken

2 make an appearance, so you can expect a bunch of all-out

martial arts action.

As with most major anime releases, A.D. Vision opted to

replace the Japanese soundtrack with a more American-style

one. Bands such as Corrosion of Conformity, Soulhat and The

Offspring were enlisted to supply the film with a more urtan

hard-core feel.

There will also be two versions of the movie, a toned-down

version which is suitable for general audiences and an uncut ver-

sion that contains a scene of brief nudity. Both versions will sell

for the suggested price of $1 9.98 and should be out by the time

you read this.

Need For Speed

Last year, Need For

Speed III managed

to land on our top

10 list at number 8.

You can understand,

then, why we were

so excited when EA

gave us a brief

glance at the next

installment in the

series. VWtile the title still isn't finalized. Need For Speed 4 looks

to be even better than its predecessor in many ways.

ITie first and most obvious difference will be in the amount

of graphic detail in the game. While last year’s game was by no

means ugly, this time EA Canada has really taken the time to

make sure the graphics shine against the current crop of high

end racers. Past the graphics, however, is a huge list of game-

play enhancements which have us eager to get our hands on

this puppy.

First of all, cars in this version of the game (which include all

of the licenses from last year, plus a few surprises} sustain

damage as you race around the track. This will definitely affect

the styfe of racing, as it will no longer be feasible to bang around

the course (except, maybe, in an arcade mode.) To compensate

for this, EA has totally revamped the upgrade system for the

cars. Now it is possible to buy individual parts for each car and

do spot upgrades with money

you earn from racing. The

added twist to this is that in

the new "Pink Slip Mode",

you will actually be able to

challenge your friend and bet

your custom made car against

his. While the details on this

mode are still being fleshed

out, it looks like this year’s game will be even more multiplayer

friendly than before and grudge matches will become a whole

lot more intense.

Of course the best feature from part III, the Hot Pursuit

Mode, is still in the game as well, but it also has some new
enhancements. This time around you are no longer limited to

being the speeding motorist, but you can also play the merci-

less police officer as well. Both sides have gameplay that is

unique from the other and, with the new damage model, we
might have the best two player racing modes yet.

We’re excited about this sequel and you can bet that you'll

see a preview of this title in next month's issue.

m ere are a few other

notes of interest, in-

cluding the latest up-to-

the-minute information on

everything PlayStation.

Gex figures will be coming

courtesy of ReSaurus. There will be a

total of six different figures including

Secret Agent Gex, General Gex,

Grandmaster Kung Fu Gex, and Pirate

Gex. Each figure will also come with

an enemy, including Sex's arch-neme-

sis, Rez. Expect the figures to hit toy

stores in Feb. atSSapiece.

Disney and Sony are working on

a Tarzan game to coincide with the

animated feature to be released next

year. The game is in development by

Eurocom and will hopefully be in

stores at the same time as the Disney

animated film.

Midway has announced that

they are converting their arcade hit

Gauntlet Legends to the PlayStation

sometime in mid '99. The conversion is

being handled by Blaml, who just

recently did Monkey Hero. The

PlayStation version will feature many

new extras such as FMV movies and

new levels and characters but will

unfortunately will only allow two play-

ers to play simultaneously instead of

the four in the arcade.

When R4 is released in the US,

it will come in two different packages.

One will include just the game CDs,

including R4 and the Ridge Racer

Remake and the other will have the

game CD's and Namco's limited edi-

tion JogCon controller. The JogCon is

a special steering controller designed

to work especially with R4.

-The rights to do a Twisted Metal

movie have evidently been the object

of a huge bidding war between the

major Hollywood players. The bids are

already in the six figure range, yet no

clear leader has emerged. While no

actors have been signed up as of yet,

insiders are betting the movie will

make it out sometime in late '99 to

mid-2000.

RATING:
. RELEASE DATE: Available Now
COMPANY; INTERACT

PRICE: $39.99

The DexDrive has been covered extensively in tiie past

few issues and is easily one of the coolest new ideas

in PlayStation peripherals. The device hooks up to a PC

like an external disc drive and allows you to save your

games to your hard drive, as well as e-maii saves to

friends or even post them to a website.

If you have a PC, you must get a DexDrive. We had

absolutely no problems hooking up this device (via a

: serial port). The DexDrive makes it a cinch to

copy, delete, and format memory cards, much faster

and more convenient than doing it from the

PlayStation system menu. You can also upload and

download handy save game files at the official

DexDrive site: httpi/Avww.dexchange.net. And the

price is definitely right.



You want more than just the latest headlines—you want the dirt.

Oa5Blf=^ the inside scoop on what's rea//y going on with the PlayStation.

Look no further, because PSM always has its ear to the wall...

Konami Cuckoo for Classics

O oining the likes of Namco and Capcom, it

appears that Konami will be the next big-

name publisher to hop on the retro compilation band-

wagon. Rumor has it that the company plans to

release not one, but several classic game packs during

1 999, headed up by an expanded version of the never-

released Gradius Deluxe Pack and continuing on to

encompass the company's most popular series,

including Castlevania and Contra.

SoDj mill Seia—

ell, sort of. New reports indicate that

Namco's next arcade hardware, based

on Sega's Naomi architecture, will enable (albeit

quite ironically) players to save and load data from

standard PlayStation memory cards and the

upcoming PocketStation, making it the only Sega-

based hardware we're ever likely to see a Sony

peripheral plugged into.

Giodlqie, Itasl.

WeHarillilliiiwfi

5^ efore we could bring you the rumor,

we've learned that Psygnosis has

scrapped development on its fourth game in the

Shadow of the Beast universe. What would have

been the first 3-D installment in the well-known

action series, tentatively titled Shadow of the

Beast 3D. was evidently being readied for release

in honor of the original game's tenth anniversary

next year. For reasons unknown, development

was halted, earning the game a place next to Thrill

Kill on that infamous list of games we'll never play.

Sony’s Top-Secret

PlaySletion 1.5

As we scavenged the earth looking for some more

PlayStation 2 info, we stumbled on an interesting

undercover Sony project. Several reliable sources have

told of us that there is a new and improved PlayStation,

tentatively known as the PlayStation 1 .5 that has found

its way into developer's hands. This new PlayStation

features a faster CD-Rom drive, more RAM, and the

ability to play the entire library of PlayStation games in

a new "enhanced" mode, v\ttich adds effects like fil-

tering, perspective correction, and higher resolutions.

Of course, there is also a "compatibility" mode, which

plays the games just like the older systems. The list

price of this new system is going to be just $99, but

Sony is currently undecided as to whether it would be

a wise move to release it. We feel, that while the sys-

tem may divide the market a bit, it would be an excel-

lent maneuver to draw some people away from the

temptation of Dreamcast as they wait the extra year

for PlayStation 2. We will have some more details on

this project next issue, but as of press time, Sony was

unable to comment.

A There are PlayStation emulators on PC that add similar
types of effects to the PS 1.5. Here's a shot of Time Crisis...

A ...And a shot of 6vrnin9 Road, both running on an emu-
lator. In both screens, notice the much smoother graphics.

GiiDied DesMioD

Strider Returis ii 3D

Currently hard at work on the simply titled Driver, UK-

based developer Reflections is rumored to be in the

initial planning stages on a third Destruction Derby, the

car-crunching title it introduced to the world way back

in 1 995. Further details were not available at press

time, but if the physics present in Driver ate any indi-

cation, it will be the most bone-jarring Derby yet.

A Demolition Derby featured bone-jarring collisions and
mayhem for alll

I

eports out of Japan's arcade industry have
'

Capcom resurrecting one of its most popular

characters for a return to the coin-op hall and our

sources say that a PlayStation appearance won't be far

behind. Strider Hiryu, star of the ultra-popuiar 1980s

action game Strider (and seen recently in Marvel vs.

Capcom), will return in a fully 3-D continuation of his

adventures sometime next year. The title is rei^ortedly

scheduled for arcade release first, followed by a

PlayStation conversion several months later. Our

sources indicate that its gameplay will remain faithful

to the original, and hint at an especially tasty extra for

the home; a bonus disc containing an arcade-perfect

version of the original Strider.

A Last seen on Sega's Genesis back in the days of 16-brt,

Strider could be springing his way onto PlayStation soon.
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Introducing, Contender. The brutally fun boxing game.
Boxing isn't pretty. In Contender, you'll face 40 different thugs, all with their own look and fighting style. You

can throw jabs, combinations and arcade-style knockout punches. Plus, you can build up the strength of your favorite fighter,

save it to a memory card, and pummel a friend later. In short, it's a good old-fashioned, mano-a-mano slugfest.
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Tsd Wsslssy has bssn a yataran gf tha RPQ industry

sinaa tha days of tha SNiS, Ha did aii gf tha

transiatigns fgr tha Squarasgft pmas in Amariea

aftar Pinai Fantasy 2 and wgrkad gn tha

SquaraUSA RPQ Saarat Of ivarmara, Ngw ha

haads up tha davaiapmant gf Crava’s pramiara

RPQ, Shadaw Madnass, Ha tggk a quiak braathar

tg spaak about tha futura of RPQs,

k This article is being rerun from the December

issue, due to printing errors. Enjoy!

PSM: How do you plan to have

Shadow Madness distinguish itself

from other RPGs right now?

TW: In some ways that's easy and in

some ways, that's tough. I guess there

are two answers. There is the

technological side of things, and then

there is the style of the game. I think

that both of them are unique enough to

stand on their own. We're pushing the

story a lot and that in itself is so different

that I hope people just dive in and really

enjoy it. As far as the technology goes,

we are using prerendered backgrounds

and poly characters similar to Final

Fantasy, but the idea was simply to use

that technology to create a whole dif-

ferent look and feel to our world, and I

think we've done that.

PSM; How hard is it to write a story

the size of Shadow Madness?

TW: You know, it's funny. It's really easy

to come up with stony' ideas. There are

probably an infinite number of good

stories floating around the universe and

the toughest thing is to figure out which

one and how to tell it. Our game starts

out with a huge disaster. So part of the

fun of this was really trying to pitch this

in a way that was, well, how would you

react to something awful happening to

you personally, and what would you do?

How numb would you be and how long

would it take for you to get over that? I

guess the final thing is what sort of

common link would you have to other

people, people who have either been

through the same experience or

who haven't.

PSM; What do you think is the most

important part, the story, the

graphics, or the sound?

TW; I think it all kind of works together.

Unlike games which really focus on a

corridor or that use the environment as

the main thing, this one blends an idea,

a sense of the universe. We really had

to work hard to build this world. One of

the really daunting things about making

a role playing game is that you have to

really make sure that everything is

consistent. So the story building was

tough, but I think it all works together.

PSM; FFVII ended on a mysterious

note and left the player hanging.

How important do you think the

ending is to the game?

A Shadow Atadness does bring some innova-

tions to the genre including a tvritchy tyM of

gameploy fw the combat bits that the player

can take advantage of if they wish.

PSM; Well, do you see RPGs ever

going mainstream?

TW; Slowly, but surely, they are. The

RPG enthusiast is kind of a different per-

son. It's somebody who is more of a
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TW; With stories, there are any number

of ways of closing them, but i always

like to have a resolution to things.

Ending anything is tough. We've put

a lot of thought into how the game

ends, and we hope there is more of

a circular ending to this that ties up

more than it opens up. I guess we don't

want to leave people dangling with an

"okay folks, keep your wallet handy for

the sequel".

PSM; Shadow Madness definitely

takes a step toward more interactive

combat in RPG. Do you see this

progressing in future games or is the

RPG audience even ready for twitch

oriented gameplay?

TW; The nice thing is it's kind of an elec-

tive. There are some battles where you

really do have the time to twitch with

your hand to hand fighters to get

through them, but we're trying to do it in

such a way that it's fun. A traditional role

playing fanatic can sit back and just bat-

tle every time and enjoy it and use

magic, use spells and commands and

not really worry about focusing on the

twitch, and those that really love that

more dynamic kind of game play can do

that as well.

reader. It's somebody who often has

more discretionary income. They'll buy

not only the game, but also a strategy

guide book and the three-CD

soundtrack for the game music. So it's a

pretty savvy customer in many ways

and !'m not sure if that gamer is really

ever going to be the mass market

gamer. I think several companies have

done really well with stories, you know,

Disney and Spielberg and others, I think

people just love stories and as long as

there is some compelling reason for

somebody to play a game, there is

some cross over there.

PSM; Why do you think they're so

much more popular in Japan?

TW; I think partly because they were

established earlier and they were more

of a mass market item earlier, I still

sometimes suspect that the Japanese

audience is more of a reading audience

in general. I remember a few years ago.

a 747 airplane crashed into a mountain

and afterwards, they just found thou-

sands of these poems that had been

written down, scattered all over the

place. Kind of a morbid thought, but I

imagine that in the West, people would

be screaming for that length of time,

shouting and stuff. Japan imports more

literature than any other country. You go

over there and look in the bookshops

and every major writer in the US and

also in Europe is represented in transla-

tion. They really are consuming Western

ideas and words, and reading and read-

ing. I think that may be part of it, just the

inclination toward reading.

PSM; Do you think that American

gamers have just come to accept

Japanese RPGs from the beginning

and it's hard for American games to

break into that market?

TW: I think the biggest problem simply

is that there is an expectation on the US

RPG player, and that expectation has

been built through a decade or so of

Japanese conceived and built RPGs. I

think people here pick up a lot of

quirkiness in those games, which was

not intended to be that way because the

culture for which those games were

designed knows the iconography. They

know the characters. They know certain

mythological creatures that aren't as

quirky to them as they are to us. I don't

really know exactly how this game will

be received. What I hope, simply, is that

when people play it, they will still get a

sense of the fun that we had in putting

the game together. There is a very

quirky side to this, but it's not necessar-

ily based on cultural differences,

PSM: Do you ever dream of a day

where they will have to close

down all of the schools in Seattle

so kids can wait in line for

Shadow Madness?

TW: [laughter] That would be fun. That's

an amazing phenomenon. I don't know

if that would happen for any game here,

I know that a part of it has to do with

population and concentrations and

where people live and stuff. I think peo-

ple here are still picking up their baseball

bats and mitts and sports and stuff in a

way that may preclude that from ever

happening. It's an amazing phenome-

non. I'd love it if that happened.

PSM: We're seeing sort of a

revolution in a lot of RPGs. What do



you think is the main focus of devel-

opers right now?

TW: In some ways, there seems to be

two. One is a cinematc approach with

tons of gorgeous FMVs, very much like

a James Cameron approach to movies,

where it's just a stunning blockbuster.

And certainly that's one very valid way
of doing it. Then there are more indy

companies, for lack of a better word,

indy RPGs, I guess, that are done by

smaller houses

and have more of

a boutique look

and feel to them. I

think the bottom

line is simply that

there are lots of

stories to tell and

different ways to

tell them, and dif-

ferent styles to

use when you're

telling the stories.

In the same way that the Coen Brothers

wouldn't wake up in the morning and go

"My god, James Cameron smoked us

with Titanic. We'll just give up.", I think

that there are always going to be differ-

ent ways of delivering a story, and I

would hope that people enjoy this one.

PSM; You mentioned the cinematic

approach. How important are those

graphics to the RPG experience?

Weren't people just as involved with

the RPGs back in the 16-bit days?

TW: Yeah, you bet. That's why I think

that in some ways, the story really does

reign supreme. People want to get into

the characters' heads, and graphics are

a way of supporting the story, but I also

know that there is an expectation out

there. You know, certainly not just

Square, but also Enix and other compa-

nies have raised the benchmark and

there is an expectation for a higher level

of graphics. I think this game will do that

as well. We are really doing our best

create a very believable world.

PSM: Do you think that sound is

taking sort of a second seat at

this point?

TW: Well, I don't think so. i think that's

kind of like, if you look at a tv commer-

cial that the production has been done

but there is no sound to it, it never

works. It's only really when the sound

hits that you have sort of the holistic

sense of the thing working. And I think

that a lot role playing games, some

have always had a signature sound to

them, and I think that has always been

an upside, so we really did not assume

that was unimportant.

V

TW: I think probably the style of the

games and the emphasis on full motion

video and the support that FMV plays in

each game. That can do a lot in terms of

carrying the story and pushing it forward

at critical moments, but I still really think

what it comes down to is not so much

the glitzy fire power, but what the char-

acters are saying and doing.

PSM: Do you see the glitzy firepower

eventually overwhelming a lot of the
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smaller development houses?

TW: Well, certainly. It takes a lot more

money now to make a game with more

technical prowess. With budgets climb-

ing every year and getting into really

crazy zones, up to tens of millions of dol-

lars for some companies, that's going to

have an effect. It's going to push some

people out of the zone, I think,

PSM: Can you even make money
when you spend that much money
on a game?

TW: [laughter] That's a really good point.

I think it depends on the company and

funding for your company and how the

company is structured. Some compa-

nies could not afford a four-year long

development process or two years, for

that matter. I think there is going to be a

diminishing return at some point where

you could go overboard on some of the

bells and whistles, but I think people

now are still kind of stretching their

wings. I think it's still going to come

down to the point that no matter how

many bells and whistles you have in

game, if there isn't something that

grabs you and keeps you from looking at

the exit sign in the movie theater, as it

were, then it just doesn't matter, really,

what you're going to do,

PSM: What's your biggest complaint

with today's RPGs in general?

TW: I still think that sometimes you can

put too many polygons on a screen and

not have enough story behind it.

PSM: With the more adult market

that has been opened up with the

PSM: What technology do you think

is going to be the most important in

the future?

TW: Well, I still think the story is going

to be, to be quite frank. I guess that's

not technology, but, um, .

.

PSM: Well, in a way it is.

TW: [laughter] Yeah, I guess so. I guess

success in entertainment really has

A As in many of the latest RPGs, full motion

video is used throughout the gome and does

well to set the scene.

always harkened back to what you're

trying to tell people and how you're

doing it. I think style and the story is

more important than the presentation,

although like I said before, because of

the many games now that are really

quite stunning, there is going to be an

expectation, especially for the cross

over audience. They're going to want

to see something pretty flashy and

pretty amazing.

PSM: Right. You've seen console

RPGs evolve, pretty much all the way
through. What's changed the most?

PlayStation, do you think

we're going to see more adult,

mature stuff?

TW: I think so. You're going to see less

of the "fun for all ages" kind of stuff. I

don't necessarily, unless I'm playing

with my kids, want to play a game like

that. 1 like to have something that

makes me kind of chew on it. Shadow

Madness is really more of a mature

game in that the text is written for teen

to adults, probably young adults. It plays

a lot with ideas and themes that aren't

necessarily kid’s stuff. I think in some

ways I welcome the concentration on

an older gamer,

PSM: Do you think that's where the

market is right now?

TW: I know that the demographics are

sliding down on PlayStation, especially

as it becomes more and more of a mass

market item. You know, younger kids

are getting it and I know that Sony is

making a conscious appeal to develop-

ers to sen/e up games for kids, like

Spyro and Croc. They really have been

coming fast and furious, but I still think

that a lot of the people who have the

PlayStation have graduated from 16-bit

and they don't necessarily want to see

that. They've been there, they've done

that, they want to kind of get into the

next zone, and that's where I think a lot

of these role playing games kind of hit

at—more of an adult theme.

PSM: Has there ever been an RPG

where one of the main characters

doesn't die in a heart-wrenching

scene of self-sacrifice?

TW: [laughter] Um, that's a good ques-

tion. It's amazing what you can do with

emotions in a role playing game. I don't

know if you have to have that. There

really are an infinite number of stories to

tell and I think you can have a pretty

compelling story and not have to have

the obligatory death of whatever tender

person has been chosen to be slaugh-

tered by the evil beasties.
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We've listed every upcoming

PlayStation game we can think

of. However, keep in mind that

these dates often change. It's still

fun to look forward, though!

PlayStation Cliarts
Your monthly look at the

best>seliing PlayStation games

Every month, Electronics Boutique sells butt-loads of games all over

the country. So, who better to tell us whafs selling and what's not?

This month EB’s top game was (get ready to be surprised); Tomb

/?a/tfer ////TTie fans' romance with Lara is still going strong.

1 ^ Tomb Raider III

2 Knockout Kings - Anofrier solid-gold franchise for EA?

3 NBA Live '99 - No NBA season didn't slow this one down

4 Metal Gear Solid • Still doing major damage at retail

5 Crash Bandicoot: Warped - Crash can do no wrong

6 Twisted Metal ill - How will this one hold up over time?

7 Madden '99 - You just can't beat Madden

8 > Brave Fencer Musashi - Square fans dig Musashi

9 NFL Biitz - Still on the charts, but starting to fade

10 Cool Boarders 3 • Snowboard games losing steam?

Every month NPD (a market research company) surveys a host of

retailers to find out which games are selling well. In October, Metal

GearSolidslomed out of the gates to instantly teke the number-one

spot football games stayed strong too, as they have all season.

1 ^ Metal Gear Solid
2 Madden '99 - There's just no dent in Madden's armor

3 NFL Blitz - The new number-two foottiall franchise?

4 Tenchu - Activision's niche action title is a strong hit

5 NFL GameOay '99 - Still strong, but falling behind

6 NASCAR '99 • Don’t underestimate "Cyber Dale”

7 WWF Warzone - Selling out just like the Rock did

8 Parasite Eve - Taking a fall from last month's 3-spot

9 Crash Bandicoot 2 - Crash will sell even after we're dead

10 Spyro the Dragon - Still failing to crack the top 5

IST-QUARnR GAMES

989 Studios Basketball NCAA Final Four

989 Studios Basketball NBA Shootout 99

Activision Action Tai' Fu

Ascii Fishing Bass Landing

Ascii Action/Horror Clock Tower 2: Struggle

Within

Crystal Dynamics ...Action/Adventure Akuji; the Heartless

Electronic Arts Simulation Civilization II

Electro Source Simulation Monster Seed

Hot B Fishing Black Bass w/ Blue Marlin

Koei Fighting Destrega

Psygnosis Space Shooter Blast Radius

Psygnosis Space Shooter Global Domination

Take 2 Action/RPG Monkey Hero

THO Wrestling WCW/NWO Thunder

Titus Action/Adv Superman

Working Designs RPG Lunar; Silver Star Story

989 Studios Action/Adv. Syphon Filter

989 Studios Action/Adventure ....Xena: Warrior Princess

Accolade Snowboarding Big Air Snowboarding

Activision 1 st Person Shooter Quake 11

Capcom Snowbaording Freestyle Boardin’ 99

Capcom Fighting Marvel Superheroes vs. Street

Fighter

Crave RPG Shadow Madness

Crystal Dynamics 3-D Action/Adv, Legacy of Kain: Soul

Reaver

Hollywood

Konami ..Action/Adventure,, Dolphins Dream

Silent Hill

Namco 3-D Platform Pac-Man 3D

Golf

Working Designs.. 2-D Platform Silhouette Mirage

989 Studios Sports SXtreme

THQ Adventure

Ubi Soft Tennis All Star Tennis

Ubi Soft Racing FI Racing Simulation

ffrHERRBSIBItARIERRElEASe!
989 Studios or Sony CEA..RPG. Star Ocean 2

Bandai Fighting,... Critical Blow

Berkaley Systems. Trivia You Don't Know Jack

Electronic Arts Action/RPG. Dungeon Keeper 2

Electronic Arts Strategy... ..Populous: In The Beginning

Fox Interactive Action Alien Resurrection

Interplay ...Action / Platform Earthworm Jim 3D

Midway Action •Jackie Chan's Stunt Master

Midway Action .... Rampage Universal Tour

Namco Racing..,. R4; Ridge Racer Type 4

Namco Light Gun .. Time Crisis 11

Psygnosis Shooter.... ....Attack of the Saucerman!

TIG Publishing Fantasy... Kingdom II: ShadoanTltus

Action Blues Brothers 2000

Virgin RacingSuperbike World Championship

Westwood Studios Strategy C&C: Commando

2ND-0UARTER GAMES
IMl
THQ Fighting Shao Lin

RPG

MGM Interactive..... Action Tomorrow Never Dies

Midway Simulation RC Stunt Copter

nSEGRNO-OllARIER RELEASES

989 Studios Action/Adv. Diabolical Adventures of Tobu,The

Acclaim Racing Jeremy McGrath Super

Motorcross '99

Infogrames adventure Bugs Bunny: Lost In Time

Natsume RPG Lufia 111; Ruins Chasers

Gamewatch:^^:

We thought we should update you on this game
since it's been so long since we last talked about it.

Unfortunately though, there really isn't anything new
to say. Capcom spokespeopie told us that they sim-

ply don't know when or even if this game will come
to U.S. PlayStations, and now we're not even 100%
sure it will come to the Japanese PS. It would be a

real shame to miss out on ANY Street Fighter game.
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3HDQUIUrnR GAMES
iS9
Eidos Action

Ubisoft Action/Platform

....Omikron

.Rayman 2

.Vigifante 12

Konami Strategy/RPG Vandal Hearts II

Square/EA RPG Final fantasy Vill

mSECnHARIER RELEASES

GT Interactiv63-D Platform Forty Winks

miRIRD-RUARtERRElDtSES
SWEHMERlIRBfi

Midway Arcade Football NFL Blitz '99

Midway Action Gauntlet Legends

Natsume Fishing Reel Fishing 2

WARIER GAMES

Eidos Action Witchblade

* Gobe li>gan (ployed here by Alec Boidwin) is set for his

PksySlotion debut in 989's Syphon Filter in February.

?? Adventure Dark Earth

IRRIARNiHilffiED

?? Racing Driver

??

3D0

Golf

Activision m ..Spiderman

Atius Strategy/RPG Thousand Arms

Capcom Fighting Street Fighter EX 2

Fox Interactive Action/Puzrle X-Files

Grolier Interactive

.

Action Virus 2000

Konami Action/RPG Ganbare Goemotj

Strategy

LucasArts .Action/Adventure... ...Indiana Jones and the

Infernal Machine

MGM interactive... Action/RPG Maximum Gauge

Playmates ...Strategy/Action.... Covert Wars

Playmates Action'ieenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 3-

D

Psygnosis Action/Adv Contract, The

Psygnosis Shooter Lander

Sony CEA 1st Person Shooter Legion

SunSoft .Action/Adv Hard Edge

SunSoft .Action/Adv Monster Seed

Tecmo Horse Racing Gallop Racer 1!

Gamewatch: K

Tomorrow Never Dies

Hey, whatever happened to this game? It's beeTT

months since we named Tomorrow Never Dies as one

of E3's Ten Best Games, but don't worry, everything is

right on schedule. The folks at MGM Interactive always

planned for an early to mid 1 999 release, and the game

looks to be on track to hit the streets in June, Even

though the E3 version was very early, it showed a lot of

potential. We can't wait to see the final result.

: After months of anticipation, our final

I copy of Soul Reaver is almost herei

We're pretty pumped to see what
Crystal D. has done with the game,
since we've only seen it in ports so for.

Noah took drT'early version of this

gome home the first night we had it,

and ended up spooldng himself silly.

If it's nearly as <reepy as Noah soys it

iS/ then it looks like Konami's got

another smash hit on its hands, and
possibly a poterttiol new franchise.

V We're tinaify gettingTskateboarding

\ game for PloyStotion, and His about

I damn timel And it ploys really well, to

boot. EA even went in ond added

f more cool features to the U.S. transks-

tion, so we're putting away our
Japanese copies for now.

You've gotta love college hoops. No
labor disputes, no greed no money
problems, period. Sure, you get the

occasional recruiting violation, but we'll

take that over the vtrhiny million-dodar

babies in the NBA any d^.

I We fcMp getting in new versions of

I this gome, and it just keeps loolung

f better and better. It’s got more charac-

ters ond more features than any Street

Fighter to date, and that's soying o lot.

We just leonted that thS gome was
IndeM in production, ond boy ore we i

psyched. We played the "Hot Pursuit"

in the last game for months,
'

and H still hasn't k«t Hs chorm. Here's

hoping thot the series' latest title will be

just os frontk and fast-poced as before.

y MfeVe had the finished Japonese
I copy for awhile now, and bc^ does

f
this gome deTiver. For^ the other

Rkige Racers, this one fawws them all

away. Nowwe just want one in English!

The PloyStotion hos never hod enough
good flight combat gomes, but at least i

it's got Namco's incTMible Ace Combat
series, which gees a long way in mak-

'

ing up for thot. From vrhot we've seen

of Ace 3, H looks like it's the best yet. It's

gonna be lough to snog it from Noah, s

1 Man, it seems like we'woeen waiting

• forever for this one. Maybe it's just

' I because the first gome wos so good,

n thot we just can't gel e sequel fost

f enough. Even worse, we got to ploy o
demo version, but H didn't lost nardly

any time at all. Stupid teose.

Okay, we're facing racH this monlh."' i

We're admHing H to the world and to f
ourselves—we're hopelessly addicted f
to this game. It's still months and I
months awoy, and it% nearly all we

'

can think about. This isn't o healthy

infatuation people, this is very, very sod.

nf Ksin:

Aeb Combat 3
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Boards.

Rfej F^in.+

iAc^al only siM^tes .'injul-y but

,tbu^ us—:i,t’5 {painfu'l ,to w^tch.

Grind sick handrails or grab huge air in the halfpipe. Street Tour or Free Skate modes. Over 200 moves and combinations. 20 skate decks.

Any terrain. Single player or one-on-one. Sony Dual Shock™ Analog Controller feedback lets you feel the street, while fresh new skate sounds

keep the beat. High speed, over-the-top, arcade-style excitement. Street SkSer^^—finally, skateboarding hits the PlayStation‘s game console!

^lutapih ELECTRONIC ARTS

PLAYSTATION AND THE PLAYSTATION LOGOS ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF SONY COMPUTER ENTERTAINMENT, INC. DUAL SHOCK IS A TRADEMARK OF SONY COMPUTER ENTERTAINMENT INC.
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ra onichiwa! !t's good to see you again, my fellow

Otaku! It's been a long time since our last install-

ment of Nihon Game Otaku, but now that we're back,

we're back to stay. With Bill Paris-san gone, PSM has

asked me to take charge of the section, and I couldn't be

more excited! We’re starting from scratch, and adding

cool new features and columns to give you an even bet-

ter view to the world of Japanese gaming than ever

before. With so many great Japanese games on the way,

my only problem is figuring out where to start!

Since I'm doing this section by myself for the first

time, the guys at PSM are starting me out slow with just

two pages to fill. But if you like what you see, then write

to the standard PSM address and tell 'em you want Chibi

to get his extra two pages back! After about the fifth sack

of letters, I'm sure big ol' Mr. Slate will get the point.

Well, you didn’t turn to this section to hear me talk all

day, so let’s get started! We’ve got a lot of stuff to ta!k

about and not much space to do it, so as my o!d

tomodachi Paris-san would say, IKUZE!

—Banzai Chibi-Chan

Import Hews and Notes

Strider is back! YES! FINALLY Capcom is listening to me! I've been

writing them letters for years to do a new Sfncfergame, and my sources in Osaka

say it's finally on the way! C'mon, you remember Strider, don't you? It completely

ailed at the arcades, like, ten years ago. It was awesome! You could am around

slashing bad guys with your sword, and the graphics were really good with big

characters, and your guy looked major-cool, and... it was just awesome, okay?

Now, Capcom hasn't said anything, but my sources tell me this new Strider

is coming to the arcades soon. Could it eventually come to PlayStation? I’m wori:-

ing on finding out for sure, but here’s a juicy little something I did hear: it may go

to PlayStation 2! It's just a wild rumor right now, but it could happen...

Anyways, the new game is aimored to be some kind of mix between 3D

graphics and 2D-style gameplay. Supposedly, the reason we’re finally getting

another Strider is diat fans really thought he was cool in his guest spot in Marvel

ks. Capcom. if you haven’t seen him in that game yet, go check it out now. I’ll let

you know as soon as I find out more!

^ Alert: New Sony game won't run on "chipped"

PlayStations! Sony's newest Japanese game, Poporogue, won't work on

modified, or "chipped”, PlayStations! YOW! Apparently, there’s some kind of new

"boot track" on the disc, which keeps sneaky import gamers from playing the

game on non-Japanese systems. Right now Poporogue is the only game like this,

but it's been enough to put the import gaming community in an uproar. What if all

future Sony games are like this? Worse yet, what if this new lockout technology

is used in future third-party games, too?

* Banzai Chibi-Chan illustrations by Robert DeJesus

ley tomodachi, have you played Ehrgeizyet7 It's that

rarcade fighter from Namco and Square that has all

the hidden Final Fantasy VII characters in it. Well, everybody

knows by now that it's coming to PlayStation, but what you

might not know is that the home version will be a million

times better, with lots of new stuff! First off there’s more

characters, like FFVII's Sephiroth and Vincent, and some

weird new side games. But

the coolest new feature by far

is a "Quest Mode", that looks

a lot like the quest mode from

Tobal 2—only with much,

much better graphics! To tel!

you the truth, ! thought this

game was just okay before,

but all this new stuff has put

Ehrgeiz at the top of my list!

fiy the unfriendly
tkies with Nameo's
Ace Combat 3,

which is due to be
released sometime
this yearl

> Bhrgeiz, the hot new fighter

from Namco and Square, fea-

tures characters from Final

Fantasy VII, among others.

Ace Gombat 3

D IIEEE! ! I A new Ace Combat! I couldn't believe my eyes when

! opened up my new copy of Ridge Racer 4, and found a demo
of Ace Combat 3 inside I I've loved this series ever since the beginning,

and it looks like the latest game is

going to be the best ever by far.

Unfortunately, the demo didn't

give much information, and it was-

n't even playable. Still though, the

video footage of gameplay that it

showed was enough to get me
drooling. Right now a release date

isn't set yet (on the demo it only

says "sometime in 1999"), but I'll

let you know just as soon as Namco

makes an announcement!

Square Gyberbon^

here isn't a month that goes by here in Japan that I don’t hear some cool Square news. This month

it's a doozy: Square's making a 3D action/shooter-styie game called Cyberborg! The game is set in the

22nd century, where you're on a mission to rescue the ambassador of a friendly planet who's been kidnapped

by some nasty aliens. You get to choose between three different characters, who each have their own
strengths and weaknesses, as you blast aliens and clear dungeons.

Why am I so excited about this game? 'Cause it will say "Square" on the box! Plus, Square usually does-

n’t do sci-fi themed games, so it'll be cool to see how it turns out. We won't have to wait very long, since the

game comes out in Spring.

V _L /



1. CONAN THE GREAT
DETECTIVE (BANDA!)

. 2. SiMPlE 1500 SERIES VOLUME 1: THE
MAH JONG (CULTURE)

IgENO of LEGAIA (SONY CEI)

SaUSH COURT 2 (NAMCO)

S;yWbflU> SOCCER JIKKYOU WINNING
3: FINAL VERSION (KONAMI)

6. R-TYPE (IRM SOFTWARE
^ENGINEERING)

VAN RACING (ATLUS)

$. BEATMANIA (KONAMI)

PARLOR PR04 PACHINKO (JAPAN

10. OOKAPONI ANGER OF THE IRON
SWORO (ASMIK)

* Source: PlayStation Magazine \7I}S (Nov 16 to Nov 22)

DATE TITLE

2/4 Soul Blast

2/4 Heart of Darkness

2/11 Favorite Dear

2/11 Cyber Battle

2/11 Final Fantasy Vtll

2/12 Angellque; Heaven's Requiem, .s : :

2/12 Angelique: HR Premium Box . :

2/18 Bjorn Borg Tennis \

2/25 Sherd of Youthful Memories
Feb Parlor Pro Pachinko

Feb Rising Zan: The Samurai Gunman
Feb Athena: Awakening from the Ordinary Life,

Feb Tricky Sliders

Feb Cinema English Language Series Vol. 2 ...

Feb Option Tuning Car Battle 2

Feb IS Internal Section

Feb Pocket Mu-Mu
Feb Combat Chore Q
Feb Pinocchia's (3ream

Feb Pressure Zone

Feb Sound Novel Evolution 1

Feb Dream Circus

Feb Gung-Ho Brigade

Feb Kyoro-Chan's Print Club

Feb Leading Jockey '99

Feb The Airs

Feb Witche's Dance

Feb Weldorf Eastoria

Fab PiTomero

Feb Spacecruiser Vamaio

Feb Luftwaffe

Feb Armored Core: Master of Arena

Feb Mister Prospector

Feb World Neverland 2

GENRE PUBUSHER

Adventure Caravan Interactive

Adventure Sammy
Simulation NEC Interchannel

Simulation System Soft

RPG Square

RPG Koei

RPG Koei

Sports Hekuto

Rre idea Factory

Simulation J^an Telenet

Action UfP Systems

Adventure SNK
Snowboarding

. , , Capcom
Etc Success

Racing Jaleco

Strategy Square

PocketStation , . , Sony CEI

/y;tion Takara

Simulation Takara

Strategy Taki

Adventure Chun Soft

Simulation TGL
Simulation Tomy
Action Tomy
Action Harvest One
RPG Pack-In Soft

Adventure Pack-In Soft

RPG Hudson
Etc Hudson

Simulation Bandai

Simulation Victor Soft

Action From Software

Etc Rythmics

Simulation River Hill Soft

America's game gets thrown a

curve in Japan...

his month everyone is

talking about scandal.

Recently, a lop baseball team has

come under suspicion of rigging

games. How? A^iparently, team

staff are watching the catcher's

signs of the opposing team, and

then relaying them to a kid in the

audience who takes a mega-

phone and then shouts instruc-

tions to his team's batter, such

"low left", or "curve ball”, This

has really caused an uproar, and

no matter j
where you go,,|

everyone's taik-j

ing about it,

FINAL FANTASY VIII

C'mon, you gotta be kidding

mel Like anything could

even START to compete

with FFVIII, this month or ANY
month. You can bet I'm gonna be

first in line when the shops in

Akihabara open up on the 11th,

All those other fanboys can just

kiss Chibi butt. I'll camp out

overnight if I have to, but I’ve GOT
TO HAVE FFVIII!

A FFVIII has Chibi sleeping in rfie

streets in Akihabara, waiting to be the

first to get this great game.

T
0
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Y
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- i! My name is

Max and I'll be

helping Banzai out each

month. 1 live in Japan just

outside of Tokyo, so each

month ri! be able to bring

you the lowdown on

what Japanese gamers are doing; which games

are eagerly anticipated, what's selling in the

stores and what's not; what streetwise gaming

otaku are playing on the demo machines in

Akihbara, and what they're walking right past. In

short, a snapshot of the gaming culture in Tokyo

each month. If any of you have things you specif-

ically want to see or hear about in this column,

just drop us a line at the standard address. Now
let’s get started, shall we?

Music Games Take Over

So, what are Japanese gamers crazy about this

month? They’ve had their Pocket Monster craze,

Tamagotchis have come and gone, and now
music games are officially the Next Big Thing.

The fuse was lit by Konami's innovative

Beatmania, a DJ simulation arcade game which

was also a recent top PlayStation hit, and came

with a dedicated turntable-style controller.

The new top music title is an arcade game

called Dance Dance Revolution, which requires

players to put on their

dancing shoes and jump

around like crazy. See, the

traditional stand-up arcade

cabinet is connected to a

large set of panels that you

dance on, and you have to

match the screen step for

step. The

game is so

popular in my
local arcade

that the man-

agement has

installed a

table and

stools next to

the machine

for people to

watch the

action whilst supping on their favorite ale (and to line

up for a go, needless to say). By the way, this title is

also from Konami, which is planning to bring a version

home for PlayStation,

Hot for PlayStation

On the driving front. Ridge Racer 4 is out and is pulling

in the crowds, but an impromptu survey of some kids

playing it in Akihabara revealed a few interesting opin-

ions: The graphics are great, but the cars swing all over

the place. They also think the jogcon controller is just

too difficult to use. Come on lads I Practice, practice,

practice. Now that R4 is out, the most anticipated

game right now seems to be Crash Bandicoot 3.

Punters picking up a Dual Shock PlayStation unit with

Crash’s new adventure will be rewarded with a handy

CD storage unit as a free gift.

Christmas Time in Akihabara

As I write this, Christmas time is fast approaching, and

it's a pretty big deal, even for a country which is only

about 30% Christian. Unlike in the West, this holiday is

mainly for children and young couples. According to

modern tradi-

tion, amorous

couples
escape to the

privacy of a

hotel for a

romantic meal

and a stay over.

As for me. I'll

settle for the

PlayStation's latest hits under my tree. Until next time,

jya nel

—Max Everingham



"A time penalty will be imposed on any driver who,
in the opinion of the Stew^^^ unnecessarily

rnfm

'larninjiir'

Officially licensed by the Federation Internationale de I'Automobile (FIA) All 16 international courses, and all 11 teams from
the 1998 Formula 1 World Championship season including McLaren and Ferrari ^ Multi-player mode: 1-4 player (split screen

aa.
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and link cable) with 10 cars on the track “ New racing simulation engine with a representative physics model < All new
features include G-force driver head movements, animated pit stops, race replays, and more.



Designed bg the itaiians.

NO ujonder it's attracted
to anything luith curves.



'R4 has to be the best-looking PlayStation racer ever lyes, edging out even Gran Turismo)."

- Official PlayStation Magazine, December 1998

It is speed incarnate.\lts se:

sheet metal restrains ^ 3000
cc power plant that hits\p-*190

mph in the snap of a lingiil

It is the Bisonte - just one

the automotive marvels that

scorch the streets in R4. With''

over 300 new cars, 45 fantas-

tic models, 8 thrilling courses,

a 2-player split-screen mode

and only one way to drive.

Fast. R4’5 asphalt gulping

graphics and spectacular

racing environments deliver

racing speeds that were once

deemed impossible. But not

anymore. IMow you’ve got R4.

Ciao, baby.

• Sensational
graphics and lighting

effects give every
race a cinematic feel

• Race at all times of
day and night, even
during dramatic
sunsets

• Relive your greatest
moments through the
dynamic-camera
replay mode
• Watch your race
with all-new motion-
blur effects

• Battle head-to-head
in split-screen vs. mode

• Speed-tuned physics
keep the arcade-style
action fast-paced

• Championship
performances unlock
secret hidden supercars

• Don't be afraid to
bump the other car,
it’s all part of a
winning strategy

• Join one of four
international race
teams - each with
Individual strengths
and weaknesses

• Design original logos
to customize your car

• Race on ~
gorgeous 6—

C

cityscape,
countryside

^
and racetrack
courses ^

• Money can’t buy
victory. You’ve got
to earn new cars
with your race
performance

• Experience all

the ups and
downs of a full

racing season in

the Grand Prix
mode
• Includes a Ridge
Racer Turbo Mode
bonus disc with a
60 FPS track

RIDGE RACER TYPE 4 4
Think fast. Drive faster.

namco*
WWW. namco.com



rhe masr honesr, dependabiB, unblasBd
playsrarian rEvieujB an rhB planer—period

Yes, the PlayStation is incredible—but that

doesn’t mean all of its games are going to

knock your socks off. Our reviews give you

the total breakdown on all the latest titles,

so you know when to buy and when to cry.

GfRmes -RevieiueD
This fYlONT-H S

A Bug's 41

Animaniacs Ten Pin Alley pi

Blast Radius pg. 40

Brigandine ..pg. 42

Bust-A-Move 4 pg. 37

Eggs of Steel pg. 41

FIFA '99 .IZZZZZZZpg. 40

Mr. Domino pg. 37 _

Nectaris pg. 42

R-Types pg. 47

Tiger Woods Golf pg. 36

Tomb Raider III .pg. 35

Uprising X pg. 47 'J.
--

The -PHIYI Katinq Scale

I I I'l
e here at PSM want you to know that we take

J our reviews very seriously. Just like you,

we’ve been burnt before by bad games (and these

days, it ain't so easy to get the store to take 'em

backi). So when we sit down to review a new title,

we look at it like this; if we had just shelled out fifty

or so hard-earned bucks for the game, how satisfied

would we be?

To summarize a game's overall worth, we use the

traditional "five-star” ratings scale. If we give a game a

full five stars, it's our guarantee that you can't go wrong

with it, so go out there and pick it upl

LU+hat the ratings rriEAN!

\ A PlayStation classic that no fan should be without
' A cant-miss game, no matter who you are!

\ Areally well-done game. Hyou'reafan of the genre,

' you should definitely check this one out

V A pretty good game. It has its share of rough spots,

r but K has some redeeming qualities, as well.

L Maybe worth a quick look if you're a diehard h

f of the genre or license, otheiwise, don't bother.

(

Don't even make eye-contact with this one-

Its not worth one second of your time.

Breaking it all douini f'Bnri style

PSM . ^ BREAK

t| « « I IIU>^
« l| rtwl'iS

GAME -k SUMMARY

This is the

Game
Summary. It's

kind of like

"Cliff's

Notes" for

all you loxy

typMwho
won't read
the whole
review.

» The characters really look great!

A The music s just standaro stuff, but the

envirunmental sounos really add a lot

T It takes hours to rgure out the contrdls-this

GAME IS mo KARO to GET INm

WkAT DDES fflE SEAR HAVEm DO WITH ANYTHING? IJ

These ore the categories thot we think ore most
important vrhen rating o gome. Each is rated on
o scale from 1 to 5.

rs ore tough to^ into, but really lake off if you stick with 'em. A
ns that you vriTi E>e ^^ng it non-stop, while o 1 meons its proc-

'

'jhese are our ratings for

* J some of the games released

over the past several months.

Check 'em out for any titles you

may have missed!

Abe’s Exoddus 0000
Apocalypse 000
Armored Core:

Project Phantasma 000
Breath of Fire III 00001/2
Bushido Blade 2 000
Bust-A-Groove 00001/2

Colony Wars: Vengeance 00000
Cool Boarders 3 0000
Darkstalkers 3 0000
Deathtrap Dungeon 00
Destrega 001/2

Devil Dice 00000
F1:'98 000
Future Cop: L.A.P.D, 000

G- Darius 000
Gran Turismo 00000
Heart of Darkness 00001/2
Kagero: Deception II 0000
Kartia 0000
Kensei: Sacred Fist 001/2

Knockout Kings 00
Madden NFL ’99 0000
Master of Monsters; DoG 01/2

MediEvil 000
Mega Man Legends 0000
Metal Gear Solid 00000
MLB '99 000
Moto Racer 2 000
Motothead 000
N20 001/2

NASCAR '99 001/2

NCAA Football '99 0000
NCAAGameBreaker ‘99 00001/2
NFL Blitz 00001/2

NFL GameDay '99 00000
O.D.T. 00
Parasite Eve 000
Psybadek 00
Rally Cross 2 0001/2

Resident Evil 2 00000
Rival Schools:

United By Fate 0000
Rogue Trip 0001/2
Roll Away 0001/2

Running Wild 001/2

Saga Frontier 001/2

San Francisco Rush 00
S.C.A.R.S. 000
Spyro the Dragon 0000
Street Fighter 2 Collection 0000
Tales of Destiny 0000
Team Losi RC Racer 001/2

Tekken 3 00000
Tenchu 00001/2
Test Drive 4 0000
Test Drive Offroad 2 0000
Thunder Force V 0001/2
Tiny Tank: Up Your Arsenal 0000
Trap Gunner 0000
Twisted Metal 3 00
Unholy War, The 0000
WWF Warzone 0000
X Games Pro-Boarder 0001/2
X-Men Vs. Street Fighter 000
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Tomb Raider III

A This is not a game for the merely curious, but instead iris squorely aimed at those who know exoctty

how to handle Lara and ploy the gome well.

IS THE THIRD TIME AS CHARMING AS THE FIRST?

hen Eidos released the first Tomb Raider or\ the PlayStation, the world was

stunned. Not only did the game provide players with an unprecedented

amount of character control, but it also introduced us to the next big videogame

superstar, Lara Croft, Lara could grapple, jump, shoot and run in every direction,

while unraveling puzzles, taking out wild beasts and exploring some of the best

designed levels in videogame history. The title became an instant success and

spawned countless clones,

A year later, Tomb Raider II rolled off the production line and Eidos managed to

almost completely recapture the essence of the first game. But this time around,

the designers added more interactivity with the environment, a few new moves and

a slew of tougher levels to conquer. The hardcore fans were still impressed and

Eidos had another hit on its hands.

Now, with the third and lat-

est installment in the series,

Eidos has managed to strike a

nice balance between the

adventure and action formu-

las of the first two titles. With

an actual decline in the

amount of enemies. Tomb

flarcfe/'/// still manages to pack

in more weapons, more lev-

els and an increased level of

difficulty. In her latest adven-

ture, Lara hunts down differ-

ent artifacts fashioned from a

meteorite that crashed to

earth thousands of years ago.

The journey to collect the

pieces takes her from deep within the rain forest to London and beyond. Eidos has

added some non-linear gameplay elements to the title by giving the player a chance

to choose their path through three different locations (London, Nevada. South

Pacific) after surviving the first four levels. And in most of the individual stages, you'll

also be able to take one of two different paths which give the game some

interesting variation.

But while the effect of the high resolution graphics and added moves make this

the biggest and best looking Tomb RaideryeX, TRIII doesn't make as big a leap as

the first two in the series. Even with ail of these added features, Lara controls exact-

ly the same through levels that feel mostly like more detailed extensions carried over

from either of the first two Tomb Raiders.

But as with most franchises, it's a tricky thing to make progress in a series that

is so popular. You don't want to take away its defining characteristics, but at the

same time, you need to progress in terms of technology and gameplay. The Tomb

.4 Eidos has packed In a
hidden level called "All

Hallows" for meticulous

gamers who collect all 59
secrets throughout the game.

Raider series has consistently sold on the foundation of an outrageously glamorous

lead character and being the best in its genre. Therefore, don't expect Tomb Raider

III to break the mold of it predecessors. It merely refines and expands on them.

With such great strides being made in other long running PlayStation series, it

A Breathtaking outside levels serve to vary the

bigger number of indoor environments throughout

Laralt third outing.

^sorting a fuller (but certainly not

i reveaiinal wardrobe, Lara dres!less revealing) wardrobe, Lara dresses

up and down for different levels.

seems unfit that Lara shouldn't receive the same treat-

ment, but Eidos does cover all the bases and succeeds

in providing die-hard enthusiasts with a solid, challeng-

ing adventure. Those thoroughly converted by the last

two games should definitely buy this game. Those that

weren't bowled over by the series should probably try

their hand at another game.
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Animaniacs

Him

4 Yakko takes to the lanes

without the attractive green

and red shoes.

IT'S BOWLING FOR SATURDAY MORNING GAMERS
arly last year, ASC released Ten Pin Alley, one of the most realistic-playing

bowling games ever. For some reason, the group wants to revisit the sport

in 1 999, but this time get a little less serious about it. Animaniacs Ten Pin Alley is

the result.

Animaniacs Ten Pin Alley uses the same graphics and realistic pin physics

that was used in last year's Ten Pin Alley, but the company used the Animaniacs to

get a little overboard— on purpose. If you’ve ever seen the show, you’ll recognize

the names: Yakko, Wakko, Dot, The Brain, Hello Nurse — they're all out for a

game of bowling.

But what would the Animaniacs be without a little cartoon action? Throw the ball

at a certain speed or angle, and watch the ball bounce down the lane like a basket-

ball or swerve out of control. Sometimes you'll have no idea what to expect, even if

you've timed the perfect throw. Get a strike or spare, and you're greeted with a real-

time 3D animation of your character reacting accordingly.

Trying to figure out who the target audience is a game in itself. The complex

game interface may confuse the kids who will actually appreciate the Animaniacs

license, and niche gamers who want to play a good game of bowling will be con-

stantly bombarded with wacky ball effects they may not.

But even with ail the goofiness, Animaniacs Ten Pin Alley is just bowling,

so unless you're a true fan of the sport, the novelty will surely wear off after a

few throws down the lane. And if you're a bowling nut, you may not be ready for

all this wackiness.

4 The graphics are much belter

than bst year's game, but

they still don't seem to be up
to me startdard of other

PlayStation titles.

addition of practice courses and a tour mode,

where you compete in five 72 hole events. The

most is being made out of the Tiger Woods

license and many of the game's best new fea-

tures are Tiger inspired. There's Tger Control,

which allows you to put spin on the ball in mid-

fight, allowing limited control of where the ball lands after you hit it. The

Tiger Shot is when you hit the ball perfectly and the player on screen is

be charged with lightning. The red zone in the three hit swing meter has

been renamed the Tiger Zone. Unfortunately, the Tiger Tps (little tutorials

that pop up during gameplay, awkwardly hosted by Tiger himself) feel

tacked on and aren't terribly useful.

Not all the new improvements have Tiger's name attached. In the multi-

player game, you can now talk trash against your friends through button

inputs as they take a shot. The additional analog swing is surprisingly fun

and easy to use, making it the most innovative new feature of the game.

Sadly, the whole putting system has taken a step back with the lack of

any terrain grid. Still, this game has got what it takes.

B olf isn't exactly the

flashiest of sports

and the same is true of the

videogame version, but with

Tiger Woods ‘99 from EA, some

new innovations as well as a bit

of excitement have been added to

the tired PGA series on the

PlayStation. The game is the sequel

to last year's PGA Tour ‘98, but so

much has been improved (not just the

addition of Tiger), that it can easily stand

alone as the pinnacle of videogame golfing,

for sim freaks as well as arcade duffers.

This year you'll get to play five different

courses and play as eight different pros, including

Tiger. The gamut of game modes is back, with the
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Bust-A-Mav6 4

M . 0 csi

-< Bust-A-Move 4 is the best two-
player puzzle game, period. And
tt% painfully cute to boot.

eginning as a simple, but addictive, arcade puzzle game named after its

two super-deformed lead dragon characters, the Bust-A-Move series has

made its mark on console gaming as it reaches it fourth incarnation. After a long

respite between the Acclaim-published Bust-A-Move 2: Arcade Edition and this pre-

sent installation in the series, Bust-A-Move 4 includes just enough added touches

and modes to warrant a new look.

The series has made its name with incredibly simple, but challenging gameplay

which pits the player against a screen full of colored bubbles. Your objective is to

shoot like<;olored bubbles so that they stick in a row, thus clearing the set and mak-

ing room for more. Once the screen is cleared, the round is over. The most notice-

able change between BAM 4 and its highly similar predecessors is the inclusion of

a new strategic twist in the usual bubble-busting gameplay. Taito, the series' devel-

oper, has incorporated a pulley feature which balances bubbles on either end forc-

ing you to keep the weight in balance. If you take too much from one end before

you can clear the other, the bubbles wilt sink and cause you to lose the round.

Gameplay modes have also been given facelifts to include a new Edit mode,

a Story Mode, as well as a cool Challenge stage. Edit mode allows players to

create their own board of bubbles and save them to a memory card, white

the Story Mode offers an unusual trip ^trough a deck of Tarot cards which wift

reveal the fate of the character chosen at tite outset.

White the game hasn't attempted to break the technology barrier in its graph-

ics or sounds (basically the same 2D gameplay with the usual perky tracks to

accompany them}, the basic premise of the game remains addictive, entertain-

ing and incredibly fun. Since Acclaim has only recently began reprinting the

already classic Bust-A-Move 2, this latest installation in the series by Natsume

emerges as a definitely "can't miss" title if you've never played the first. As

one of the best two-player puzzle games on the PlayStation, Bust-A-Move 4

is a title that no system owner should pass up. Run out and find a copy, then

challenge a friend.
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No One Can Stop Mr. Domino
ACCLAIM'S LATEST PACKS A NEW BAS DF TRICKS

ith a long set of surreal adventure games under its belt, Japanese devel-

oper Artdink set out to think up a puzzle title that would uphold the com-

pany's strange sense of game design. The game that Artdink came up with is

Acclaim’s latest, No One Can Stop Mr. Domino. Beyond the long title, Mr. Domino

actually brings Artdink's usually more cerebral style down to earth with an interest-

ing take on puzzle games.

Showcasing a cutesy domino as the lead character, players will be confronted

with a course full of dangers and interesting items. The point of playing the game is

to set off a string of tricks which are triggered by falling dominoes. As you make

each lap, you'll have to set up dominoes and avoid pitfalls which greatly decrease

your character's health and stamina. All the while, Mr. Domino is in constant motion

and can only really be stowed or accelerated, making evasion and setting up tricks a

challenging process which can only be completed on each pass through the lap.

Based on a points system, you'll be awarded more points depending on how clev-

erly you set up each trick. If you line up a set of dominoes leading up to set of trick

triggers, you can push them over on the next pass, if you're success-

/
ful in hitting the trigger, you'll start a cool chain reaction and receive

a bounty of points.

A ^ Unfortunately, it’s the more seasoned puzzle fans that may

^ wring the most mileage out of Mr. Domino, making the six

stages feel a little too short. Players have the option to try

Jfe their hand at playing through with different characters once^
you've won it once, but the only difference is learning the con-

trols of a new character (for instance, one hidden character

moves very fast, while another moves very slow). But beyond Mr.

^ ^ Domino's short shelf-life, the game packs in a good variety of^ gameplay for gamers looking for a good mix between racing, plat-

forming and puzzling. Once you're able to grasp the initial premise of the

game, Mr. Domino zips along at an enjoyable pace which taxes more

than just your skill, but the gamer's brain as well.
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"R4 has to bo iha best-looking PlayStation racer ever (yes, edging out even Gran Turismo]."

- Official PlayStation Magazine, December 1998

• Sensational
graphics and lighting

effects give every
race a cinematic feel

• Race at all times of
day and night, even
during dramatic
sunsets

• Relive your greatest
moments through the
dynamic-camera
replay mode
• Watch your race
with all-new motion-
blur effects

• Battle head-to4iead
in split-screen vs. mode

oo(D@

It boasts an America^ stock^.car

pedigree. Built Tallaha^ee touj

and water-moccasin fasi

muscle-bound V8 unleashes 317

stampeding horses, as well

unlimited “Yee-Haa’s!”. It is tl

Detector - just one of the auto-^

motive marvels that torches the

streets in R4. With over 300
new cars, 45 fantasy models, 8

thrilling courses, a 2-player split-

screen mode and only one way

to drive. Fast. R4's asphalt gulp-

ing graphics and spectacular

racing environments deliver

racing speeds that were once

deemed impossible. But not

anymore. IMow you’ve got R4.

So long, pardner.

RIDGE RACER TYPE 4
Think fast. Drive faster.

namco^
\f\i\rj\i\i. namco.com

• Speed-tuned physics
keep the arcade-style
action fast-paced

• Championship
performances unlock
secret hidden supercsrs

• Don’t be afraid to
bump the other car,

it's all part of a
winning strategy

• Join one of four
international race
teams - each with
individual strengths
and weaknesses

• Design original logos
to customize your car

• Race on
gorgeous
cityscape,
countryside
and racetrack
courses

• Money can't buy
victory. You’ve got
to earn new cars
with your race
performance

• Experience all

the ups and
downs of a full

racing season in

the Grand Prix
mode
• Includes a Ridge
Racer Turbo Mode
bonus disc with a
60 FPS track
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PSYGNDSIS PROVES IT KNOWS SCI-FI

last Radius should be considered an arcade Colony Wars that is mission-

based, but mainly relies heavily upon power-ups for the basic gameplay

structure. While there are plenty of similarities between the two games, like the

radar system and the ships' handling and control, the overall feeling of this game is

lighter and simpler. Unfortunately, there are a couple of unfortunate flaws.

The comparisons to Colony Wars are inescapable. Lasers and explosions look

great. Gameplay is speedy, but will sometimes briefly slow to a crawl when lots of

action is on screen. The four ship designs are pretty neat and encourage the player

to try each of them. The player's ship is in high detail and is affected by the sur-

rounding lightsources. The sprawling space battlefields are not as awe inspiring as

those in Colony Wars, but are still quite good in their own right. You can actually burn

up in a planet's atmosphere if you get too close.

Blast Radius makes its greatest departure from Colony Wars in its gameplay. The

overwhelming gameplay thread surrounds the collection of various power-ups that

are released as you destroy enemy ships. As your fuel, ammo and shields are

depleted, you have to grab the appropriate color power-up. Grabbing these power-

ups is essential for finishing a mission and also adds an extra strategy element. This

structure leads to frustration in the later levels and is a contributing factor to the

game’s overwhelming difficulty.

Perhaps the one thing that is holding Blast Radius back from being a really amaz-

ing game is the frustration caused by a poor (and completely avoidable) gameplay

design. A player does not have the ability to save after every mission and cannot

continue from the last mission played before being killed. Instead, one has to go

back several stages to the last save. Much of the game's difficulty level and suffer-

ing replay value stems from this single annoying feature.
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sAME -A SUMMARY
DAZZLING AND MOVE AT A FAST PACE

''
ClKEMAS ARE CRAMMED INTO A BOX TOO CMALi 'm BE

ODE IS THE BEST EXCUSE TD BET A SEEN EVEN DN A 35 INCH TV

T TdD much RTUSTRATiaN AND OIFRCULTY ARE CAUSED

AO QNWra THE DUAL SHUCK BY ONE EASILY AVDIDABLE fUW

gagaa a §m M .

Fun space shooter that frustrates far tgd fast

Sports/Socccr

GGNIROL is rock solid and easy to use. AILQWING

YOU ni THINK ABOUT SOCCER

Lars OF new player animations add to the visual-

ly CONVINCING PACKAI^

Computer coNiRouio opponents and teammates

are even more reaustic

More features, teams, statistics, leagues,

mooes, ETC... THMI EVBI BEFORE Everything h«s finally cdme together for FIFA!

4 The gorgeous stadiums are

lost on the list oF flFA's amaz-
ing attributes whkh says o lot

obout those at the top!

the elite European Super League, more stadiums, a third more animations and more

commentary. That is on top of the already features-laden nature of the series.

Framerate has been increased, but the biggest leap for '95 is control. Controlling

the on-screen players is much more fluid, with interruptible animations that

enable you to switch directions much more quickly and stop on a dime. The

artificial intelligence controlling opponents and teammates has also been

tweaked to new levels of realism. Ai was pretty good in the last FIFA effort,

World Cup '98, but now the offense won't apply much pressure on your defense

when you have control of the ball in your side of the field, which allows you to pass

the ball back when you need some space and time to regroup before you launch

another attack.

Jaws will be agape at the improved graphics. The field, players and surrounding

stadium all have a smooth, refined look to them. There are tons of new animations

for the players on the field and in the computer controlled sequences like those after

a point is scored or when the teams leave the field for half-time.

The only down note is that the front end, including the menu screens, can be a

little tricky to navigate. It's a small price to pay...

FIFA '99 FIFA PERFECTION!

i ow many sequels does it take to reach

I perfection? For the FIFA series, the

number is seven. To put FIFA back on top, EA had

to overcome its control issues, although, in many

ways, the game has been improving with each new

edition, starting back in '94 with FIFA International Soccer

on the Sega Genesis. It has definitely been a work in

progress with refinements and tweaks being added each

year. In 1999, FIFA has truly arrived with gameplay as

good as ISS and the most in depth
^ players

collection of real leagues, players hwsornew

and stats ever,

In the features department, veryexciting.

there are 74 more teams, two

extra leagues — Portugal and Belgium, three new

gameplay modes— Custom Cup, Custom League and
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Eggs Df Steel Monkey Hero
BLAM! MAKES A GRAB AT THE ACTION RPG CROWN

o While the premise and char-

otter in the game ore highly

amusing, the gameploy can't

e|uite ke^ up.

ATIUS SERVES UP SCRAMBLEO EGGS

D apanese giant Enix and Britisivbased Rhythm & Hues have paired up to

produce a title aimed squarely at the younger PlayStation market. Eggs Of

Steel gives players the opportunity to take charge of a steel mill after working hours

in the guise of a night watchman/egg named Charlie. Charlie's workplace has sud-

denly taken on a life of its own and your job is to set things right and find the source

of the problem.

To accomplish this task, you must travel around a very complicated set of stages,

collecting odd items and completing different objectives. Set in a sprite-based, 3D

world, you'll find yourself scrambling across steel girders, whacking time clocks with

your handy wrench and throwing tolts at targets. All the while, you have to keep

your cool under various fans to keep from getting "boiled" (excuse the pun). And

like in any platformer, you'll have to contend with bosses and some nasty puzzles

along the way.

White the premise for the game is initially humorous and charming, with plenty

of amusing CG cutscenes, the real stumbling block for Eggs is its poorly animated

main character and confusing level design, Moving Charlie around the levels can be

a laborious process at times, simply because of the sluggish reaction of character

movement onscreen. But this is forgivable in the face of the game's bizarre level

design. Certain objectives are spelled out for you, but once they're taken care

of, it's not always clear where you must go next. This is due to the puzzling

layout of each interconnecting level. You're able to return to previously visited

areas to reap goodies and find missed locations, but the way in which the

stages are connected can lead you straight into the arms of frustration. You'll

often find yourself needlessly repeating tasks and never quite getting anywhere

in the meantime.

While Eggs of Steel might present an entertaining challenge to younger gamers

with its humor and lack of pretension, there's no real draw in terms of fluidity, logic

or technological finesse for more experienced players. Save this for the younger

siblings and try your hand at a platformer like Klonoa if youVe a fan of the genre.

hen California-based Blam! first announced its intentions to design and

develop an action RPG in the mold of 16-bit Ze/cfe games, the gaming press

was more than a little skeptical. With the cards stacked in favor of Japan for dream-

ing up the past and present classic console RPGs, any US developer seeking to take

a bite out of the genre has always been viewed with a wary eye. Now, with Blaml's

Monkey Hero ready to hit the shelves, does it pay homage to the greats while forg-

ing its own path? Well, yes and no.

Following the journey of a young hero named Monkey, the game plays much like

a top-down, 16-bIt action RPG. Dungeons are constructed out of puzzle rooms in

which you must pull levers, kill monsters or push objects in order to clear them and

continue. Progress relies on finding gold or silver keys in order to retrieve objects out

of large, caitoonish treasure chests while fending off equally cute enemies. At its

< While Monkey Heto shows
some promise, me gome does
need just o tod bit more
technological polish.

most basic. Monkey Hero feels a lot like Alundra, but the one feature that distances

the two games from one another is the depth in detail and gameplay. While Alundra

was a tough, skillful test of gamer's abilities. Monkey Hero is a simple game seem-

ingly aimed directly at younger players.

With colorful backdrops and a cast of very endearing characters, the game begins

on a very easy note and get progressively more challenging without ever feeling

overbearing. Secret areas and hidden dungeon entrances

harken back to the exploratory themes of Zelda, but never

quite match the charm or design of the latter.

Graphically, the sprite-based world of Monkey

Hero causes very noticeable slow down in movement and

the animation of the lead character can appear sluggish on

screen as well. These weaknesses mar the genuine appeal of

a solid, but somewhat overly simple, game. Though younger

gamers will love the feel of Monkey Hero, some of the tech-

nological and design weaknesses in the game will warrant

more sophisticated gamers to approach this title with caution.

A CHARMING, IF SIMPLE, FLASHBACK TO SIMPLER DAYS OF GAMING
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GAME ^ SUMMARY
There's a gbdo levq. of ghauenge and variety

niR STRATEGY VETERANS

A LARGE AMOUNT OF DPDNS, SIDE QUESTS AND

CHARACTERS PROVIDE DEPTH

T Mass aiwai to casual strathtists flarines

AFTER A FEW BATRES

Lackluster graphics in battle make this a purely

"gameplay" game

0

Strategy

A TANK STRATEGY THAT DELIVERS ADDICTIVE FDN

* Nefforis moke$ (he transition

from t64itto the PlayStation

end comes out a winner.

Monsters on the Genesis. When a troop member encounters the enemy on the

field, players can choose to watch attacks in 3D polygonal cut scenes. But as a warn-

ing, the cutscenes eat up a lot of load time and you'll most likely be finding yourself

turning off the animations before the first battle is through.

In games such as this, a good deal of importance is placed on purposeful,

methodic decision-making as opposed to fast-paced action, as strategy is not some-

thing to be rushed. Unfortunately, even with this fact taken into account, the pace in

Brigandine could’ve definitely used a push.

While Brigandine does harbor one of the more challenging quests for strategy

enthusiasts with its loads of options and unique characters, its distinct lack of polish

and mass appeal may turn off casually interested players who are more familiar

with the more accessible Final Fantasy Tactics or Kartia. Hardcore strategy fans

will want to give Brigandine a long look, while others may want to approach

with severe caution.

< The majorily of the game is

spent organizing your troops

and moving diffmnt offkers

into strategic battles.

Brigandine

ATLUS' LATEST IS STRICTLY FDR STRATEGY FANS

S tius' latest strategy RPG follows hot on the heels of its last title, Kartia. but

has little in common with its predecessor. Instead of moving from battle-

field to battlefield (ala FF Tactics or Tactics Ogre) in a linear motion, the action in

Brigandine relies more on terrain and stat checking.

At the outset, you are given the choice of playing through as one of five differ-

ent Lords who must defend their respective lands while slowly laying claim to the

castles of other countries. The bulk of gameplay is spent in organizing troops, sum-

moning monsters, fortifying castles and choosing the appropriate armies for each

lengthy battle. Each different leader has his or her own weaknesses in regards to

characteristics of their homeland's terrain and ally attributes. All of these subtle dif-

ferences in rank, strength and troop types must be taken into account in order to

plan your moves successfully.

When your troops are ready to attack, battles take place on a hexagonal set of

grids which mimic games like Dark Wizard on the Sega CD or Master of

NprtRPic MILITARY MADNESS SEQUELiiEcians
peliversthegddds

ho would have thought Sega would have done

LiAJ so well? After the failed Master System, there

were a lot of people that jumped ship for the bright,

shiny TurboGrafx. A year later, while everyone else was
piloting beautiful blue aquatic mammals (read: EccoA TurboGrafx

players were trapped with Keith Courage and his loser friends. When
Military Madness hit the stores, Turbografx players rejoiced over a title that

they could finally brag over. Years later, the long awaited sequel has finally hit, and

it's every bit as addictive and time-consuming as the original.

To compare Nectaris to strategy titles like Warcraftis unfair. At its core, it is much

more like a mixture of Chess and Risk, with a lot of destruction, death, and robots

thrown in for good measure. It's amazingly simple to play. You click on a unit, tell it

where to move, and who to attack. The catch is that each unit has specific abilities

which are usually paired with a fatal flaw. For example, the Hadrian has an immense

long range attack, but has no defense if a unit attacks at close range. Robbies are

weak and slow, but are the only units that can take over an enemy base or factory.

The magic of the game is learning how each unit works, and finding

strategies of attack. And this is where strategy fans will find the

meat of the game's enjoyment.

Unfortunately, while the gameplay is stellar, the game falls

short in graphics. The battle screens are little more than

minor visual updates to the original, and the FMV cutscenes

are immensely forgettable. Though the 3D battle sequences

are nice, they are incredibly slow, and most players

will find themselves switching to the 2D or calculation

battle modes in order to get into the action faster.

The simple interface and quick, addictive appeal

of Nectaris makes this a game that smarties and slug-

gos can both enjoy. Jaieco has provided PlayStation owners with a strategy faithful

to its 16-bit roots. Turbografx fans, rejoicel

4 Sadly,

the grai^tcs

Neefom are a
bit locking...
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Don't sweat the chichs my friend. What you need to do Is get your
hands around the new ASCII Sphere 360° ™ It's the only way to really
get 3D, and It's the first Intuitive 3D controller for the PlayStation^
game console. The ASCII Sphere 360° senses all pushes, pulls & twists
that you apply to It and translates those commands Instantly into fluid,

smooth movement. BAM! You're bustin' crazy moves effortlessly. And
Chech this out- games lihe Forsaken, NFL Blitz, and Duke Nukem Time To
Kill are programmed to groove with the ASCII Sphere 360°. With game
play like this, who needs a girlfriend anyway?

* - w/x K t
Imagine Che Pos^bllltles

Customer Service 650.780.0166 www.asciient.com
Pioduced under llceius by Sony Compiiler Entertainment America lor use with the PlayStatiKi same console.® 199B ASCII Entertainment Software, Inc. All rights reserved. ASCIIWARE Is a registered trademarh of ASCII Entertainment

Software, Inc. ASCII Entertainment, ASCII Sphere 360*, and the ASCII Sphere 360* logo are trademarks of ASCII Entertainment Software, Inc. PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are registered trademarks of Sony Computer

Entertainment Inc. All other brand and product names ate trademarks and registered trademarks of Ihelr respective holders. FORSAKEN 61998 Acclaim Entertolnmenl, Inc. All rights reserved. NFL™ BLITZ™ Game 61997
Midway Games Inc. All rights reserved. BLITZ and hllDWAY are trademarks of Midway Games Inc. 61997 NFLP. Team names and logos ate trademarks of the teams Indicated. The NFL shield, Super Bowl and Pro Bowl are

trademarks of the National Football League. Officially licensed Product of Players Inc. Players Inc. logo Is a tegislered trademark of the NFL Players. Distributed by Midway Home Entertainment, Inc. Duke Nukem"* Time To

Kill™ 61996, 1997, 1996 3D Realms Entertainment, All Rights Reserved. Developed by n-Space, Inc, under sublicense from GT Interactive Software Corp. under license from 3D Realms Entertainment. Published and
distributed by GT Interactive Softwaie Corp, All other trademarks are property of their respective companies.
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IT’S TIME TO TAKE YOUR FATE INTO YOUR OWN HANDS. THEN USE THEM TO



“So I tiiow tliis 2 o’clock kittex a nudist

and lie fists a CXipple xigkt ovex mj

leatliex man’s jpancake. Damn! I’d snajpjped

tliat consin’s moxning^^^ jonxnal off at

tke kandle witk a keggj Xee! Well Captain

Hook decides lie’s going witk tke nglp

liead. xoof witli the d.eiice - evexi

tkougli I’d collaxed. tkekaxijo on deck! Of

course, Gness don’t give ^Imn

anj black, SO tke rook’ issues tke Annie

Oaklep and we lose tke ballgame.’’

«s
PlaySlallon 3D0

"If you love baseball...this is the only game in town." - GamerzEdge
Coming this spring

© I99G The 3D0 Corrpaiiy. All Rigtiis Reserved. High Heal Baseball. 300. and iheii respective logos, arc iiaderriarks and/oi service rrarks ol The 300 Company in ihe U.S. sad oihei coantries. All other irademaiks

belong lo ilieii lespeciive owneis. © ML8PA Oflicial Licensee • Uaior League Baseball Players Associaiion. PlaySiaiion and the PlaySiaiioo logos are regisieied trademarks of Sony Computer Enienainmeni lire.
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of the technique you can muster will be needed. Rookie

shooter fans need not apply here. Even the most experi-

enced twitch gamers will find that R-Types tests their skills

fairly early on and only gets progressively harder from there.

The levels, which were all landmarks of originality in their

time, still hold up and, while some of the sprites may seem
bland compared to polygonal shooters like Einhander. they still

look good. The bosses are all unique and very tough to beat, but

they all have their Achilles heel and can be bested by those who can exploit this

weakness. In fact, one of the most impressive levels in R-Type 1 is actually a huge

boss ship that acts as the level itself. Unfortunately, there is still some slowdown is

some areas, but we remember this happening in the arcades as well, so maybe it's

just perfect emulation. Overall, this collection represents some of the most influen-

tial shooters of ail time, and is a great addition to any shooter fan's collection.

The graphics may just be

y still look really

MORE THAN JUST NOSTALGIA

B uring the last year or so, the PlayStation has seen a huge onslaught of

"retro" games re-released for the 32-bit era. Many of the games that are

on these compilations are true classics, but many, much to our dismay, just aren't

that fun anymore. Thus it was with some trepidation that we started to play the

emulated versions of the classic shooters R-Type and R-Type 2. We shouldn't have

worried, though. Despite the fact that the graphics haven't aged spectacularly

(although admittedly better than 99% of the classics), the gameplay is still pure, and

still stands out as some of the best shooting action money can buy.

Both games on this compilation have negligible storylines, as is usual for shoot-

ers, You are basically destroying alien hordes bent on destroying earth in each game.

Your ship, the R9, is humanity's last hope for survival. What made R-Type so unique

when it came out was the ability to hold the button down and charge your shots to

become more powerful. That ability, combined with some unique artillery and a sep-

arate weapons system that can be attached to the front or back of your ship, allows

for quite a bit of Technique while playing. The game plays very hard, though, so all

GAME -k SUMMARY
The aiiiiuh k wriNsi
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4 Tbe action can get very
intense when you end up in

the middle of a huge battle.

twitch gameplay, as you now have some extra weapons with which to plan strate-

gy. Many missions limit the type or amount of vehicles you can use as support, so

it's recommended that players learn how to use them effective-

ly. Luckily, there is a training mode to help, as well as a very nice

learning curve in the campaign.

Control is a bit complicated because this game takes full

advantage of the dual analog sticks on the dual shock controller.

After 8 bit of practice, it becomes second nature and you really

appreciate how Cyclone has balanced the nuances of driving your Wraith and using

your supplementary units to control a battlefield. As you get farther into the game,

mission objectives become much more varied than the earlier "go from point A
to B" missions. The graphics are also quite nice (if not a bit foggy on some lev-

els) and they move by at an astoundingly fast pace for their complexity. Two player

modes are also welcome (there are quite a few), but it is tough to get a good view

of the action in split screen, which hampers them a little. Overall, Uprising X offers

something fun and different on your PlayStation and is worth checking out.

ell. Uprising X is one of those games that is

hard to describe just because there really isn't

an^ning else like it on the PlayStation. The game is

probably most closely related to a first person shoot-

er, but it adds enough neat twists to distinguish it from

the rest of the PlayStation’s library.

In the game, you control a special tank called a

Wraith. While most of the game consists of driving

around and blasting anything that even looks like it can

be killed, you also have the ability to summon units to

help you fight. During the course of the game, you will

be able to capture certain command areas and build fac-

tories. When you build factories for certain units (like a tank),

you then are granted the ability to teleport them into battle

later in that level. This grants a whole new dimension to the
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Mudombies! Bone-grinding Greeters!

Tons of cooi new power-ups!

Invisibility! Hpaling powers; Antl^ore!

Abe gets aii emotionall’More panic!

More taiking! More pleading!

GameFan
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tave the Mudokons and save

your game anywhere!

Available at youi* local retail store. 0Pdei< direct at www.gt8tore.com or call 1 -800-61 0-GTIS
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(It’s a video game, too.)

help battling an army ofpesky insects

through 15 stunning 3-D environments.

A Bug’s Life video game is an

action-packed adventure that’ll have

you swinging, flying and sliding in a world

seen through the eyes ofan

ant. In other words, it’s an

epic ofminiature proportions

Association, ©Disney/Pixar. All rights reserved. www.plaYStation.com



Ridge Racer is back and looking better than ever

A Players start out by choosing the
team that they want to race for: Japan,
U.S.A., Italy or France.

A Helpful informahon is provided to you
by your teammates before and after

each race.

A Do so, and you will be awarded with
faster, more powerful cars to add to

your collection.

A EcureuI - don't let it's small size fool

you. This is one of the fastest cars in

the game and con go from 0 to 60
foster than you can soy "Gol".

D he Ridge Racer series has long established itself in

the arcades and on the PlayStation as the premiere

racing franchise, and each version has featured better graph-

ics and tighter controls. However, for Ridge Racer Type 4,

Namco opted to completely bypass the arcades and design

a racing game specifically for the PlayStation,

In a lot of regards, R4 shares a lot in common with Gran

Turismo, such as its amazing graphics, life-like replays and

large assortment of selectable cars. However, unlike GT, R4

features a much more arcade-like feel. Because of this, the

game tends to be more geared towards the mainstream

gamer than the hard-core racing fan.

There are four main game modes in all: Grand Prix, Time

attack, VS battle and Extra Trial, Grand Prix pits you up against

rival racing teams as you try to earn new cars and qualify for

the next big race. Time attack is basically a practice mode

where players can see how fast they can finish a particular

course, VS battle lets you and up to three other racing fans

compete to see who's best and Extra Trial challenges you to

beat the computer in a one-on-one race. Win

and you earn the car that the computer-

controlled driver was racing in,
.,

If those modes weren't enough,

R4 also takes advantage of some

new PlayStation peripherals which

should definitely help to differenti-

ate it from the vast myriad of rac-

ing titles out there. First we have

the Sony PocketStation, Using it,

players can save the cars that they

have earned in the Grand Prix mode
and trade them with other players.

This is a simple, yet brilliant, addition that

should help to promote camaraderie

amongst the gaming population. Next, we have

the JogCon. Much like the Guncon light gun

and Time Crisis, the JogCon will come pack-

aged along with R4, but only in limited supplies.

Basically, a Dual-Shock-style controller with an

embed-
ded analog

wheel, the JogCon

takes advantage

actual force feedback to

create a more realistic

racing experience.

These two peripherals alone make R4 the most innova-

tive racing game to come around in a long time. And

combining them with eight beautifully designed

tracks and over 300 selectable cars could help the

game surpass even Gran Turismo as the cur-

rent reigning king of the genre.

A Unlike
previous

Nomco racing

gomes, R4 does not suffer from
that dreaded pinball effect,

instead of being knocked way
back when you hit o cor, you
simply bounce off and can
recover quickly.

A Before you race each track, you are
given general informotion about it and
the car you are using.

This mode is one of the more inter-

1^2 fic £3 1^1 I*! esting and main features of Ridge

Racer Type 4. Basically, it is set up

"I
like a competition. Players decide

I I what teams and type of car they are

going to drive and then they have to

race against other teams in a three-part, eight track event. You have to place

well if you want to continue on and earn better cars for your team.

’UO

A In order to continue on, you have to

place at least third in the eorly races
and first in the later races.

Cars You
DRHfliYi af=
None of the cars in R4 are real, but

that doesn't mean they don't look

good or lack in variety. On the con-

trary, Namco has managed to put

together 320 of the coolesMooking

vehicles you will ever see in a racing

game. These are but three of them.

Utopia • this is a car that any dare-
evil would be

of acceleration

devil would be proud of. It has the type
' mat gives you backlash.

A Volcano - a futuristic hover car that
achieves speeds of up to 356 Km/h
and corners like a dream.
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fiRlGHTEST NireFHANTOmiLEOut of Blue

k Racer girl [usl

^ gels belter
I looking with

each tnshiil-

ment of the

game. This year's

version is the

Namco's latest peripheral brings a new

level of interaction to racing games and

combines analog controls with an inno-

vative steering-wheel type device. It

even features resistance feedback

which makes your car harder to

, steer during sharp turns.

it Aside from the standard 2-player

split-screen option, this game also allows
you to play with up to four people using

the link cable.

A The next best thing to a training mode,
the Time Triol lets you race ogainst
your own best time and perfect your
driving skills.

This latest Ridge Racer features several

gameplay modes that will interest racing

game fans and increase the replayabiiity

of the title.

eOGe OF Twe -EflRTWLUONDCK -HILL

4 While arguably not as good as those in Gran
Turisme, M's reolavs still look breothtakina. TTufisme, M's repl^s still look breathtaking. The

cars realty look tilM they are real.

A While not available initially, the Extra

trial is unlocked after you complete the

Grand Prix mode. It allows you to earn

some of the hidden special vehicles.

¥ Namco tips

hot to one ^
its oldest

games with
the Pac Man
Racing
Club's car. i

V Racing games get a more realistic feel

with the Jogcon, which features an analog
steering wheel and resistonce feedback.

Tfne JogCdn

A The attention to detail is so amazing in R4. Little thmgs tike this passing

plane are common place and give the tracks personality and realism.



Dodging these outo-guns
shoot at/ players will see mechs as well as especially since they can lock

giant bosses and other spacecraft. very fast. Just be '

to keep moving.

You can tell that some of the tracks w
influenced by Wipeout, mainly because of the game's lorger baddies. Fortunately, he moves much

slower than

Publlshsr Electranic Arts

DavelopBr Westwood Pacific

Release Date February

Type Racing

4='fK£Vt-EUJS
Publisher Psygnosis Release Date 1st Qtr 1999

Developer Psygnosis Liverpool Type Combat Raoing H 0 ©

It's like Wipeout on steroids

; he Liverpool offices of Psygnosis have been responsible for pretty much

all of the company's truly revolutionary games. Titles such as Colony Wars

and Wipeout either created new genres or redefined old ones. And Eliminator is

looking to do the same for shooters.

The game starts out with you in a spacecraft. The only problem is that

your craft has a bomb attached to it and that bomb is counting down to zero. To

stay alive, you have to race around the different tracks and pick up power-ups to

give you more time. If you take too long or don't defeat enough enemies, it's bye

bye, birdie!

To help you out, there are twelve different weapons available, along with six

different craft, each with varying attributes. Unfortunately, there are going to be 30

different enemies that are trying to slow you down. Combine it all and you have a

futuristic racing game that action fans vwll get
When you start out the game, you . - . . ,

only hove 60 seconds before the ® OT.

bomb explodes. Pick up these timers
to gain seme extra seconds.

Fan-favorite tracks, like toguna Seca,
A Most of the 45 cars are initially

hidden. You'll hove to ploy through
the different tracks and GT levels

>roduced perfectly, even down to the

before earning all of ^em.

A The GT racing leagues ore made up of
standard street cars, which you'll recogni

A Powerslides play on important role i

Sfmrts Car. Learn mem quickly or you
that have bMn modified for

Hey, wanna race for pinks?

0 ne of the latest racing leagues to spring up

in the past few years, GT has steadily

grown in popularity and influenced several different

PlayStation racing games, namely Sony's Gran

Turismo. Now, EA is hoping to make its own mark by

releasing Sports Car GT.

Players will be

able to choose from

over 45 licensed

cars, such as the Porsche 911. BMW M3 and

the Vector Ml 2, and the more experienced

drivers can even upgrade and fine-tune their

cars for optimal speed and handling.

Then, we have the unique two player

"Pink Slip" mode. Both players plug their

memory cards, which hold their customized

cars, into the PlayStation and the game then

loads those cars into the system memory. The

catch is that the cars are erased from the memory
cards at the same time. Then, the race starts and

the winner gets both of the cars. The loser is left to that high q , . .

leave in shame and try to build another car.

Now that's a great idea for a racing game. with them, as well.



jumping
around,
we almost
lorgot that

Gex could

the Olympic

(Translated from Spanish) I wonder what this

I find someone ahead who

Platform jumping ploys a major role in Gex 3
> we hope that you got enough practice in the

other two games.

\ We suspected that General Patton

liked to drive around in one of these.

I am Ramses and
this is my spitting

camel. Do not tem|
the fates and chal-

lenge us. We will

destroy you.

A Gex whips out some Gecko-Fu and
shuffles this card soldier into his

proper place.

A Who knows what this guy is? He
looks like a reject from a Darth Voder
competition. Just don't get him angry.

A You can't run into anything worse
than o confused Cyclops with o club.

Unfortunately, Gex manages to run
into several of them.

Publisher Eidos Release Oete March

Developer Crystal Dynamics Type Action/Platform RfKBVieUJS

lYlflN Df=! FflCHES
If there is one aspect of the Gex games that is the most humorous and

unique, it would have to be the different disguises that can be worn. From

a Roman Soldier to Sherlock Holmes, this Gecko manages to be everyone.

.

Can the third time still be the charm?

I ex has come a long way since his first appearance on the failing 3D0 console
* and is now appearing on the PlayStation for the third time In Gex 3: Deep

Cover Gecko. The lovely Agent Xtra has been kidnapped by Gex's arch nemesis, Rez,

and it's up to Gex to find her. And if you didn't know, Xtra is being played by Baywatch

beauty Marliece Andrada.

There is going to be a lot more to do in Deep Cover Gecko than in the past games.

Instead of just running and jumping from level to level, Gex will have a multitude of

other skills. Controlling tanks, deep-sea scuba diving, snowboarding and riding camels

are but a few of them. There is also going to be a lot of variety in the level designs,

which are still based on new media and pop culture references. Players will see such

strange locations as a bizarre fairy tale world and a twisted North Pole (which happens

to be run by Santa's evil twin, Satan). This is going to be one truly unique-looking game.

Gex, of course, is famous for his many and often humorous disguises. In this lat-

est sequel, he certainly won’t disappoint as he takes on the identities of such famous

personalities as General Patton, Clint Eastwood, Captain Hook, Hercules and even the

famous sleuth, Sherlock Holmes.

Even with all these new additions, we hope that Crystal Dynamics is including

enough innovation and unique gameplay elements to make Gex 3 a somewhat different experience

than the past games. If they can do that, then there is no reason why the wise-cracking gecko can't

return for many more adventures. Besides, it would be much too hard to fill those shoes.

This is MechaGex. He has powers
beyond those of mortal men.
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shadow,
but now you^ 0.0111 well better try.

sfeom . A bizarre plague has swept the land,

radowmadness.com ]

bringing vile creatures out of the shadows, and leaving piles of dust where

your friends and relatives once stood. And you’ve got to put a stop to it

before it puts a stop to you. It’s an epic RPG with complex battle scenarios.

Customizable weaponry. And three styles of magic. Because you’re gonna

need all the help you can get. Shadow Madness strikes In February 1999.

2
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RfKEVIEUJS Publisher Konami Release Date Spring 1993

Developer Konami Type Fighting m

A Taking on two armed men ot once is

usually a losing proposition unless you
are as skilled as Kotaru.

Kotaru humbles his

opponent in a duel
ond makes him grovel
in the dill for mercy.

nrie-RCYJ
,
When attacked, Kotaru will react swiftly

,• and decisively- There are even special

;

techniques he can learn which allow him

to kill or dismember in a single hit.

^ coffibihation of swordplay s sdv^aurF^:

3 ombinin9 the pre-rendered backgrounds of Resident Evil and the swordplay

of Bushido Blade, Shogun Assassins (tentative title) looks to be another inno-

vative and fun effort from Konami. You play one of two main characters in feudal Japan

and, through a blend of adventure and action, you are led into an epic story.

Much like the Resident Evil series, each character has their own unique

storyline, but the paths of each will cross several times throughout

the game. The stories are not horror-based, however, and are ,

based more on mystery and

intrigue. You can control either

Kotaru or Hyaku, both of whom
start in the small town below

the castle belonging to Kizumi

p Danmasa, Kotaru is a young

While Kotaru and
Hyaku will meet up
several times during
the course of riie game,
their storylines ore
completely different.

A With over 30 different attacks and
blocks, Kotaru has the moves necessary to

fell any opponent.

warrior who has returned to the village to pay his respects

to his parents' gravesite, and Hyaku is a secret policeman

who is looking for her missing brother. Their quest becomes

more treacherous when they get entangled in the plots of the lord of the castle

the beautiful Hyaku, or above. who is planning to overthrow the Shogun using demons.

The game is entirely played in the same style of Resident Evil, with

pre-rendered backgrounds and real-time characters. This time, however,

you must fight enemies with your swords instead of guns.

Luckily, there are over 30 different sword strikes to master,

as well as several magical attacks you can learn. It is also

possible to dismember or decapitate your opponents

with critical hits.

It's still early on this title, but it looks like Konami

has another unique game on its hands that could

impress. If the storyline manages to match the graph-

ics and swordplay, this might be a winner.

^ H«y, what would a feudal Japan game be without
jas? The bad guys come in several different varieties.

A Players can ploy
the steely Kotaru. Each storyline is unique.

n-RK
Cdns-pi-rrcy
Hyaku is in town looking for her missing

brother. Somebody or something

doesn’t want her poking her nose where

it doesn't belong.

When you get a critical hit, the screen

will darken and you will be treated to a
stylish view of the kill.

A The gome slorts off with Hyoku running
down a dark alley in the pouring rain

when suddenly...

After a tough battle, Kotaru walks away
calmly, leaving the bodies of his enemies

ble^ing in the dirt.

s a targe

'

to explore, each of which will help you
figure out ports of the storyline

A ...she is ambushed by two men with
swords. Since she was trained in the
secret police, she is very capable of

defending herself.
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PublisliBr Activision

DEvsIopcr Tamsaft

Virtual pet sim meets role-playing

|W||% hat do you get when you cross the niche genre of virtual pet sims with the

UlV increasingly popular role-playing category? Answer: Guardian's Crusade.

Activision has picked up the rights to Tamsoft's Knight and Babygame. The title has

been changed to Guardian's Crusade, but the premise of a knight pairing up with a

lost monster and their subsequent quest together to return the baby monster to its

family has been kept.

The game takes place in a magical world filled with towns and various charac-

ters that you must interact with in order to return the monster

to its home. Though labeled as an action RPG, Guardian's

Crusade plays out more like a traditional role-playing title, with

turn-based combat as well as all the other conventional tra[>

pings of towns, puzzles and dungeons.

It is the monster who lies at the crux of the game. You'll be able to care for the baby mon-

ster completely and your treatment of it will influence its development. Even what or how you

feed the monster will determine which of U different characters it will change into over the

course of the game.

Battle is much like most traditional RPGs,
with each choracter taking a turn for attack

and a host of ether cool a

A The look v
,

everything in this 3D world is made up of

IncrMlbly smoodi, shaded polygons.

P Your adventures will take you to

o variety of lands, including this

ice village filled with interesting

penguin-like citizens.

/

With a highly intriguing

premise and a long, involving quest.

Guardian's Crusade might be one title for

RPG fans to keep an eye out for. If done

right, this could be the title to help the RPG

genre move in a new direc-

tion. Look for it on the

store shelve sometime

in March.

4 Packed with a ton of highly

stylized CG cinemas, Guardian's
Crusade is deceptively simple, but

shows a good amount of polish.

Publisher Psygnesis Release Date February

Developer Intelligent Gemes London Type Gports/Golf

Uke Tiger Woods '99, Pro 18
features practice ranges for all

the disciplines of golf. Perfect

your swing at the driving and
chipping range, then spend
some time at the putting g

How realistic do'yTO:nke ycitfr golf sirn^

A A couple of rite top woman golfers are
also in tne gome. Here Dottie Pepper gets
lined up for tee off on the first hole on a
misty morning at Coer
d'Alene Resort Golf

nice grid that

lution to really V,

make a differ- '

ence. You can
totally see every
bump and curve of
the green.

Q sygnosis is boldly entering the golfing arena with the hyper-

realistic Pro 18. The current top title is the extremely playable

Tiger Woods '99. but what Pro 18 is offering may go far beyond

Electronic Arts’ popular PGA series.

All attempts are being made to make the Pro 18 experience as

much like watching television as possible. There are three commenta-

tors who each have respective roles, an anchorman who gives "pre-

sentation sections" while critique of your playing comes from Peter

Atlis. Initially impressive is the motion-capture technology used to bring

all the pros' actual moves to the game. Pro 18 looks like video tape, not

a videogame.

The stand-out features are the level of detail that is going into the courses and

ball physics. The team behind the title's development have all the right obses-

sions— golfing and computer physics models. Ball behavior should be more

accurate than anything seen on the PlayStation so far. The three courses

were all modeled using the latest in survey data techniques and are gen-

erated during gameplay using new rendering techniques, making every

nuance of the actual course appear in the game.

It’s still fairly tough to play at this point In order to really compete with

the current competition, it has to be easily accessible and highly playable

for any skill level. It appears that the powers that be are aware of this, but

whether it will pan out in the final effort is up in the air. They've already

made this much effort so far, so there shouldn't be much too worry about.

A There are eight different pro golfers to
play as or against, including Mark O'Meara.
There is also an easy to use menu system
that allows you to cnoose rtie way you hit

the ball, your club choice, choose different

views and more.
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and hnmanity retreats

to the imagined safety of

their beds, a mysterious entity

appears in the night sky to assemble

the wicked and the evil. Eighteen snpernatural

creatures of myth and legend materialize

to wage their eternal war for domination

of the night. Beware meager mortals.

The battle for the night becomes the fight

of your life in DarkStalkers 3.



eOPCOM CO.. LTD. 1998 CCAPCOM J SA, IW. 1998. All. RIGHTS RESERVED. CAPCOM Is 9 rmIsIwM traOeroR of CAPCOM
CO.. LTD. OMKSTALKERS is a vadsmark of CATOIM CO.. LTD. 'fighter's Edga Is a raglsared trademart! of GamePro magaBiK.
the world's laigesl mut^tform gamirg magazint and Um ofhcial magaoie sponsor of the Capcom fighters Edge promodon.

Reproduchon of the fighters Edge nams/logo in wtiolo or part wrthool prior wririen permission by GamoPro magadno Is prohrbtted.

PlavStatno and Uie PlayStadon logos are ragisiered iradomarts of Sony Comouler Entertainment Inc. Dw tahigs Icon is a lipdematk

ol III! Inttractne Digital Softwaio Assooalion. Al other marks an the property rd Iheir respaedve owners.
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A Tatce your pick from a whole A There's o whole bunch of options in rtiis

slew of professional kickboxers. kickboxing game.

D ou know, It's not like kick-boxing hasn't been made

into a videogame before, but Xing's throwing its

own version into the ring.

K1 Revenge doesn't try to simulate the sport— it

takes a few liberties with what kick boxing's all about.

Sure, you're trying to knock out your opponent as

quickly as possible, but you're still constrained to the

ring system. Knocking down doesn’t mean knocking

him out, but a few well-placed and well-timed kicks or

punches will put him on the mat. Do that three times

in a round and you'll earn a technical knockout.

Still, it's ail about getting your opponent to stay down

n the

A Yau bett«r haps you've got o bit of stamina left to

get back up.

have to utilize
A Whot

the special

charging moves
would iw
complete

and combo sys-

tem to put your

without the
ring babes?

opponent down

and out. We'll see how

gamers grab onto this type

of fighter when it's released

A Reel back and punch, but don't forget you con use your feet, too.

F€S«Ufl«Y 1333
Publisher Jaleco

Developer Xing

Release Date Spring I99S

Type Fighting

Publisher Eidos Relesss Oete Spring 1999 ©Developer Pumpkin Studios Type Strategy JlHiJ

Watch out, C&C! This means warlM.

b The game's 3D engine really

shows off the landscape's
contours and details.

Just becouse it looks safe doesn't

Moke

you take control

of vehicles.

m ey, if you're a fan of the Command & Conquer-

styie of game, wait until you see what Eidos has

up its sleeves for you in the form of Warzone 2100.

No, it's not a futuristic WWF wrestling game. Warzone

2700 is a real-time strategy game in 3D where you take full

control of each of the troops you com-

mand. This game won't be for fans

who just want to jump in and blow

stuff up - there will be a lot of

resource and troop manage-

ment mixed in with the

unique action.

You'll be able to jump

into the complex story-

line and follow a series of

missions in a full-fledged campaign,

Or, if you just want to enter a battle, there's always

the handy ''skirmish" option that will pit you against a com-

puter opponent - no mission objective, just wipe him off

the map.

It will be interesting to see if Eidos is successful in com-

bining action with the real-time strategy genre. So far the

company is on the right foot. We'll know soon enough

when the game's ready to go this spring.



Publisher Electronic Arts

Developer Micro Cabin

Release Date March

Type Skateboarding

clothes, too!

A Crouching out of a romp or during
straightaways can increase your si

and give you more seconds to pull

can be interacted with. In fact, the challenge is

A Ramps are the best places to earn a
lot of points. Just be sure to hit them at

top speed and push the jump button at

A Hitting a wall or missing a jump will L—
cause you hit the pavement pretty hard, a Hit a ramp at full speed and you will fly extremely high into flie

pull off on extremely cool trick.

A Taking the roil is a classic skateboarding
move. You can get more points if you ollie

on to the rail from far away.

A Once you land on the rail, the game auto-

maticolly controls your character. You just

have to worry about when to jump off.

Aside from the standard ramps and half-

pipes, Street SkSter has plenty of rails and

ledges to grind on, You can find them on

every course.

TflKlN'
T4He -R-ril

P’fK-BVl-ELUS ES

The PlayStation finally gets a skateboarding game

I

nown in Japan as Street Boarders, Street

SkSter is one of those games that the

PSM staff simply loves. Ever since we received

that first single level ab.. yoy puM »
|

demo, the game has trick, the name of the
I

been played endlessly ‘«r‘een a'l^g Xlth how
in our offices. And for «'** '•

the longest time, we
hoped that a U.S. publisher would pick it up... enter

Electronic Arts.

The game itself is broken up into two main modes, Street

Tour and Free Skate. In the Street Tour mode, players go

through each level trying to gain enough points to progress on

to the next course. Street Mode is more for practice and lets

you go ^trough whatever course you want without the pres-

sure of a ticking clock. There are six levels in all, which include

courses in L.A., New York and Tokyo along with a halfpipe and

a bowl.

What's amazing about this game are the

designs of these different levels, which are

basically a skater's dream. Virtually everything

unu frnm thp pfair rsila tn the wall Ifidtifis.

trying to find the

most efficient

way of going

through a

particular

level. And

to make matters more inter-

esting, some of the levels

have multiple branching

paths. There is simply so much

to see and do.

Fortunately, tricks are very easy to

pull off and only rely on the player hitting the jump button and a

direction on the d-pad. This coupled with the height and angle

of the jump determines how fancy a trick will be.

Considering there are over 200 moves to figure out and sev-

eral hidden skaters and boards to reveal. Street SkSter is going

to have plenty of replay value. And, final-

ly, skaters who were not content to play

snowboarding titles can now have a

game to call their very own.

A Handplants are actually quite difficult

ta do, but you don't get very many
points for them. Use them purely for

showing off.

A Points are awarded depending on
how impressive o trick is. Anything
less than 400 points and you need
mere practice.

A The gauge on the bottom right of the

screen tracks your speed. Keeping it

full is crucial if you want to puli off

big tricks.

Gleriyiing
T+ne Cure

In between each course, there are bonus levels that will challenge

you in different aspects of skateboarding. For example, the bowl is

where you have to pull off as many tricks as you can within a certain

time limit.



All the casino action you crave.. .without leaving home. We know how you

love the Caesars experience. The lights, the sounds, the action. It's all

captured in the new Caesars Palace 11’“ for the PlayStation* game console.

Odds and pay-outs authenticated by expert

statistician William Bertram, Ph.D.

Learn expert strategies and tips with the exclusive

Caesars Palace Guide to Gaming

•
1 9 games of chance including: Craps, Blackjack,

Roulette, Slots, Video Poker, Mini-Baccarat, Keno

and Poker Challenge

• Super fast game play for up to 4 players

• Chart your performance with statistical analysis

Caesars Palace li is the complete casino-lover's dream game. Since you can't take your sofa to

Caesars Palace, we've brought Caesars Palace to you. Coming soon for the Game Boy* Color unit.

1 -800-INTERPLAY • www.interplaystore.com • www.caesars.com
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i. Just lik« in standard RPGs, you will hove
to explore towns to gain information and
buy any supplies you may need.

A Fighting is all based in reahtime and
get very intense, especially when you a
going up agoinsi several opponents.

^ Fighting

Dragon Valor fea-

tures the largest

dragons you will

probably ever see on
the PlayStation. They
look simply amazing.

PublishBr Kamco

Developer Namca

Release Date T60

Type Actien/Adventure f^nevisujs B7

0th Klonoa and Tales of Destiny brought something fresh and innovative

ILS^ to their perspective genres, but they were not games

that one would normally expect Namco to release. The

same is true of the company's upcoming action-adven-

ture title, Dragon Valor.

Loosely based on the 8-bit

title, Dragonbuster, Dragon Valor

takes the player on a journey

through several different fantasy-

type realms and has them bat-

tling giant dragons that inhabit each land. The game
is completely 3-D. with an emphasis on action-oriented

gameplay combined with a rather intricate storyline.

In fact, the storyline takes place over several generations

A This map represents a small portlan of

the Dragon Valor universe. Expect to Invest

a lot of time in this game.

and follows quite a number of

different characters. Depending

on who players decide to

marry, story events will altered

and the game will then follow

that new generation.

Considering Namco's past

track record, we are sure that

Dragon Valor will end up being

one of the better games to be

released this year. You can

expect a full update once we
get more information.

Rock 'em, sock 'em racing comes to thePlayStatiortf;t

A Almost everything is destructible in

Roffcage exee|rt your craft. Watch for build-

ings to come crashing down around you.

T With indestructable

cars like this, who
needs insurance?

A No, you can’t hover, but if an opponent’s
missiles connect, you'll feel like you're flying.

ith the legacy of WIpeOut the difficulty of creating

another arcade-style racer for British developer

Psygnosis has been tremendous. During its time, few

games were able to touch its standards in physics, unex-

plored music avenues, and sleek design. Now, with ATD at

the controls, Psygnosis has found a new model around

which to build a racing game.

Using futuristic cars that can smash into any object and

flip right back over, these two teams

have forged Rollcage, a one- to four-

player racing bash-'em-up that

can't be beat, and brings gamers

an avenue of racing that

hasn't been

approached
this smartly.

Taking the

controls of a

Rollcage car is a

new experience.

Your car zooms up

steep cliffs and can

spiral corkscrew-like

around tunnels with-

out a hitch and are completely

indestructible. If you flip over, it’s no big deal. Just hit the

acceleration pedal and keep going.

Special lighting and sound effects are bountiful in

Rollcage, and it makes you feel that the simplistic cartoons

from the Mario /Cart-style racing battle have been brought to

a completely new level of technical specialty. In fact,

Rollcage is like the Fourth of July, the screen lighting up with

brilliant hues of red, blue and yellow.

From the early demos we played, Rollcage looks to main-

tain a fast frame rate and a great sense of speed. Expect

more on this title in the coming months.

A Fast starts will power you out in front

of your opponents instantly and give you a
quick lead.



SB -R-r-evi-eujs
Publisher THQ

Oevelaper Inland Productions

Ralease Data Now Available

Type Wrestling

^ Everyone knows that the
true action takes place out-

side of the ring. Tnot's

where you find all

the weapons. i

4 The Stinger looks
like he's ready to
knock a few out of

the park or should
we say the ring?

A The eosiest w<
energy is to get
pound on the buttons.

to droin your opponent's
em in this Strengm Test and

tie details like this Jumbotron.

You can’t be a very good wrestler

without having some sort of finish-

ing move. Fortunately, all the selec-

table wrestlers in Thunder have

them. Some are fancier than others,

but they are all still pretty cool. Here

are a couple of them.

I /
1 _lz;

III ill 1111
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Can THQ steal the thunder

from WWF Warzone?

Even moKe
nnaDEs

If you thought WCW Nitro had a lot of

game modes, just wait until you see

Thunder. It has every mode that you

could ever possibly want.

ell, in order to make WCW/NWO Thunder the best PlayStation

wrestling title ever, THQ worked hard to include everything that

they thought wrestling fans would want. Now, there are over 60 selec-

table wrestlers ranging from the Ultimo Dragon to Hollywood Hulk

Hogan, and almost all of them have new grappling moves along with their patented finishing

moves. There are also more modes such as the steel cage match— a PSM favorite— and the

ability for wrestlers to use weapons. Oh yeah, nothing beats a good ol' chair to the cranium.

Aside from those additions. Thunder features several little extras that should help to make it

truly unique. Virtually every

wrestler has their own theme

music along with video introductions

and taunts, just like in the television show.

You can even switch the affiliation of a wrestler with

I single button press. Let's say you like

Goldberg, but you want to make him an NWO
black and white member. You can do that.

Other extras include a more reactive crowd,

which chants and cheers at the appropri-

ate times, and run-in characters

who will help you out. There is

also support for the Dual

Shock controller, so you can feel

every choke slam and power bomb.

From what we have seen,

WCW/NWO Thunder

is already light years

ahead of WCW Nitro.

THQ's previous

wrestling title, and

should give WWF
Warzone a very good fight. And consider-

ing this is THQ's last

l/VCl/WYlA^Otitle (the company

now has the WWF license), it

makes this title that much
more special.

A The ulrimate in wrestling punish-
ment, the Cage Match mokes sure
that you can't get very far from your
opponent.

A What a great ideal Put four big wrestlers
in a ring and let them beat each other up.
You gotta love it.

I The Disciple is the master of me
Apocalypse, which basically is the
Stone Cold Stunner.

A The Tog Teom match is a true classic and
tests how well two ployers can work with
each other.

e. A let of wrestlers do the Choke
Slam, but no one can do it quite like

the Giant.

A Formerly illegal, the Super
Powerbomb is Eric Nash's weapon
of choice.
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'Packs serious action - plentiful gameplay with "...one of the most advanced games on "...unlike anything PlayStation gamers
great graphics and sound.

"

- PSM Online the PlayStation. " - Gamer's Republic have yet seen . " - Gamecenter.com
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The smell of coi^ses^
however, never changes.
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3DO
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"Plays fast and chaotic. Literally dozens
of units can be on the screen at one
time, and the battles that take
place are epic.

"

- PSM

’ Virtually unlimited replayability.

Unbelievable destruction.

' Command massive brigades of sci-fi

troops, tanks, gunships and bombers.

’ Explosive 2-player action — unload
hi-tech firepower against a friend.



when you start

the game, a new
^orld is devel-

oped for you
which you con cus-

tomize to «ame
extent, depending
on how you want
the game to ploy.

Publisher Activision Relesse Date January

Developer Activision Type Strategy

Build to stand the test of time

D ou know it's very rare when we see a game of the type and caliber

of Civilization II on the PlayStation. Graphics are drab, the gameplay

is slow, and the overall effect is pretty unexciting. What the game doesn't

have in flash, however, it more than makes up with depth of gameplay and

quite possibly the greatest scope of any game ever developed. The premise

is to grow your own civilization from the ground up. This means that you can

evolve the technology as you like it, confot the production of each city, and

generally control every facet you can think of. Luckily, the interface is simple

and allows you to ease into the immense task before you. There are also sev-

eral competing civilizations in the world that you will have to deal with

through diplomacy or just sheer violence. This may be the most involving

strategy game yet on the PlayStation, but we'll let you know next issue with

a full review.

A When you ploy well, your subjects will

upgrade your throne room. We're not
doing too well in this game.

A This is the main map screen where you
will do most of your expiring and
movement. It's not that pretty, but it does

A As you research more and more tech-
nologies, more things will open up for you
to build. You con slant your empire
towards military might or peace or maybe
just a little of both.

A The yellow borders represent the end of
the known woHd for your civilization. To
figure out what the world ts like, you must
octually do quite a bit of exploration.

obout the
stick. You ARE
the stick.

Publisher Jeleco Release Date Now Available

Developer Saurus Type Puzzle/Actiun

A In Japan, it's called Irritating Bleetri< Sliek,

Two guesses why.

tep right up, step right

Wmm9 Up, and try out Jaleco's

funtastic, fantabulous Irritating

Stick! In a market full of gratu-

itous 3D puzzle games, Saurus strips the eye

candy to the bone, leaving nothing left except

pure hard core gaming.

You control the irritating stick through a

series of mazes. Hit the side, and the dual

shock controller shakes a bit, and you've got

to start all over again. As you get better, the

mazes get harder and the designers get

meaner, throwing in moving mazes, cages,

and an evil buzzsaw. It looks really simplistic,

but the office is addicted to the damn thing.

Standard competition modes takes you

through prepared courses, while the Al mode

changes the maze depending on your perfor-

mance, and a course editor lets you create

and save your own mazes.

If you need a game that tests your reflex-

es and your analog stick skills. Irritating Stick

could be your cup of tea this January.

A Just think of this as training for those
limes where you're stuck in nstonland.

A The stick's bizarre Irovels take It to strange places, like ci

machines, for example.
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Typa Fighting F'-R£V1EUIS 73

aspects of the three standard isms (x, z and v). For

example, you can create an ism that allows you to use

both Alpha Counters and Custom Combos. Normally,

that would not be possible. You can then download

your custom ism characters to your PocketStation

to train them and improve their abilities.

Ryu and L

Chun Li return

for the last Alpha
adventure. Players

It seems that Capcom has gone all out to

make Alpha 3 the definitive Street Fighter game,

Not only will it feature the largest cast of charac-

ters ever, but it will also probably feature the

most balanced gameplay yet and extremely

quick load times. What more could a fighting

can't think of anything.

^ The Capcom artists con-
tinue to impress, as A/p/ra

3 features all-new back-
grounds that ore amaz-
ingly detailed. Cody's
stage is but one example.

tom isms that contain

A Street Fighter Alpha 3 features a lot

of new animations, such as this flame
effect that occurs when a character get

A The presentation of this gome is won-
derful. Everything has that techie, futur-

istic look to it and makes Hie game

A Here's a classic boss fight from the
old doys. Bolrog may look like he's got
the upper bond right now, but he^
about to get hit in the face with a seri-

added to this select screen. Tiger Uppercut.

A V ISM - Designed for beginners, this Chun
Li uses the Custom Combos from Alpha 2
and has more damaging Alpha Counters.

Air Blocks are also possible.

e Sodom eotches Juli right in the middle of

an attack and knocks her into the air.

e He is then able to attempt another attack

before she hits the ground.

THHE ISlIYIEi

After selecting a character, play-

ers are asked to choose what son

of fighting style, or ISM, they

would like to use. There are three

ISMs in all and each affects what

moves and counters your select-

ed character has. To explain the

differences, we will use Chun Li

as an example.
A X ISM - This is the classic version of Chun
Li. She has the Chinese-style costume and
can use the Spinning Bird Kick and the

Flip Kick.

A Z ISM ' This Chun Li is the one found in

the first Alpha game. She hos a fireball and
a charge vertical spinning kick. She can
also use Alpha Counters.

D ast issue, we talked a little bit about Street

Fighter Alpha 3, but weren't able to go into

much detail. Now, we have gotten our hands on an actu-

al playable demo of the game, along with some new info

that may excite you. After playing the demo endlessly,

we can already say that this is one of the best playing, if

not the best playing. Street Fighter game available on a

console. With Capcom's track record, however, that is to

be expected.

What caught us most by surprise is the fact that the

PlayStation version of Alpha 3 will feature an amazing

number of features and additions that the arcade version

never had. Most importantly, there will five new charac-

ters, three of which hail from the Super Street Fighter

games. Who are they? Well, Fei Long, T, Hawk and Dee

Jay. And each of them is going to have their own spe-

cial background and new super combos. Along with

those characters, Capcom

has added a very unique

World Tour Mode. In this

if you successfully hit an opponent while they

are in the middle of an attack animation, you will

get a Counter Hit. If your attack is strong

enough, it will knock your opponent into the air.

allowing you tfie chance to get a second hit in.

CauNxe-R
Hits



XS spEEcl. swEsamE campEtitian and thE pulsE-paunding Exhilaration

of dying by cars at spEEds in excess of 300 MPH.
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Windows® 95
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Publisher 9S9 Studios

Developer Eidetic

Release Date February

Type Action

ITfr One mission even has Gobe
dressed up in a tux and shad*

^ owing an official he thinks

is somehow involved with

Gabe logon is «

country's only hop
against biologkai
terrorism, plus he
looks real good

4 The Lock on button
allows you to take out
terrorists that are set or

rooftops above you.

Te«Ka«iHTS
The main chunk of Syphon

Filter's gameplay revolved

around tracking the terrorists

responsible for the virus in

Washington DC. The game
does a great job of integrating

the hunt into one long storyline.

A Kravitch is guarding a communications
computer. Take him out and you effectively

cripple the terrorist operation.

A Aramov is down in the Subway tunnels.
Quick thinking is required to hunt her down
while dodging the incoming subway trains.

A Girdeux is armed with a nasty flame
thrower and some heavy body armor.
Beating him will require some creative

thinking and fast shooting.

miSSTON Vf=T-RlETY
While the game may progress linearly from place to another following the

storyline, the locales still manage to be quite unique. You never really know

what wilt be coming next.

Tme

A The night vision rifle can come in handy
\^en trying to pick up terrorists hiding in

the dork.

A On some missions, Gabe will be required

to defuse bombs thot have been contami-

nated with the deadly virus.

A You start out on the streets of
Woshington PC, trying to take down
the terrorist operation.

e'll admit that Gabe Logan, the star of Syphon Filter, initially reminded us a bit

of Solid Snake from Metal Gear. The conclusion isn't that hard to draw

because both games look quite similar on the surface. Dig a little deeper, however, and

you'll find that Syprton F/fter actually has little in common with MGS and is well on its

way to earning its own unique spot in PlayStation gamers' play lists.

As Gabe, your mission is to track down and thwart a group of terrorists that

are threatening to destroy a biological agent called Syphon Filter on US soil. This

agent is actually a virus that is so deadly that it kills everything in a 100 mile radius.

The game starts in the streets of Washington DC and it's up to you identify and

eliminate the threat.

instead of a stealth approach. Syphon Filter \s more action oriented. Gabe can run,

jump, and shoot with the best of them and he has a new feature, an auto lock-on, that

allows him to shoot in one direction while running in another. This allows you to per-

form such complicated maneuvers as taking out terrorists on buildings above you

while running past them. It doesn't, however, make the game as easy as it might

seem because you are highly outnumbered and if you just stand around shooting you

are sure to get killed.

The game's plotline seems rather simple, but it helps keep the intensity high and

leads Gabe from on level to the next smoothly. This allows for plenty of mission vari-

ety and you never really know what your next goal will be. In fact, there are also goals that can be given in mid-

mission should Gabe end up in a location to protect another agent or lay down some cover fire. There looks to be

an underlying conspiracy as well in the X-Files vein, but in our early version, it was impossible to tell.

Overall, looks to be an excellent combination of action and plot and could end up being one of the first hits of

the new year. Look for a review of this game in an upcoming issue.

A A bomb goes off in the subway, so

you try to escape through flie under-
ground tunnels.

A Find o woy down into the Subway
system where the S^hon Filter virus

has been planted.

A Wotch out for flaming terrorists.

They will run towards you and set you
on nrel
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'Make vour enemy feel the A^fr as you • choose from over go WCW and NWO wrestling Superstars, mcludii^

beat him mercilessly with everything from Hollywood Hogan, Ooldherg, Kevin Nash, and Diamond Dallas Page!

briefcases to stop signs. - Diamond Dallas Page • Signature Moves, Tons of Weapons, and the

RUIHB Ptniimc www.thq.com No-Escape Justice of a 15-Poot High Steel Cage!

THQ
www.WCW.com

* Pull-Motion Video Entrances and Exclusive Rants!
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favorite heroes from the worlds of

Street fighter aad Marvel Super
Heroes to face off iu a head-to-

Head battle for supremacy, frud
for the first time, team up any

two characters in the brand new
cross-over mode and experience
an explosive tag-team challenge.

Dive into the action to perform
outrageous moves and link

together amazing Chain Combos...
and delight in their devastating
results, Matvei Super Heroes vs.

Street fighter combines two
incredible universes to create
an entirely new legend of heroic
proportions.

PlayStation



loin the ranks of the world’s fighting elite in Capcom’s Fighters Edge*

Collect Fighters Edge points when yon bny specially marked packages of

Capcom’s Fighters Edge games or via anthorized special offers with partici-

pating retailers. It’s easy to join! )nst fill in the coupon below and send it to:

Capcom Entertainment, 475 Oakmead Parkway, Sunnyvale, C£ 94086
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Publisher T.B.D.

Developer Funcam

Releese Date February

Type Racing

A The intelligence of the computer-
trolled riders is quite good, so ploy

A I can flyi Hit a wall at SOmph and you
are going to fly through the air and land

A By using the LI and R1 buttons, olayei

can fully control the direction and depth
ticular racing style.^e world of hurt.of powerslides.

A Yeehawl A lot of the tracks

in D.I.R.T. feature spectacular

[

'umps that will shoot you
ligh into the air. You can ther

pull off a trick by hitting the

Circle button.

==S^e'mCi^cTbgs genre grows again

I

ecently, the PlayStation has started seeing quite a number of

motocross racing titles, but none of them have truly captured the

sport that well... until now. From Dublin-based Funcom comes D.I.R.T, a

promising Title that looks to take the genre by storm.

The game will feature seven different play modes, including Training and

Time Attack, along with three bike classes (1 25cc, 250cc and 500cc) and 76

different track variations. There are actually really only 1 2 different tracks (5

Motocross, 4 Supercross and 3 Enduro), but they can be played in mirrored,

reversed, random and with varying weather effects. Needless to say, this

game won’t be get boring for quite a long time.

Some of the other highlights include smooth rider animations, in-race

commentary and the ability for players to perform stunts. There is even a

garage to tweak your bike and support for Sony's Dual Shock controller.

Now all the game needs is a publisher.

Capcom ventures into the deep powder

you can jump right into four modes:D he level of variety in the snowboarding genre has and women,

now reached racing genre proportions. Every time Competition, Free Style, Vs., or Championship Mode. The

you turn around, a new one appears. Strangely enough, lots Competition is the grand master of them ail, combining as

of choices make picking the right game more difficult some- many as ten different events, such as Downhill Time Trials,

times. So what's Capcom's Freestyle Boardin' got that the Straight Jumps, a Half Pipe, and a combined down and

A Characters can build up their overall skills

by pulling off moves ana winning races.

trick event. Championship mode enables you to pick freelyothers don't?

Capcom's first snowboarding game is a well-rounded title among the courses, while Vs. (twoplayer) and Freestyle

that aims to please gamers with a variety of skill-based trials speak for themselves.

The unique addition Capcom built in to Freestyle Boardin'and races. With five initial "radical" contestants, both men

comes in the form of bonus points. In the Competition, land-

ing first, second, or third, and completing all of your tricks

will earn you points to tack onto your character's

abilities. You can increase power, max speed,

cornering, technique, and recovery points.

Alt in all. Freestyle Boardin' looks like its

on the path to becoming one of the better

snowboarding games on the PlayStation.

However, we'll have to play it more in order *

to get a better idea of how it fares against

the rest of the competition.

specific button
on the controller.

excellent views and trails.

TME unn 2

< Each time you
successfully pass a
'ag, you earn points in

sTalom course.
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Publisher Kenami

Developer Konami

iffiTBsw levers

Releese Date February

Type Action/Herrer F'-R-EVieuis

y
The amazinggraphics are used to display some pretty horrific imagery, the

likes of which can't even be touched by the Resident Evil series. The town

itself is fairly benign looking, but when you get further into the game, the

imagery gets increasingly freaky. This is the stuff of nightmares.
:1

A The FMV is simpiy
top notch. Along with
the game's amozing
music and sound
effects, the player
feels as though they
are a part of o speciol

cinematic event.

ow that we have spent some time with Konami's

latest gore test, we have to confess that its con-

tent has gone beyond our wildest expectations. The com-

parisons to Resident Evil are unfounded- Capcom's horror

megabit shocks the player unexpectedly with a B-movie

flare, while Silent Hill is more like something from Clive

Barker's imagination, with imagery that looks like it was

pulled out of Hellraiser. The amount of anxiety you feel while

playing this game is something of a rarity today, even in film.

We know more of the bizarre story line than we did for the pre-

view last issue, but there is still much that remains a mystery.

The version we're playing isn't complete, so we haven't fin-

ished the game yet, but the story thus far has us totally

involved. The horror starts when Harry Mason runs off the

road while taking his daughter to Silent Hill for a belated vaca-

tion. When he wakes up after the impact, he realizes that his daughter is missing. As

Harry begins to look around town, he realizes that the people have been replaced by

demons. As an example of how weird things are in this game, your first encounter

with any demons gets you killed. You will then wake up as if from a nightmare in the

town's cafe. Right from the beginning, the lines of reality start to blur. As the

finds clues and solves puzzles, the situation becomes even more tense. It

seems the more you find out, the more freaked out you become. As

things progress, you will experience alternate universes and the types of

horrific imagery and situations that only the most twisted of creative

minds could come up with. For example, several of the demons you'll

encounter are tittle children who attack in swarms with huge knives. If

you know that they're in the next room, you won't want to go in there...

trust us!

in every part of the game, there are innovations that we have

never seen before that come together to create the eerie, almost evil feeling

of the game. It has definitely earned its mature rating. Your character isn't

a hero type, but just an average person in a nightmare of a situa-

tion. This alone is a departure from most

videogames. Silent Hill also uses sound as a

part of gameplay like no other game to

come before. You will hear enemies before

you see them and you can use the exquisite

stereo sound to zero in on a demon's loca-

tion. Music changes with the situation and

can really get your heart racing even when there's nothing

actually happening on the screen. The use of Dual Shock

vibration is also very creative, producing a heartbeat vibra-

tion as your health decreases. The closer you get to death,

the faster and harder the vibration. All this, plus countless subtle

touches, make this one of the most stressful

gaming experiences available. Good stuff... we
want more...

A Much of the town seems pretty nor- You'll come across weird messages
mat. The gore is not overdone, at least and poems written in blood. They
at first, so that when you do get some, aren't thot gruesome, but it's enough
it has the ultimate possible effect on to weird you out a bit.

your psyche.

covered with blood ond nos a
swarm of flies above it. The
details in the environment
are chilling.

« Here's two decaying betdies hanging
on either side of a mysterious door. It

gets worse from here. Much of this

game shares the same graphics that

some people use to describe their

image of hell.

P Cybii Etennett is

a 38-year old

police officer

who will help

you in your
quest to find

daughter.

The enemies out to get

you range from the

popular skinless demon
dog to small demon
children that chase you
with big knives.

fii;i!'',aiiy to riiC; Jiciion in the nio-sl diafr:5li'. way posr.ii/':

A This is no shoot 'em up! There is a mystery to

solve and the situation is dire. This clocK tower h

something to do with it. Peitiops it's a doorway
an alternate universe, but how do you get it ope
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* The gome uses colored lighting on
everything, which gives the gome its

dork mood,

A Toke out ground targets and you're
rewarded with some awesome and
fiery explosions.

The lighting and effects in the first G-

Police were awesonie, but the sequel

looks to put them to shame. It's third

generation games like this that show
the PlayStation stilt has even nxne

power to be tapped,

A While raiding on industrial site, you
have to really look out for anti-aircraft

fire. Luckily, it stonds out.

CaOING
DaujNTaiAJN!
There are a large variety of environment:

to fly through in each city, including

industrial and civilian sectors.

ja:-
ast year, the original G-Police wowed gamers with

its sleek graphics and original design.

Unfortunately, the game was so tough titat many couldn't

get very far and eventually gave up in frustration. This time

around. Psygnosis has gone back to the drawing board and

refined the game's learning curve while still retaining the

same feel as the first.

This instaiiment takes place ten days after the first

game ends. You have just destroyed the Nanosoft

cruiser and the marines sent to help you are now

helping assist in the cleanup. The earlier missions

in the game will have you cleaning out the various

gangs that have formed from the rest of the

Nanosoft resistance, but soon other troubles will

start to surface. For most missions, you will still be

flying the same hovercraft as before, but now you

can also control a ground based mecha called a

Raptor. This will allow for some variety as you will

have to be ground based in some missions and

might have to assist the airborne vehicles, instead

of the other way around.

The design team acknowledges that the

biggest problem they have fixed was the overtly

complicated control. Now, the control has been

made even easier to use, but experts will still be

able to pull off the same dog fighting maneuvers that made

the first so intense. Of course, the graphics are

even more gorgeous than before. The cities you fly

through look like they have been ripped straight out of

Blade Runner. Effects are also important, and from what

we've seen, G-Police 2 may have more colored lighting

than any other game yet.

While it remains to be seen if this game will top its pre-

decessor, the early impressions are extremely favorable.

We'll report more as the game gets closer to release.

In the ground based Raptor, you
hove an excellent vantage point to take
out airborne objects.

/ There are tunnels between each of the

domes on Callisto, and sometimes chases
will go between more than one city.

the heart of a certain cfome, far a
city streets.

A The industrial section

of this dome looks
particularly run ^
down. This is a
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The Freaky World Of Silent Nil
This is the truiy dis-

turbing world of

Silent Hill, where you

play as an average

man in an extraordi-

nary situation that quickly turns to a waking nightmare.

The following strategy is the first of two parts of the

complete walkthrough for Silent Hill. This issue,

we're giving you an introduction to the characters

and items you'll come across. We'll also tell you

where to look to get the right clues to set you on your

way. Next issue, you'll get the conclusion of the

strategy with all the details on where to go next and

howto beat the bosses. You won't survive without it!

'^A Place Called Silent Hill
Located near Chicago, Silent Hill is a small sleepy

coastal community that at one time served as a lake

resort. These days, the town is only half-populated,

especially in the off season. There is not much to it, just

the same stuff that you would find in any small town in

WALKTHROUGH
Find Your Daughter!

The nightmare begins with Harry Mason taking his

daughter to Silent Hilt for a much needed vacation.

Their trip has been plagued by car trouble and when

we meet up with them, it is midnight and the town

is in sight. Cheryl, Harry's daughter, is asleep in the

passenger side of his vehicle as a police motorcycle

speeds past them. Up ahead, the motorcycle

emerges on the side of the road without its female

rider. Suddenly someone appears in his headlights

and, to avoid the figure, he spins his car out of con-

trol and into a ravine. He later regains consciousness

to realize in shocked horror that his daughter is gone.

k. ^ J

America. There's a school, a small downtown shopping
^

district, residential areas and a church, but ait is defi-

nitely not right in this quaint community. Silent Hill has

been transformed into the bizarre domain of demons

and alternate universes and Harry Mason is about to be

thrust into the middle of it, beyond his control.

J

You start the game with your car wrecked and your

daughter missing. That is all you know. Walk away from

the car towards town. Within a few steps, the game

will take over and you will see someone who appears

to be your daughter. You'll want to run after her up the

street and to the left. Continue to follow her through

the alley and you'll notice that things really start to get

creepy. At the end, go through the gate and continue

down through another couple gates. Along the way,

you’ll see progressively disturbing surroundings, like

blood and remains, an overturned wheelchair and a

bloody hospital gurney. At the end of the alley, you will

come to a gruesome body crucified on a chain link

fence. Several little demon children will emerge with

some pretty big knives. You can try to escape, but the

exit has been blocked, so to progress in the game, you

must submit to them and allow yourself to be killed.

You actually have to die, but you will wake up later in

the Cafe in the company of a woman cop.

As you follow the tittle girl, she will lead you down
a very creepy alley, strewn with blood and guts.

There is a wheelcliair.

Why is there?

A At the end of the alley, you won't find your daughter.
You will find someone crucified on a chain link fence and
several small demon children. There is no escape, so you
hove to let yourself be killed.

CHARACTERS
Through the course of the game,

you will meet a series of char-

acters, some disturbing and

some helpful. At the start of the

game, you will only encounter a

couple of people, but you'll

meet more later. The following

are the main players when you

first get started.

Harold "Harry"

Mason
He is the protagonist of the

game and the character you control. He

is just your average guy, a thirty-two

year old writer. His wife died due to ill-

ness and her death continues to plague

him, although their daughter brings him

an enormous amount of comfort. !t's the

search for quality time away with his

daughter which brings him to Silent Hill.

Cheryl Mason
Harr/'s sweet-natured

'

little daughter is seven

years old and lives alone with her father

after her mother's death. It was her idea

to come to Silent Hill, but the experience

waiting for her there will change her

life forever.

Cybil Bennett
Cybil is a 28-year old

police officer from a

neighboring community who has come

to Silent Hill to investigate the lack of

any communication in the area. Once

she arrives, her instincts take over and

she decides to do some investigating

on her own.
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TECHNIQUE
Your character isn't a trained police officer or a battle

hardened commando, but a simple writer in a horrible

situation. Harry's actually kind of a klutz. He trips off

porches and can barely fire a gun. He can run, howev-

er, and holds a few items in his possession that give

him the edge in certain situations. Plus he has the ulti-

mate motivation of finding his daughter, which will

push him to do v«^at ever he has to.

Gamepiay is fairly linear. As you find clues (which

are for the most part logically located}, you will open

new locations or tasks on your map which disappear

once completed. You can't really skip around, but many

of the locations and puzzles can be a bit cryptic. That's

what the walkthrough is for. While you're running

around solving puzzles, there will be lots of demons

trying to stop you. This guide will give you some gen-

eral techniques and strategies that should make dying

and continuing something of a rarity.

You can be easily overpowered by any of the mon-

sters that lurk around almost every corner. You must

choose your fights wisely. The best way to survive is to

not be spotted by a demon in the first place. The idea

is not to just go running around. If that's your strategy,

you'll have three or four monsters on your tail before

you know it. On the same note, once you get one chas-

ing you, the only way to ditch them is to run though a

door of some kind, like running into the Cafe. Hide in

the shadows and make sure the coast is clear before

proceeding, but thankfully, you have just the tools for

such a situation. On a final note, save often. As an

added bonus, every time you return to a save location,

your health will be replenished. This is important, as it

will be sometime before you can find any first-aid kits.

fn-v-.ii .ciiihlL'-s At AU Costs

Remember, you don't want a fight, you

just want to find your daughter and get

out of there. Hiding in the shadows and

proceeding cautiously is the only way to

survive. Here's a few necessary items

and how to get the most out of them.

Search View
Right from the start, along with the abil-

ity to run, you also have a search view,

which allows you to look around corners

and see a bit further into the distance.

You can switch to this view by pressing

L2 and using the D-pad. You will want to

rely on this view in almost every situa-

tion. You can use it in combat for lining

up your attack, but it is mainly used in

avoiding monsters. Use it also when

you want to get a better look at some-

thing on a wall. This view will not work

in certain areas, tike narrow alleys or

other small spaces.

Flashlight

You won't need the flashlight until it gets

dark, but when it gets dark, it really gets

dark. Without the flashlight, any com-

mands like "investigate" or using the

map are impossible. Plus, your already

pathetic aim with the gun will get

worse, making the weapon almost use-

less in the dark. Turning the flashlight off

is something you should be prepared to

do at anytime, however, as the demons

are attracted by light and noise. Turning

your light off and standing still in the

dark can be an incredible defense. Turn

on the flashlight and you're a big target.

Radio

One of the more innovative things about

Silent Hill is the use of sound, primarily

stereo sound. Hook your PlayStation to

your stereo, use stereo headphones or

get a stereo TV if you don't have one.

The ideal would be surround sound.

TS» is a heavy reiiafiee on soumtier ^

conveying all kinds of crucial gamepiay
;

information; most importan%-the phys-
,

icai location of demons. •

Soroeiimes you can hear a flying

demon flapping its wings, but once you

get the radio, you will hear any demons

before you see them. As an enemy gets
'

near, the radio will produce white noise,

which is why you will want to leave its

power on (the demons can't hear it).

The sound changes depending on the

location and number of creatures, so lis-

ten carefully. As you're listening, you

can turn left or right and, through the

miracle of stereo, you will be able to nar-

row down their exact location, thus pro-

viding you with a direction to run or

some time to hide. Just remember that

the sound will get louder as you turn

one of your ears towards its direction.

A Monsters cause your radio to emit white
noise, which emanates from the monster's

location. No matter where you stand, you
will hear it, but to get a better idea of

where the creature is, turn in place.

When You Have To Fight

Sometimes you're going to get cor-

nered or the storyline makes you fight.

For those situations, you should be pre-

pared. You have a few weapons at your

disposal that are better than nothing, but

you will never be a killing machine. The

following are some tips on using the

weapons in the game, as well as some

evasion techniques in case you need to

run from a fight.

Gun
Of course, as a writer, Harry has had no

hand gun training. Ammunition is also

very scarce, so you will want to use your

gun as little as possible. When you do

have to use it, try shooting from as close

as range as possible. The farther away

you shoot, the poorer your accuracy,

even in the daytime. Use the search

view (L2) to get a better aim at your tar-

get or to find them as lhey often duck

out of view before attacking again. In an

effort to conserve bullets, you should

never finish a demon off with your gun

when they are on the ground. A swift

kick will do the same job and can be a bit

more rewarding. When you no longer

hear the white noise of the radio, you

will know the creature is dead.

4 The character you

mondo, so for the

gun to be effective,

you will want to fire

from as close os
range os passible.

Otherwise, you
might as well be
shooting blanks.

A By turning in place, you will be turning

the game character's ears towards or

away from ^e source of the noise. Do this

to zero in on the demon's location.

Knife and Lead pipe

The kitchen knife found in the Cafe is

the weakest of your weapons, but it's

better than nothing. You will take some

hits if you try attacking with it. If you're

out of bullets and don't have the lead

pipe yet, this will be your last resoit, but

it can be effective if used as a way of

attacking while trying to flee. Try incor-

porating a slash or two with the evasion

skills detailed below.

The lead pipe is a better substitute

for the knife if your gun's out of bullets

or if you're just trying to conserve them.

It has a better reach and can pack a bit

of a wallop. It is also satisfying to use

when you've had enough running. This

can be a stressful game at times. When
using it, wait for the demon to attack,

then take a swing at it. Step back a bit

and wait for the next attack. Keep it up .

until you can go in and give it the final

kick. You should never try to fight off

more than one demon with either of

these weapons. When outnumbered,

it's best to run.

Evasion skills

Any time you encounter a demon of any

sort, it's fight or flee. If you want to sur-

vive this game, it should be flee. You will

need to use a couple of techniques to

avoid death when running away like the

chicken you are.

First, get used to pressing LI + R1 to

flip around 180 degrees. This is used to

immediately change direction and run

away from an enemy rather than

towards it. Once running in the opposite

direction, listen for their location behind

you. When you hear and then see them

catching up to you (they are ail faster

then you), change direction by 90

degrees. Also, try turning corners and

hiding in the shadows. Unfortunately,

what may end up happening is that you

will run into more monsters using this

technique, so it's often best to head in

the direction of a save point or a door of

any kind when they start chasing you, as

they cannot follow

you through doors.

-4 Running away is

perhaps your best
defense, but many of
the creatures are
faster than you, so
you wili hove to use
evasive maneuvers.
As you're running
away, wait until you
see the creature right

behind you.

^ When the crea-
ture is about to

pounce, turn

ninety degrees
either left or
right. Continue
this pattern until

you either ditch

the demon or go
through a door
where they can-
not follow.
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The Cafe
Harry wakes up in the town's Cafe with a woman cop

named Cybii at his side. Apparently the previous horrif-

ic experience was not a dream. Neither of them know

what is going on and Harry's daughter is still missing.

Something is definitely not right with the town. There

is nobody around and demons and monsters are lurk-

ing around every comer. The air is noticeably cold and

there is an odd feeling to it. There is no exit from the

town, as every road heading out has been seemingly

ripped away from the earth in some cataclysmic event.

This makes half the town unreachable at this point.

Cybii gives Harry a gun and he also finds some useful

items in the Cafe, but the drive to find his daughter

pushes him back outside into the unknown danger.

^ Use the map to figure out where you ore and where to

When you wake up in the Cafe and after Cybii gives

you the gun, you will want to immediately equip it. The

next order of business is to grab all the items located

on the counter, like the flashlight, town map and the

kitchen knife. You will not be able to pick up the radio

on the table at this point. You will also finally get the

first chance to save your game as you will find a

notepad for saving by the pinball machine.

You may have noticed something moving outside

as you were grabbing the items from the counter. Well,

it wasn't your imagination. When you try to leave

through the front door, a flying demon will smash in

and attack. You need fight back by shooting the thing

three or four times and give it a kick to finish it off. You

will have noticed that the radio made a noise when the

creature attacked and when you investigate, you will

now be able to pick the radio up. Now on to finding

some clues as to your daughter's whereabouts, but

remember that you can use the Cafe as a place of

refuge from monsters and as a way of refilling your

health. It is also the only location of a save point thus

far in the game.

The first place you will want to go once you leave

the cafe is back to the alley where you last saw some-

one who looked like your daughter. From the Cafe, go

right and then left at the end of the street. The alley will

be on your left half way up the street. You will start to

hear some pretty weird noises as you get closer to a

gate guarded by two big apes. Run past them and

through the gate and continue down the twisting hall-

ways to the end, where you will find a page from your

daughter's notebook. Pick up the page that says "to

school" (note: bold previous words). This will mark

Midwich Elementary School on your map and will be

the place to check next. Unfortunately, there is no way
of getting to the school at this time. There must be

another clue somewhere. The end of the alley where

you found the pages did have a small hole big enough

for a child to crawl through that lead to the next street.

It might be worth checking out.

Head back the way you came, dodging the ape-

demons. Ditch them in the Cafe if necessary. Use the

map to find Matheson Street and find the output of the

alley you were just in. There won't be anything there,

but if you continue down Matheson another block, you

will come to a dead end that is littered with more pages

from your daughter's notebook. Avoid the two ape-

demons when you grab the page that says "Levin St.

Doghouse" (note: bold previous words) and hightail it

out of there until you can ditch any demons. You now
have a couple of clues leading you to Levin St. and the

house with a doghouse in front that just happens to be

in the middle of the block on the West side of the road.

A When you leave, a flying demon will attack through the
wnndow. Equip the gun when you use the doorl

A All the woys to Hie school are blocked, so there must be
another clue. There ore some more pages from your
daughter's notebook scattered at the end of Matheson St.

One of them will reveal where to go next, which is the
house on Levin St. with the doghouse.

ITEMS
You play the game using mostly your wits and the run

button, but there are some items that will help you out.

These are the items that you will run across in the first

part of the game.

Flashlight

The flashlight is found on the

counter in the Cafe, It is not

very useful during the day,

but becomes an essential

part of your arsenal when it

becomes night. In the pitch

dark it will allow you to get

around and investigate

things. On the down side,

the light will draw the atten-

tion of creatures in the area.

Radio
The radio is also found in the Cafe, but can't be picked

up until you try to leave.

Once obtained, leave it on,

as it will make white noise

whenever a monster is

near. Think of it as a demon

early detection system.

With the radio, you will

always hear a creature

before you see it.

Map
Once you get the map
from the counter in

the Cafe, you can

access it by pressing

A. As you find clues

as to where to go

next, they will appear

on the map. This is

a crucial tool for

solving the mysteries

of Silent Hill.

Gun

H The gun is given to you

by the police officer

Cybii. Unfortunately,

Harry is a horrible shot,

making the gun only

effective at close

range. Also, ammo is

sparse, making the

gun a last resort.

Knife

This clumsy weapon is not very

effective, but better than nothing.

Use it as an absolute last resort to

buy you some extra time when

trying to escape. Straight up

attacking a target with the knife

will certainly get you hurt and

is useless against more than

one demon.
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The Levin St. Doghouse

Harry has managed to find a couple of clues in the

shape of pages from his daughter’s notebook. They

lead to the elementary school, but there is no way to

A Find the "house Key" in the doghouse, which you use to

unlock the front door of the house in front of you.

reach it, although one of her pages leads him to a

house he's able to enter. Perhaps exiting through

the back door and out through the backyard will lead

to the school- To use the door, Harry must first find

three keys.

Avoid or kill the possessed dog, then search the

doghouse to find the "House Key". Use the "House

Key" to enter the house. Inside, you will find an ordi-

nary home that is empty, like the rest of the town. You

are safe here and there is a save notepad. You can also

return here to refill your health like the Cafe.

When you try to exit out the back door, you will

notice that it is locked by three locks. Search the bul-

letin board on your left to gain the locations of the three

keys on your map that you need to open the back door.

Al the keys are easy to find. To get the first one,

head to the end of Finney street on the bridge and

search the trunk of the wrecked police car. Inside you

will find the "Key Of Lion".

The second key is found in a basketball court down

an alley that runs behind the Cafe. You'll find the court

through a chain link fence in the middle of the alley.

Avoid the two dogs and grab the "Key Of Woodman",

lying in blood underneath the basket.

To find the third key, head down Matheson to Ellroy

St. and turn right. At the last building on the right,

where the world has been ripped away, you will

see the key lying in a mail box across a ravine. Use

the plank of wood to cross the ravine and grab the

"Key Of Scarecrow".

With all three keys, head back to the house with the

doghouse and unlock the back door and exit. Once

outside, it will become very dark and you will need to

use your flashlight for the first time. As you search

around, be aware that there are a lot of demons roam-

ing around and they're a bit tougher to see. At least

now you can finally reach Midwich Elementary School.

TliY'ii OUT
II m im

Silent Hill may be devoid of people, but it is full of scary

demons that want to eat you. Every street and every

corner you turn will probably feature another creature.

Demons will also be guarding any item you need or

location you need to visit. Here's a quick run down of

the types of creatures populating the small town.

Flying Demons
The flying demons are the most plentiful of all the crea-

tures. You will be able to hear the flapping of their

wings even before the radio picks them up and long

before you see them, making these creatures easy to

avoid. If one does see you, it will attack with its claws

from above. After they make a pass, they will disap-

pear into the fog before lining up for the next attack.

These guys can kill you very quickly with just a few

hits. They are found wherever you need to go, mean-

ing they are often the creatures guarding clues and

locations. They also seem to appear in pairs. You can

try to fight one of these guys, but they can be quite

durable. Usually the best idea is to run when faced with

one of these creatures. They are faster than you, and

you may have to use the evasion techniques described

earlier in the strategy to get away from them.

Demon Children

TTie demon children are the creepiest demons in the

game. These little buggers with knives are aggressive

and will attack in groups, swarming you. You can usu-

ally outrun them if you have a door nearby, but because

they attack in groups, they can be tough to fight.

Demon Dogs
The demon dogs are easy to avoid and not tough to kill.

They lunge at you from some distance i "v

away, but this is avoidable with a side step. I J
They shouldn't give you much trouble. LT**^
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Tomb Raider III Secrets Guide
Just when you thought that Lara was about to submit

her vacation request, she's beckoning us back into

the worid of Tomb Raider \oi her iatest and biggest

quest yet. This time around, the levels are not

only more massive and difficult, but they're

also packing even more secrets than before.

No longer is Lara merely collecting jade,

stone or gold dragons, you've gotta help her

find more ammo, more guns and more medipacks to see

this adventure through to the end.

There are 59 secrets in all and if you collect each and

every one of them, you'll then be able to enter the hidden

level in Tomb Raider III, All Hallows. So, gear up and

pack a lunch 'cause Lara's waiting for you to join her

once again. Psst... don't forget your issue of PSM or you

might not even make it to first base!

6 SECRETS
Secret #1

The first secret in the game is right at

the beginning. Before you begin your

long slide down, start your descent,

then immediately jump to the left side of

the foliage. You should land on a ledge

Level Two: Temple Ruins

4 SECRETS

Secret #1

The very first secret that you’ll run into in

Temple Ruins is down the hole near the

right hand gate in the room where you

fought your first statue. Open the gate

blocking the hole, then drop down
inside. Move the block that is sitting

directly next to the switch and you'll be

able to enter a new underground area

filled with wall darts. Crawl beneath the

darts and pick up the numerous goodies

lying about. But be careful when

approaching the small Medi Pack in the

harboring the Shotgun.

Secret #2

As you slide down the long hillside,

make sure to carefully make your way to

the left hand side of the screen by jump-

ing, Reach the flat area just above the

first set of spikes and stay near the

edge, A boulder will come rolling down

once you step over to the left, near the

wall, so prepare for it and run to the

edge to avoid it. Once the boulder has

passed, spot the tree branch hanging

just above the spikes and

jump over to it. Climb up to

retrieve the Save Crystal

and some Shotgun Shells.

Secret #3

The next secret is located in the

area at the bottom of the

through an archway to the left. In this

area, you'll find a bunch of quicksand

and an ornate stone structure on the

lowered recess near the

entrance. Wien you hop in,

boulder will be triggered, aimed

straight for your noggin. Jump

out and continue on with the

level.

banks of the quicksand river. Along the

second pillar of the stone structure,

climb up and over the wail to reach an

area littered with goodies for Lara, You'll

pick up ammo and Shotgun Shells from

the ground, as well as from the alcoves

of the waterfall.

Secret #4

The fourth secret you'll come across

during the Jungle level is found in the

hallway harboring a boulder, a switch

and a monkey, just beyond the area with

the large fallen log. Inside the

dark hall, you'll need to

trigger the boulder and

run out of the area quick-

ly. Once the boulder

has been laid to rest,

baJ reenter the hallway

asjtp»and find the small

'' crawlspace in the wall above

the switch. You'll pick up some

very helpful goodies inside the

and climb up to reach a room

with a bunch of goodies waiting

to be collected. When you’re

y ready, return to the gated water-

hole room to continue with the level.

Secret #2

When you reach the room with a move-

able block and a gated waterhole in the

center, you can find the next secret. Pull

the block from the wall and move it to

the left side of the center structure.

Climb up and onto the block, then pull

up onto the gated structure. Find the lad-

der leading upward around the corner

Secret #3

When you reach the room with three

floating, invisible platforms being lit up

by the four statues' fiery breath along

the wall, you'll have already noticed

three underwater levers. The two levers

on either wall below the statues activate

the fire, but the third lever on the wall

below the platform with a statue on it

opens a smalt timed gate across the

crawlspace (Harpoon Gun and the

Rocket Launcher}.

Secret #5

Once you return to the area with the

large fallen log and a massive gap in the

stone floor, take a second to inspect the

end of the log. You'll notice that there’s

an opening just big enough for Lara to

crawl into. Jump and grab onto the small

crevice, then have Lara puli up into it.

You'll be able to claim some Flares and

ammo inside.

Secret #6

In the jungle area where you are chased

fay two or three boulders, make sure to

take a moment to examine your sur-

roundings. Find the small dirt path lead-

ing up to the area where the boulders

rolled down from. You should find a

small pit in this area. Carefully drop

down the pit to claim the Save Crystal

and some Flares.

pool. Pull it and swim through the

opened gate to grab some secret

goodies therein.

Secret #4

Near the end of the level, you'll reach a

room above a waterfilled area. In this

room, you'll find swinging blades, poiso-

nous darts, a large green gap filled with

spikes and a Save Crystal across the

gap. Carefully jump down into the gap in

any of the four corners to avoid getting

skewered, WALK through the spikes to

find a crawlspace near the floor. Crawl

through the small space and pick up the

goodies inside.

Level Three: The River Ganges
bUECREib

Secret #1

At the beginning of the stage, where

you originally find the four-wheeler, find

the ladder leading down to the water's

edge near the jump-point along the

grassy bank. Climb down and follow the

rungs across to the platform. Make your

way across the series of far platforms by

running and jumping to each one. You'll

eventually reach an opening leading into

a small room. Enter and hop across the

sloped platforms to avoid the spikes

below until you end up on a flat ledge.

Claim the goodies and it's a long hike

back to the original area with the four-

wheeler for you I

Secret #2

Once you make it across the river in the

entrance area of the level, drive down A Carefuliy inspect the side of the wall
for this secret ladder leading down.

through the cave tunnel using the four-

wheeler and stop at the first large gap.

Make sure to inspect the area far below.

You’ll find a ladder leading down the side

which will take you to the second secret

area stocked with goodies.

Secret #3 (Alternate Branch A)

If you take the left path at the fork past

the grate door at the top of the natural

ramps, you’ll enter an area with a few

very LARGE gaps in the floor. Once you
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make it past them, you'll be faced with

a skinny stone ramp leading further into

the jungle. Ride down the steps and dis-

mount the four-wheeler. You'll see a

crawlspace high up along the right hand

wall. If you run and jump

across to the

A A long jump will toke you to o round
of secret ammo to the far right.

3 SECRETS

Secret #1

in the first beach area of the stage, find

the rock jutting out of the water near

the beach hut wi^ a small Medipack

on it. Face the far rock wall opposite

the beach, then pull a running jump to

grab onto the ledge. Shimmy over and

pull up onto the green, mossy flat

ledge. Jump across to the third rock,

which holds ammo and the first secret.

Secret #2 (Alternate Path B)

Near the three Serpent Stone gates on

the left hand side of the large waterfall,

find the crevice in the wall. Climb up

and grab the goodies inside to beef up

your inventory before continuing.

Secret #3

in the village populated with straw

huts, past the floor hatch that you

should've secured with a switch near

the quicksand swamp, find the area

that sits between two huts. Their roofs

should form an arch of sorts. Pass

through and find the tree behind them.

Beyond the tree, in the darkness, you'll

find a cave littered with goodies for

you to plunder.

ledge below it, you'll be able to claim the

secret items inside.

Secret #4 (Alternate Branch A|

Once you ride the four-wheeler up the

stone ramp and across the huge river

canyon, you'll reach a platform with a

Save Crystal on it. Ride the four-

wheeler to the small opening on

the far side of the canyon wail and

you'll enter a new area. Dismount

the vehicle and slide down the iong

stone slope. Climb up onto the high piet-

South Pacific: Crash Site

3 SECRETS

Secret #1

;
As you are making your way across

the lilypads in the quicksand swamp

!
at the beginning of the level, don't

:

pass up the first secretl When you

reach the last lily pad before jumping

; to safe ground, turn a bit to locate a

• cave in the stone wall. Jump in and

!
pick up the goodies hidden inside.

Secret #2

When you reach the area with a large

river swimming with piranhas, a col-

lapsing bridge, as well as some rap-

tors and a lone crash survivor, take

care of the business at hand. As you

;
make your way across the treetops to

reach the raptor hanging from a string

above the river, make sure to pick up

: the Save Crystal. Continue across the

next tree branch with the live dino on

it, then angle yourself to jump and

grab onto the piece of branch pointing

out toward the waterfall Climb up

onto it and pick up the secret goody

waiting for you.

Secret #3

In the cave next to the actual crash

site, where you face off with the T.

Rex, you'll find the third and last

secret waiting for you on the

entrance platform above the lowered

fight area. In this grassy area, climb

up onto the long platform nearest the

big tree. Face the large tree branch

and jump onto it. On top of the

branch, you'll find some ammo and

stuff to stash in inventory.

form near the left hand side of the wall

and make your way to the opening on

the far side from the entrance. Jump

across to the long platform on the other

side of the canyon and locate the crawl-

space near the right hand side of the

high small area. You'll need to do some

fancy footwork to reach the crawlspace,

so make sure to run, jump and grab onto

the sloped iedge in front of the crawl-

space. Pull up, then jump, twist and

grab onto the crawlspace tedge. Inside,

pick up your much deserved goodies

and good tuck on surviving the exit.

Secret #5

Once you reach the lake on the other

side of the waterfall, hop along the

ledges lining the walls of the small

canyon. When you reach the right hand

side of the canyon, look for the skinny

crevice on the ledge below. Drop and

grab onto it, then shimmy over to pick

up some secret goodies on the shelf.

A Make sure to check this top left iilypad

for on entrance in the rocky wall. You
won't wont to have come back later.

South Pacific: Madubu Gorge
3 SECRETS

Secret #1 (Alternate Path A)

When you approach the opening look-

ing out onto an area with five water-

falls, you'll need to ciatm the first

secret from the waterfall directly in

front of the opening. Drop down from

the doorway and WALK through the

waterfall to find a cave with some

secret goodies in it.

Secret #2 (Alternate Path Aj

When you finally get inside the cave

on the far side from the doorway

looking out onto the waterfalls and

rapids, make your way across the ceil-

ing using the bird tracks. Once you

reach outside, you'll need to spot the

climbable surface across the water-

fall. Jump to it and climb up. Back up

towards the entrance and jump back-

wards to hop over the sloped wall

behind you. Get ready to grab the

edge and ease over to a ladder lead-

ing to a wooden bridge below. Hop

across the platforms across the

waterfall to reach a hut harboring the

second secret area.

Secret #3 (Alternate Path A)

When you and your kayak reach the

large pool room with a stone sinker in

the center, head through the tunnel

leading past a set of stone ledges.

Head against the current until you

react) the end of the watery corridor,

then swim through the waterfall for a

Save Crystal in the third secret area.

Temple of Puna
t ScCRET

Secret #1

From the entrance, head down the

tunnel leading up a staircase to the

right. At the very top landing of the

staircase, face the wall patterned with

skulls across the small gap. Jump
onto it and commence grabbingii

You'ti catch onto a "barely there'^

ledge enabling you to shimmy all the

way to the opposite end of the wall to

reach a crawlspace. Climb inside and

claim your prizes!

London: Thames Wharf
5 SECRETS

Secret #1

The first secret in this level is right at

the beginning. Walk onto the skinny

catwalk leading across the large gap at

the top of the buildings. It leads you

straight to a... dead end? Not quite.

Once you reach the end facing an dec-

orative door, turn around and face the

far rooftops near the main catwalks.

Run and jump over the sloped roof to

reach a secret area on the other side.

A Set up for the run by using this long
catwalk as a ramp for the final jump.

Secret #2

Once you've made it inside the center

building and picked up the Flue Key

from the downed guard, return out-

side. You can now drop down from the

outer platform, onto a lower ledge

directly beneath the swinging hatch at

the edge of the platform. Note the

crawlspace above the doors. Grab onto

one and shimmy all the way over to the

right. There are three openings that

Lara can crawl into to receive goodies.

The one on the far right is the

secret area.

Secret #3

Once you turn off the flame on the

rooftop, head to the now extinguished

flame and instead of dropping down

inside - jump over the gap and grab

onto the high ledge on the other side.

Climb over to pick up some ammo and

complete the third secret!

Secret #4

When you finally reach the interior of

the Cathedral spire, find the large blue



block at the foot of the pillar in the

center of the room. Pull it out until you

can't anymore, thert use it to climb

onto the roof. Make your way to the

edge of the roof, then jump across to

the next roof near the far set of pillars.

In a pit, you'll find the Cathedral Key,

Secret #5

As you are making to exit the rooftops

of the Cathedral, find the gap in the

ornate fence lining the edges of the

outer walkway. Face the gap, then

hang a left. You'll notice that the far

corner of the walkway is unguarded,

so climb the ladder leading down the

side of the building. Keep heading

down until you find a crawlspace lead-

ing to the last secret areal

London; Lud's Gate

6 SECRETS

Secret #1

Near the beginning of the stage, you can

find the first secret in the area past the

slope leading out of the lowering spiked

ceiling room. Once you reach this area,

flip the switch and climb up onto the flat

brick ledge. Drop backwards off it and

grab onto the edge to shimmy ail the

way over to a crawlspace to the right.

Secret #2

As you are making your way up the high

grated wall in the first switch room,

you'll have to make some fancy jumps

and grabs to reach the secret area

directly behind you as you are climbing.

Make your way up to the red section of

the grates and prepare to jump back-

ward - then flip and grab onto the ledge

Once you make it past the ticket

counter, where you finally used the Old

Penny Ticket, you’ll spot a token booth

that looks like it's housing some fire.

Use the Ornate Star from Solomon's

Room on the door to the booth and

head inside. Hop up onto the counter

and locate the air duct above. Climb up

into it and crawl through to a trapdoor

that plunks you right on top of a Save

Crystal and the third secret.

Secret #4

If you manage to track down

one of the bad guys in the sub-

way area with the old-fash-

ioned red train car, he'll open a

door to get his friend out. Wait,

for him to open the door, then

take him and his friend out.

Head inside the opened room

and flip the two switches

inside. Retrace your steps ail the way
back out to the right hand tunnel in the

main section of the stage. Reenter the

room with the red lights and piles of

crates. Head up through the trapdoor in

the corner of the room and you'll find

yourself back in the area with two

ramps and a center room with two trap-

doors. You'll notice that the usually

locked door to the immediate right of

the entrance hole is finally openi Inside,

you'll be able to pick up loads of stuff,

including a Rocket Launcher!

Secret #5

.
When you enter the small room that

required the Masonic Mallet to open,

flip the switch inside. Now look up

and spot the dark area above.

Jump up to the ledge high above

and grab the goodies waiting for

you inside.

London: Aidwych
5 SECRETS

Secret #1

Once you've cleared the area where

Lara is being chased downward by a

rotating spike screw, you'll find yourself

in a safe area. From the outer ledge,

position Lara to hop backwards off of

the platform and grab like there's no

tomorrow. Drop carefully to the ledge

directly below to plunder the goodies.

Secret #2

Once you head down the left hand set

of escalators, you'll find yourself on a

waiting platform below. Spot the grated

window at the far end of the platform

and use your pistols to break through.

Drop inside to pick up the items.

Secret #3

V

A Line up ypur hands wiHi this red-lit

iron bar in order to safely jump ba<k.

behind you. It's tough, but be patient. It's

always a good idea to save before you

begin climbing as well. If you do it right,

you'll be able to pull up into a crawl-

space and pick up a Rocket Launcher.

Secret #3

This one's tougher than the last one, but

what you need to do is plan your moves.

When you are safely on top of the mon-

strous Sphinx statue below the W
ceiling climbing room, face the^ a
corner of the room with a light- M
ed ledge near it. Position Lara w
so that she is diagonally placed against

the outer corner of the Sphinx's head.

Now take a little hop backwards, then a

full jump forward. You should land on a

safe platform which will have a health

goody on it.

Secret #4

When you reach the wide staircase

leading off of the ground floor of the

Sphinx room, you'll have to do some

pushing and pulling of blocks above the

locked double doors at the top of the

stairs. When you are on the ledge above

the hall, find the area slightly above

which is lit by a blue glow. Jump to it

and grab yourself up into a secret area.

H Secret #5

,B When you reach the large roomA with a Frogman and a guard in it,W you'll have to do some serious

sneaking in order to puli off the next

trick. Make sure to get out of the water,

undetected, and kill the Frogman, If he

sees Lara, he'll dive into the water

immediately. Head over to the brown

corridor in the far corner of the room and

quickly run down the dark hall. At the

end of the corridor, shoot the Frogman

in the water and dive below. In the

water, swim toward the crates and turn

the corner to find a secret area!

Secret #6

Before you leave this den of divers,

head back into the water and explore at

your leisure. You'll find a small hole near

a reddish room with a lever \A4iich har-

bors the last secret of the level.

London; The City

1 SECRET

Secret #1

As you're being chased by

Sophia, the mad electro-

queen, you can pick up an

extra Medipack in this secret

area. When you climb across

the monkey bars near the

lower level of the stage,

head up the platforms at

the end of the monkey ^

bars. Drop and grab

onto the back end of the

higher ledge, then

shimmy to the left.

You'll find a crawl- ,

space where you can

take a breather and pick

up some goodies.

Nevada; Desert

3 SECRETS

Secret #1

The first secret in the desert can be

found in the small natural corridor off

of the entrance area. As you are

jumping across the gaps in the stone

walkway which drop down to rat-

tlesnakes and barbed wire, you

need to find the safe spot to drop

down into. At the first pit, drop,

grab and shimmy to the edge

where you can drop safely.

Inside, kill the snakes and pick

up the goodies. Push the block

to exit.

few spots in the center stone struc-

ture that harbor secrets. The first is

at the far end of the canyon furthest

from the waterfalls. Jump across to

the climbable walls on the center

structure. Drop down until you reach

the area where you can shimmy

over and climb into an opening.

Inside, hop down and pick up the

Desert Eagle and miscellaneous

rounds of ammo.

Secret #3

The last secret of the stage is inside

the waterfall. Once you make it into

the large water mill area of the

waterfall cavern, crawl beneath the

stone structure near the opening of

the river on the sandy bank. When
you crawl into the corner, you can

stand up and climb to the secret

area far above.

Nevada; Security Compound
2 SECRETS

Secret #1

The first secret to be found in the beginning prison

area is in the same blocked off corridor where you are

able to escape. First, push the block in the wall open-

ing to reveal a crawlspace near the floor. Head

through and down the corridor to find the second

block. You'll need to push and pull both blocks so that

you can reach the dead end of the hall behind the sec-

ond block. This is where you can pick up some good-

ies and solve the first secret.

Secret #2

The second and last secret is in the main area of the

compound. In the hallway where you encounter a

guard with his back turned while you sneaked by to

pick up the Yellow Security Pass in a crawlspace, take

the guard out He'll drop the Keycard Type B. Use the

card on the reader at the end of the hall and pick up

some Grenades for your Launcher,



'^Nevada; Area 51

3 SECRETS

Secret #1

To find the first secret, you must first

make your way through a trapdoor and

into a dirt area with several metal struc-

tures rising from the ground, in this

area, your objective is to drop down into

a two-tiered catwalk rectangle and

press a few switches. When you drop

to the lower level of metal catwalks,

find the crawlspace containing a Save

t^Crystai to solve the secret

Antarctica

3 SECRETS

Secret #1

When you finally get onboard the

freight ship at the beginning of the

stage, make your way onto the deck.

Run around to the side of the ship that's

facing the wail of ice. Head to the back

end of the ship's deck and jump into the

cave nestled in the ice wall to pick up

some goodies.

Secret #2

Once you gain control of the yellow

lifeboat, guide it around to a low open-

ing in the ice wall. Climb up into it and

follow the sloped ledge

down. Jump over the

water at the opposite end

and grab onto the ledge

on the opposite wall,

Crawl through the

opening to pick up the

goodies lying inside.

Secret #3

After opening the gate

with the Gate Control

Key, find the area

marked by a small flag.

You can dive from the

lifeboat into the water

to pick up the carelessly

tossed Hut Key in the

freezing depths. Use

this at the hut near the

very beginning of the level

to reap some rewards inside.

You can use the lifeboat to

go between these two

points with ease.

Secret #2

In the missile storage room where you

use the first Code Clearance Disk, climb

up onto the platform just below the

swinging crane hook. Use your guns to

shoot out the grated wall nearby and

enter the short passage. Climb down

the ladder at the gap and pick up anoth-

er Save Crystal!

Secret #3

The third and final secret will have you

swimming with the fishes, literally.

After you've used the second Code

RX’Tech Mines
3 SECRETS

Secret #1

When you reach the eiectricity room in the

first mine cart area, press the switch

inside to start all the mine carts. Exit the

room, then jump and climb on top of it. To

the right of the backside of the electricity

room, you'll be able to crawl, then drop

and hang on a ladder. Climb down until

your legs are about to hang off the ladder

(about six rungs), then jump and twist

backwards to grab onto a small crawl-

space ledge in the ice wail, inside you can

claim your first secret.

Secret #2

This secret is, in a sense, a "two-parter."

After your first mine cart ride is over, fol-

low the corridor leading to the right and

head down the big ice cavern (after

defeating the big ugly dog-beastie). When
you make it into the crawlspace on the

lowest crevice, you'll finally enter a new
area with a small square pond and a series

of ice ramps surrounding it. Make your

way over to the high green opening in the

far wall. Climb up onto the ice block to the

right, then jump and grab onto the barely

there ledge along the wall with the green

opening. Shimmy over to the crawlspace

and flip the switch inside. You'll now need

to find your way back to the main mine

cart area from the beginning of the level.

Once you make it back, you'll need to

return to the area behind the electricity

room where you picked up Secret #1 . The

door in this area is now open so head

inside to pick up a Save Crystal and a few

other goodies.

Secret #3

When you reach the end area of the stage,

you'll enter a room with a long wooden

bridge and a building on the far side. Look

down into the cavern below the bridge

and you should spot an alcove with some

secret stuff inside. Drop and hang off the

bridge, then shimmy until you are hanging

over a flat ice platform. Drop down onto

the iedge, then spot the ledge directly

below it. Drop down once more, then

you’ll be able to run and jump to the secret

alcove and claim the goods.

Clearance Disk on the terminal behind

the UFO observation room, climb Wte

ladder leading up the wall on the side of

the room. Hop across the high girders

to reach the one girder overlooking the

long catwalk, which you used to drop

onto the top of the UFO. Instead of

dropping down this time, run and jump

to the opened doorway in the wall.

Inside, make your way past the mov-

ing laser beams and you'll be

able to drop into the fish

tank to pick up the floating

Save Crystal!

Lost City

oflinnos

3 SECRETS

Secret #1

The first secret in the Lost City

can be found in the area with 3

broken stone bridge and invisible

platforms. Make your way careful-

ly to the top of the first stone arch-

way on the part of the broken

bridge nearest the entrance.

Once you successfully make it,

throw a flare forward to light the

next invisible platform between

you and an opening in the wall.

Jump into the opening from the

ledge and you'll be able to grab

the secret stuff inside. Don't both-

er exploring the cave further

down, it will mean certain death.

Secret #2

In the area with a stone bridge

and some fiery pots, you can find

the second secret. It's tricky and

you’ll want to save your game

before attempting it. Hit the

switch in the smait opening at the

end of the long grappling bridge.

After you hit it, you'll only have a

few minutes to make it back to

the room with the timed door and

stone bridge. Sprint back to the

bridge room and if you make it in

time, the door leading to a secret

area will still be open. Pick up the

Save Crystal and ammo to com-

plete the secret.

Secret #3

Once you reach the main puzzle

room with the four slots for

Oceanic Masks, you'll need to

place two Oceanic Masks in their

rightful places. Once this is done,

head up the staircase and find the

block that has dropped. Push the

block against the wall, then push

it again so that you can climb up to

a ladder on the wall. Scale the lad-

der and head inside the new area

to pick up a Save Crystal and

some health goodies.

Tomb Raiding Cheats
It seems that this time around, the

cheats for the latest Tomb Raiderwere

out there as soon as the game hit the

shelves. It is actually a good thing, as

the game is nearly impossible to beat

without them and why would you want

to, anyways? You enter ail the codes

during gameplay.so don't pause it.

LEVEL SKIP

Jump to the next level in

the game by pressing

L2, R2, L2, L2, R2, L2,

R2, L2, R2, L2, L2,

L2, L2, R2, L2, R2,

R2, R2, R2, L2

during gameplay.

^ ALL WEAPONS,
MEDKITS, FLARES AND

SAVE CRYSTALS
This will be the most popular of the

new codes as it makes your ordeal

much easier. During gameplay press

L2, R2, R2, L2, L2, L2, L2, R2, L2, R2,

R2, L2, R2, R2, L2, L2, R2, L2, L2, R2

check your inventory to see the results.

ALL SECRETS
This one basically gives you all the keys

and items from a level as well as show-

ing that you found all the secrets when

you've completed the level. During

gameplay press L2, L2, L2, L2, L2, R2,

: L2, L2, L2, R2, L2, R2, L2, L2, R2, L2,

L2, R2, L2, L2. You will hear Lara grunt

when entered correctly and you can

check your items to be sure.

RACETRACK KEY
The legitimate way of recieving the

racetrack key is to get a really good

time on the obstacle course. Why both-

er, though, when you can get the key

by entering a code? This one is only

entered at Lara's home and wiit give

you a key that unlocks the area on the

. opposite side of the obstacle course

that features a four wheel ATV and a

course to race it on. To get the race-

track key, press R2, L2, L2, L2, R2. L2,

L2, L2, L2, L2, L2, R2, L2, L2, L2, L2,

L2, R2, L2, L2 during gameplay and

white playing in Lara's mansion.

A The racetrack key wilt open this cool
oreo. The control is so goM with the ATV
thot it could almost be o game

IP



The ultimate action

puzzle game comes ^^Wf JIHllR
to the PlaySlation® ^ Tf
game console! Test your t Y N
s*/// and nerves against

some of the most diabolical *.rT*4»*

3D mazes ever to hit a video

screen. Based on a wildly popular

Japanese TV program, Irritating Stick is addictive, entertaining and

One Player, Two Player or even a Tournament Mode with up to Eight Players;

Irritating Stick features virtually unlimited 3D mazes that can be created in the Edit Mode,

as well as three distinct courses each containing several of the most mind boggling

challenges you’ve ever faced in a video game. You can even set up special “Irritants" to

further complicate your competitor’s life, but remember; turnabout is fair play!

|vMi-rv www.jaleco.com
Irritating Stlck©1999SaurusCa.. Ltd. ©1998 Asatii National Broadcasting Co.. Ltd. Planning byTakara.

Jaleco and the Jaleco logos are registered trademarks of Jaleco Ltd.
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PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.

The ratings icon Is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association.
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CaO-EJUNHIES
your complere monthly sourc'e For Sf^he
neLuesr and coolasr player- tion cheats

Face it—you're a Code Junkie. You need

every new PlayStation cheat and password,

and you want 'em now. Don't worry, our

sources are the best. Stay connected with

PSM and your supply will never go dry.

Test Drive Offroad 2

Open Ail Cars And Courses

This single code opens all the game has to offer in the

way of locked tracks and cars. The game isn't that dif-

ficult,but for those with little time and for the just plain

old lazy, here you go. At the Main Menu, press and hold

SELECT, then press LI, L2, •*, L2, t LI, LI. Now
start a single race and all six tracks will be available,

plus their reversed counterparts. You will also find all

the legitimate cars in the game.

iccoi TiseiKi

7^01-

< No chime will

be heord and
no message
will appear
when you enter

the code so the
only way to

find out if you
were successful

is to check the

teack and
car selection.

locked cars
like the
Military

Hummer are
the best in

the game.
Once you
have these
vehicles

the real

fun begins.

code FIh

F rhE manrh
Rally Cross 2

Loads Of Codes

Just like last year's Rally Cross, there are tons of

secrets in the game that are really tough to earn legiti-

mately. Thankfullywe found the codes for the game so

everything the title has to offer can be available from

the start. All the following codes are entered as your

name when you start a new season. After pressing X
to accept the name you entered, back out and start a

single race to see the effect.

where you
input your
name and

^ck out

another
code. Coell

Activate Radar

You will notice that some of the vehicles come with an

on-screen radar that lets you know when an opponent

is on your tail. To enable the radar for all cars, go to the

Main Menu, hold SELECT and press R1, L2, L2, 2, ,
LI

,
+

,
L2. Start any race with any vehicle and the radar

will appear on the left of the screen.

^ The Black
Widow doesn't

seem to be
faster than the
other top vehi-

cles in the game
but it does sport
a cool point job.

They are entered the same as you would the Black

Widow code.

Drive As School Bus

At the transmission selection screen in both Single

Race and World Tour mode, press and hold SELECT,

then press LI
, , L2, ,

L2, L2, R2. The school bus

will now be available.

Drive As ice Cream Truck

At the transmission selection screen in both Single

Race and World Tour mode, press and hold SELECT,

then press R2, L2, L2,
,
L2, L2, R1 . The ice cream

truck will now be available.

Black Widow
Last issue we gave you the codes for the first two hid-

den vehicles, the school bus and the ice cream truck.

Here's another. To use the Black Widow, hold SELECT

and enter R1, L2, L2, , L2, LI at the transmis-

sion screen after choosing any car. We are also throw-

ing in the codes from last month if you missed them.

Production Staff Slide Show
If you're really bored, you can see pictures of the peo-

ple who made this game, as well some shots of them

having lunch! Enter the credits screen with the credits

rolling from top to bottom, then press and hold SELECT

and press R2, R1, LI, L2, L2, L1, R1, R2. You will be

immediately taken to the slide show.

Every month there's usually at least one code in Code Junkies that totaiiy blows open a game or

increases the fun factor of a title to another level. Each month we pull-out those exceptional codes and

cheat gems and award them with the dubious honor of Code Fix Of The Month. Look here for the

hottest of the hot codes for the best games each issue.

Code Effect

SISAO Oasis track

ELGNUJ Jungle track

FOSTER Little Woods track

NIVEK Frozen Trail track

MIT Dusty Road track

KCIN Rxk Creek track

CIRE Dry Humps track

BSIRHC Hillside track

AIRFILLED Low gravity

LEADSHOT Original Rally Cross

game physics

MOONEY Restore Rally Cross 2

game physics

INCORPOREAL Disable collision detec-

tion

PREVET Veteran level tracks

and cars

PREPRO Pro level tracks and cars

PREALL Alt tracks and cars

Note; This will not automatically unlock the Vapor or

Radia cars. This cheat also allows the game to start at

the last race of the pro season with a large lead. You do

not need to finish the race to become champion. This

will unlock the last two cars.

A The game is tough to beat and will easily take you a
long time to do so but with all cars and tracks code you
can race the top car in the game right from the start.
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X Games Pro Boarder
Ail Courses Open And An Extra Character

Once you get the knack of this game, it can be a very

satisfying snowboarding experience with its real

snowboarders and thousands of tricks. You never

have the same exact run twice, but when it comes

to beating the computer opponents in the tourna-

ment mode to unlock the other four courses in the

game, you may be at it for a long time. X Games is

tough, but here's the code to open all the courses

right from the start. Enter , . X X ' \ 0 in the pass-

word screen found in the Options menu and, when

you go back into the game, you can go straight to

Freeride, the massive run with multiple routes. You

also get to select the small, but stylish, Ollie B.

A The password screen is found in the Options menu
and wnen possword is entered, you should get a pass-

word occepted message on screen.

A This is the longest and most fun of all the downhill
runs. You con almost go anywhere you want.

A This guy may be short, but he's ^t some killer

moves and can get some serious air.

TOWER OF ARROGANCE

Darkstalkers 3; Vampire Savior

Hidden Characters

As with every Capcom fighter, there are hidden char-

acters and different versions of characters to play as

inside Darkstalkers 3. Ait are accessed on the char-

acter select screen and you'll find that the characters

are a bit unorthodox.

Male Spirit

Highlight the "?" box, then press SELECT five times,

followed by any action button.

A When you access this character, you will be unlocking
a spirit that possesses the body of the character you
just beat. For that reason, the first character you ploy
os is chosen at random and as you beat other charac-

ters you will take their becty and play as them against
the next opponent.

Female Spirit

Highlight the "?" box, then press SELECT seven

times, followed fay any action button.

A like the Male Spirit character, the female spirit is a bit

unique. She creates, then possesses the double of her
opponent. Using the Female Spirit will mean every fight

v^li be a mirror match with character changes after

every match.

Alternate Talbain

Highlight J. Talbain at the

character selection screen and

press and hold SELECT, then

press all three Punch or Kick

buttats simultaneously.

New Bishamon
Highlight
Bishamon at the

character selec-

tion screen and

hold SELECT,

then press any

action button.

eed help on a game? Then call the people who
made it. For your convenience, we've gathered

[ihe following list of tip lines for PlayStation game pub-

lishers. Most of the numbers are 900 toll calls, so be

warned—they will cost you. If you are under 18. you

should get permission from whoever pays the phone

bill before calling. Also, we don't maintain any of these

lines (other than our own), so we aren't responsible

for the information available on them.

,.S^ck? Call PSM ^

rhsck it out—PSM’s new tip line is the only place you

“raccessteCodeJunkies'BMeinteentr^-^

And it's

updated every month!

Cpll l-aDD-77Z-4PSM

Acclaim .,(516) 759-7800

,.(900) 454-HINT

..(900) 680-HINT

American Technos •.,.(408) 453-9828

ASC Games (203) 655-0032

Ascii ..(900) 288-2724

,.(714) 852-2351

,.(310) 9260947

BMG ,,(415) 330-0600

Capcom

.

,.(900) 680-2583

Crystal Dynamics (900) 7374767

Data East ..._ (900) 454-5435

,.(900) 7734367

Electronic Arts ..(900) 2884468

Fox Interactive ..(900) 225-5436

GT Interactive ..(970) 522-1797

Hot-B .,{415)568-9501

interplay ,,(714) 553-6655

,,(847)215-1811

KOEI (415) 348-0500

.
Kokopeli. ..(900) 370-HINT

Konami .. ..(900) 8964468

Lucas Arts (900) 740-JEDI

Maxis ,,(510)933-5630

.,(900) 773-HINT

..(903) 874-5092

Mindscape ..(900) 7374468

(900) 737-2262

..(408) 289-1200

Playmates ..{714)428-2112

Psygnosis ..(900) 9764468

..(905) 4754801

SCEA ..{900} 933-7669

..(900) 370-5583

Spectrum Holobyte „.(800)696GAME

Strategic Simulations (408) 737-6800

(408) 453-9828

..(310) 787-2900

Ithq ..(900) 370-HINT

fime Warner ..(408) 473-9495

l]

Trimark ,

,

.,(310) 392-3243

Ubi Soft . ..(800) UBI-SOFT^

] US Gold .,(900) 288-GAME

(303) 7364019
! Virgin (900) 2884744

|vR Sports. :(7141 955-9B92

JJ
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Heart Of Darkness

Level Select And All Cinemas

This single code will open a level select that lets you

pick your starting point within a level, as well as

opening all the cinemas. To get it to work, take your

controller and plug it into controller port 2 while the

PlayStation is turned off. Now press and hold LI +

L2 + R1 + R2 and turn on the system with the game

inside. Continue to hold the shoulder buttons until

you reach the Main Menu. Now plug the controller

back into controller port 1 and enter the Options

Menu. Once there, you can go to load Game to

select your level or go over to the movie projector to

see all the game's cinemas, including the one in 3D.

A Now you con go wherever you wont within this

whimsical game.

A The cinemas are part of what make riiis a special

game. Be sure to get some 3D glasses for the last one.

Crash Bandicoot: Warped
Spyro The Dragon demo
There is a Crash Bandicoot: Warped demo hidden

within Spyro and to make things fair, Sony has

included a Spyro demo hidden in Crash Bandicoot:

Warped. To access it press

at the title screen.

4 At the
beginning of

the Spyro
demo, you

some quotes
from maga*

including

PSM.

Small Soldiers

Passwords And Cheats

This game isn't that bad considering that it is based

on a movie, but it won't be winning awards, either.

The two player deathmatch game is the most fun,

but to easily beat the single player game in a night,

we've got invincibility and access to all the weapons

right from the start, plus you will never run out of

ammo or energy for your secondary attacks. Also

skip to any level in the game with the individual level

passwords listing. Enter all of the following at the

password screen reached through the Main Menu,

Ninja: Shadow Of Darkness

Various Cheats

No code will keep this game from being completely

average in every area, but they will at least make the

going a bit easier.

Level Select

The level select can only be entered once when you

first start the game. To enter it, turn on the system

and when the game goes to check the memory

card, quickly press 12, L2. L2, R2, R2, R2. Now
when you go to start a new game, a level select will

Effect Code

Invulnerability OOAZiOX DX
All Weapons AAOOOXDX

invincibility

During gameplay, pause, then press L2, R2. L2, L2,

L2, R2, R2, R2, O GO . You will here a chime

when entered correctly and when you return to the

game, your character will be an invincible skeleton.

come up.

P After you power
up the MayStotion,
you will get this

screw) where you
enter the level

select code.

< Jump to any of

Ninja's unimaginative
and tedious levels

with the level select

that appears when
you start a new
game after entering
the level select code.

Level Password

1. Gorgon XXAGDXOX
2 . Dimensional Temple XAGGGOX
3 . Floating Fortress OXAGGOOX
4 . Spirit Bog AXAGDAOX
5. Canyon Village XDAGDXAX
6. Creepy Caverns ADDDAX
7. Space Ship OGADDOAX
8. Hall Of Patriots ADAGGAAX
9. Graveyard Of War XOADDXXD
10 . Nuclear Mine OAGGGXD
11 . Launch Center OOADGOXG
12 . Ulhaden Fier AOADGAXD
13 . Garrison XAAGDXDD
14 . Inner Sanctum AADDDDD

A Not thot this game was tough to begin with, but now
it's a complete breeze.

Boss Cheat

This little code makes fighting the game's bosses

much easier. When you enter the code, a giant

treasure chest filled with stars will drop onto the

boss, killing them. To get it to work, you must

first be facing a boss character and pause the game.

Now press L2. L2, L2. R2, R2, R2, •

• . •

,

then un-p8use.

Big Head Mode
For the silly big head mode, press SELECT, SELECT,

SELECT, L2, 12, 12. SELECT, SELECT, SELECT at

the Title screen with "Press Start" flashing. You will

instantly be able to tell whether the code worked if

the Ninja who is standing on the boat has a big head.

Tbts

ninja must

amazing
balance to

keep from
tiprnng

over con-

sidering

the size of

his head.



THE FUTURE
HAS ONE TINY
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Tiger Woods '99: PGA Tour Golf

Golfing Codes?

it's not often that you will find codes for a golfing

game and this group of three codes are some of the

coolest we've seen. They change the landscape of all

the courses, making for a totally different experience.

To enter any of the codes, go to the Player Select

menu and choose Edit Name. Now enter any of the

following as the new name and start a game on any

course to see the effect.

Enter any of

the cheats
where you
ecJita

golfer's name.

Code Effect

MAXIMUMZ Creates a 400 percent

elevation increase.

PUMPZ Creates a 200 percent

elevation increase.

OLD SCHOOL Flattens the terrain.

Nascar '99

Announcer's Car

Now you can race Benny Parson's (the announcer)

car. To activate it, go to the Race Setup screen from

the Main Menu and highlight the Select Track Option

and choose the Richmond track. Highlight Select Car

and enter R2, R2, LI
,
L1

,
L2, L2, R1, R1

,
R2, LI with-

in about four seconds. If entered quickly enough,

Benny Parson's car will appear.

4 There is a reason why people don't design golf cours-

es on mountainous terrain.

Roll Away
30 Extra Seconds

The following trick only works in the Time Trial por-

tion of the game. During gameplay press 0 LI

_ OX:'. .This can

^ ^ only entered once

^ per level.

4 Gaining extra
time in the Time
Trial mode is

essential to finishing

the mode.

Advance To Next Level

Apocalypse

End Of The World Cheats

Apocalypse packs a lot of fun, especially if you’re an

old Robotron fan. With the following cheats, you

should have no problem beating the game in one sit-

ting. To enable any of the cheats, start a game and,

during gameplay
,
press START to pause and hold LI

while you enter the code. When entered correctly

the words on the pause screen will shake.

Code..*
0 XD
.X+

u

Effect

. Invincibility

. All Weapons

. Unlock Levels

. Debug Info

4 The level select

appears on the

pause screen and
will only let you
skip around die

current area. To
go onto the next
area, choose the
lost entry and
finish it.

This works only in Time Trial and, when entered, you

wiil zip to the next puzzle. Press . i.+ .• L2 L1 L2 IT

X during gameplay in Tme Trial mode. In Arcade

mode, this code will take you to the bonus level.

Trippv Vfsoais

This one only works on the bonus levels and will

make the background and foreground totally trip

out,making it almost difficult to play. During the

CI>eck>iibo«i'd.D«ckgi'ound

This code turns the background into a subtle

checkeitoard pattern using the existing background

graphics. During gameplay press Ll’CC L2 R2.

Assault: Retribution

Assaulting Cheats

Sure, the game can be completed in about two hours,

but it is a fun two hours and, with the following codes

for the game, you now have reason to pick it up again.

All the following codes are entered at the "Press Start"

screen and must be entered within three seconds. The

screen will flash and the

name of the cheat will

appear at the top of

the screen.

^ You have to enter the
codes onto this screen
within three seconds,

which means your going
to have to be quick.

Code Effect

iTO^T -©T Goodies Menu -

This creates a new selection in the Options Menu
where you can select your level, access all weapons

with infinite ammo and check out all the games cine-

mas.

X Section Selector - To open the

level section selector which allows you to choose the

starting point of a given level, you must first use the

code to open the goodies menu. Once entered, go to

the goodies menu to change the level. Note: Enabling

this code may cause music and graphic problems.XO Nakomi Mode - All

characters will now be flat 2D characters, except for the

bosses.

00 00 . Big head player - Big head,

need we say more?

00 TOOT X Big Head aliens - Big head ene-

mies except for the bosses.

XT.:OXT..OL2R2 Speed Run - Press

Circle during gameplay to run faster. Note: This will also

use any item currently being held by your character.

XX .00+ Grayscale graphics Black and

white visuals.

(xIO) Sepia Graphics - Makes the game look like

a vintage film.



any B.S. from anyone or anything. So call me what you want, because in the end, all that matters is the size of

your guns. Just ask the sorry-ass robot with a Texas-sized hole in his gut. www.tinytank.com www.mgminteractiva com

Myname may be Tray, but I'm also the only hope to save humanity from

a bunch of brainless robots. I'm equipped vtdth the most advanced

Tank's effects are same of the

most impressive seen on a PlayStation...

the game itself is a technical wonder."
-Next Generation

weapons-big guns and rocket launchers-so I'm not going to take THE ADORABLE KILLING MACHINE

TINY TANK: UP YOUR ARSENAL {1 iSSB, MOM tnteractiva Ine. All Rights flesenod. Cnatotl by AadNow LLC Software Background Tschnatiigy 1937-98 Appalocu Inlsracthm, bic. Distributed by MGM Home Eulartainment, Inc.

2S00 Broadway, Santa Montea, CA 30404. FlayStauon and tha PlayStaBsn isgsa are legistirad Iradaniarka of Sony Computer Cnteriainment inc. The ratings icon is a trademark of the Intaractlve Digital Soitwara Association



NOW THAT yOU'VE TAKEN DOWN THE TREE, EATEN THE LAST OF THE

HOLIDAY CHOCOLATE. AND MASTERED TOMB RAIDER III. TAKE

A OREATHER AND SET READY FOR THE FIRST HITS OF 1993.

ujttRzuiie

The pairing up of Eidos and Crystal Dynamics

has set the stage for the release of some of

1999's best titles. Starting with Akuji in January,

revenge by voodoo has never been so much

fun. Get ready to come back from the grave

and unleash your voodoo power to destroy

those who betrayed you. Hot on the heels of

Akuji, Crystal follows up with sequels to two of

A

the most successful PlayStation games of all

time: Gex 3: Deep Cover Gecko and Legacy of

Kain: Soul Reaver. And with the ever growing

popularity of strategy games on the PlayStation,

Eidos will release Warzone 2100. Hear directly

from the source about this exciting new game

in the following interview with the game devel-

opers from Pumpkin Studios.

nine In On-Line!
Contests • Demos • Wallpaper • Fansites • Screenshots • Hints

and Tips • Daily News • Press Links • Plus a few surprises!

Don't miss out. Keep Tuned In!

www.eidosinteractive.com

Crystal Dynamics, the Crystal Dynamics logo, Gex. the GEX character, Akuji the Heartless and
Legacy ol Kain: Soul Reaver are trademarks ol Crystal Dynamics.® 1998 All Rights Reserved.

EIDOS and EIDOS INTERACTIVE are trademarks of Eidos Interactive, inc. All rights reserved.



* '> Warzone 2100 is the latest install-
‘

‘
• ment to the growing library of

^
PlayStation strategy games. It is

1^' *
y presented in full 3D and focuses

- MBrasBBBBBKBBBWM - bllstefing fast action. Created

1 by Pumpkin Studios, a wholly-

owned studio of Eidos Interactive,

Warzone 2100 is being developed with the PlayStation gamer in mind.

The graphical effects are stunning and the unique game design allows for

gamers to create their own strategy by designing their own units. The game
offers 400 technologies to research which result in over 2000 vehicle types.

The design sequence is very easy to implement. It uses three components: Turret, Body and Propulsion. As research progresses, new com-

ponents become available that enable the possibility of vehicles ranging from heavy tanks to VTOL aircraft. Each weapon has its own
characteristics - flamers set enemies on fire, but are vulnerable to enemy attacks. Cannons are great for damaging other tanks and have

great damage resistance. However, if you want to kill some infantry or cyborg, you can't beat a machine-gunner. Anti-tank rockets do
lots of damage, but are slow to fire - you soon learn hit and run tactics with them.

The propulsions add even more
options. Wheels make for very fast

vehicles, but with low damage capaci-

ty. Put tracks on your vehicle and your

tank doesn't move as fast, but it can

take a lot more damage. Hovers give

you increased speed and can move
across water, but they are vulnerable

to enemy attacks - keep them moving
and you'll survive, let the enemy guns

lock on and you're dead.

Similar vehicles will perform very dif-
' —

^

ferently if you change the turret from
'•

a heavy cannon to an anti-aircraft bat-

tery. It no longer functions as a battle tank, but as a very effective aircraft killer.

Units that survive one mission are available for the next mission. These units

become more and more experienced as the game progresses. This makes them
more accurate and increases their survival chances.



HERE ARE A FEW

UEHICLES FEATURED

IN WARZONE 2100

The 3D terrain is vital to the gameplay. It gives

Warzone 2100 true line-of-sight and fog-of-war

effects. The terrain is fully zoomable and rotat-

able so you can view the action from any angle.

Until you drive around the hills and mountains

you can't see what's hidden behind them. Enemy
mortar batteries may be lurking there ready to

fire their shells over the hill onto your base. All

they need to do is get a sensor unit placed strate-

gically and you're in big trouble.

VTOL aircraft make great use of the 3D terrain -

they can fly through valleys and around moun- 1

— .

tains in pursuit of their target. The cinematic feel

of having anti-aircraft batteries flying through the sky as you hunt down the enemy base is amaz-
ing. The days of 2D isometric games where the sprits move across the screen are over.

(:0MMANI3I:R

Warzone 2100 features three large campaigns - ^

over 38-f missions on 2 CDs. The games begins ^ v

with a nuclear holocaust wiping out the civiliza-

tion. The player is part of a group of survivors

who took shelter in an abandoned military base

while waiting out the nuclear winter. Years later, ^
the group emerges and begins to rebuild a New V

World from the ashes. The player leads Team
Alpha, one of three expeditionary teams sent out SiTT**,

by the Project to recover artifacts from before <

the Collapse. The first mission takes the player to '—^

the Western sector of the United States in search

of artifacts, but quickly turns into a battle of Survival. The three large campaigns take place in the

Western Sector, the Rocky Mountains and a devastated urban city.

Warzone 2100 also features a fully expanding cam-
paigns. The player’s base is established in the first mis-

sion and once that first mission is completed, the map
expands to the south. The player can then fly in a trans-

porter that flies in units to mission sites on different

maps. While on away missions the player still has access

to the factories, research facilities and units back at

home base. Players can select what reinforcements they

need based off the tactical situation and style of play.

What have you done to

ensure that Warzone
2100 will be a good
PlayStation game?

Sweated blood and gone through

many different approaches to

ensure it's fast and fun. To date

too many real-time strategy

games have been straight ports

from the PC version to the PlayStation.

Warzone 2100 has been developed simulta-

neously on both formats to ensure that the

best use is made of the powerful

PlayStation. We're giving the gamer to play

as they choose. They can use a simple point

and drag or drive units around with the

directional buttons. We are leaving it up to

them, but our main goal is to emphasize the

game's arcade feel and fast-paced gameplay.



GEX mahet hit triumphant return in

GEX 3; Deep Cover Gecko. Ar an

international fecret aeent for hire.

find and unlock lecret

playable characterf

including GEX's ^
everweiyht leoparcj^



Check out the latest

screenshots, character

art, wallpaper and

downloadable movies

at the all-new all-the-

time GEX website.

Constantly updated,

this the THE source

tor GEX inlormalion.

Baywakh vixen MdrllCCe

joins forces as Xtfd jn llie lafesj

Over 25 ail-neiu character

dii^uiief uiilh unique

mechanici like scuba divinq,

rocket launchinq, qiidinq,

snewboardinq and more.

Everyone's favorite

luisecrackinq qecko is

back with over 1,000

all-neui one-liners,

in-qame hints, and

celebrity impressions

from comedian Dana

It's Tailtime!
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Romyour wedding day,,

1

not-ieven trie

can contain your fury

Voodoo and blood sacrifice push this action title, over, the edge!

k«i

C
rystal Dynamics, the same people who brought you the

blood soaked epic Blood Omen: Legacy of Kain, have

another gruesome hit on their hands with Akuji the

Heartless for the PlayStation. Crystal explores new depths of the

3D action-adventure genre by introducing voodoo into the mix.



tough private detective

John Shaft. Roundtree’s

stoic delivery really brings

Akuji to life. Definitely

worth a pl^l

/ ^ s the story goes, Akuji is a

powerful voodoo warrior about

^ JL.to be married to Kesho, eldest

daughter of a rival voodoo clan. In a fit

of jealousy, Akuji’s brother Orad sends

his demonic minions to disrupt the

ceremony. After murdering the wedding

guests, they turn their attention to the

groom. Akuji’s heart is ripped

chest and sealed with a cursed wax to

assure that Akuji will spend eternity in

the underworld. With Akuji out of the

picture, Orad kidnaps Kesho with the

intention of sacrificing her to the gods.

Animation is smooth! Akuji

can do the typical mn and

crouch. But he also has the

ability to climb ladders and

swing hand'Over-hand

across chasms.

Now let’s talk gameplay.

Akuji is armed with razor

sharp claws and he knows

how to use them. Jab
you’re ready to go! Spells

run the gamut from shield

of blood (a protective

spell) to hell blast (a fiery

offensive attack). There

are two options for spell

casting; the standard third

person view or a sniper

mode. Sniper mode takes

you into a first person

perspective equipped with

cross hairs. Perfect for

eliminating hard to reach

baddies.

To round

out the

the attack button and

Akuji will execute a deadly

slash. With a little practice

you can perform rolling

attacks.

WeVe
found that

•

the rolling

attack is

All you have to do is

run-over an icon and

game,

Crystal

hired

Richard

Roundtree

for the voice

of Akuji.

Fans of 70’s

films will

Akuji awakes to find

himself in the first

vestibule of hell. To escape,

Akuji must solicit the help

of Baron Samedi - a po\yer-

ful voodoo god of the

underworld. Akuji’s only^

hope to return to the lai
of the living and exact

,

''

revenge upon his brother is

by serving the Baron.

His task: To scour the

underworld for the spirits

of his ancestors.

very

effective

against

bosses.

Hand-to-

hand combat is fun, but

Akuj i also has the ability

to cast voodoo spells.

remember Roundtree as the

Akuji the Heartless is

powered by a smooth 3D
engine. The worlds exude

voodoo; grimy blood

splattered textures, eerie

skulls, abandoned temples,

and dank swamps. This

creepy underworld is

populated with 30 different

types of enemies ranging

from disemboweled zombies

that whip you with their

exposed spines to mysterious

cultists anned with deadly

scythes. To enter a new
vestibule of hell, Akuji must

defeat a warden, i.e. a boss.

What can we say? There are

four of ‘em. All big and all

nasty.



Legacy of Kain: Soul Reaver is

the follow up to Crystal Dynamic's

dark and gothic Blook Omen: Legacy

of Kain. One of the most anticipat-

ed titles for the PlayStation this

year, Soul Reaver features dramiti-

cally evolved gameplay. As Raziel, ,

stalk Nosgoth feeding upon the souls

of your enemies as you seek to destroy

your creator-Kain. Battle 5 different

clans of vampires as you explore a vas/

3D world tainted hy a vampire ^
dynasty's rule.

Engage in deadly hand-to-hand comkat

as you make full use of weapons, spells

and the surrounding environment.

Real-time environment morphing as

you shift Between the material and

spectral realms

their faces. The transitory thrill of some-

thing new. Then, the pain began.

Melting, twisting, burning, falling. A new
experience indeed. I have no concept of

how long I fell. Only that there was an

end to the fall and through the pain 1

heard a voice. At first, 1 thought it merely

the echoes of my own tortured mind, but

I grew to understand that it was more.

Something primai. Something desperate.

Something righteous. Something ancient.

The Voice of The Elder.

The Elder explained much to me. It told

me of creation, of death, of souls and of

hunger. For eons the Elder fed upon the

souls of Nosgoth. Until, Kain's empire of

vampires deprived the Elder of suste-

nance. For centuries his hunger grew and
festered in this place.

The eider offered me redemption; if I

would stalk the material plain slaying my
former brethren, I would have the

chance to avenge myself against Kain.

How could I refuse?

Now I stalk the ruins of Nosgoth seeking

to destroy my creator.

The humans think it is a poison of the

blood that makes us what we are. Fools,

the blood only feeds the bodies we live

in. To create a vampire, one must steal a

soul from the abyss to reanimate the

corpse. It is the body that demands the

blood sacrifice; our souls gain their

advantage from the powers of the under-

world. As we matured, our earthly bodies

evolved into a higher form. Through The

Change, we assumed the power and
nobility of the Dark Gods. With each

Change, the trivial affairs of vampire and

man held less interest.

Master complex puzzles with your

unprecedented aOility to interact

with objects.

Always, it was Kain that would Change
first. After the master had experienced a

new gift, one of us would follow, in a

decade or so. That is. until I had the

'audacity’ to evolve before my master. !

was gifted with wings. And for my imper-

tinence I was damned. Uncover the mysteries of f^osgoth and

your own twisted past ns you explore a

dangerous 3D worldTo us the touch of water is agony; it

burns our flesh like acid. My punishment

was to be cast into the Lake of Lost

Souls - the execution ground for traitors.

As my brethren heaved me into the air I

could see the bemused expressions on
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Asteroids

Cheat Codes

This frantic shooter holds a few secrets to uncover,

including a hidden version of classic Asteroids which we
also have cheats for. All the following are for the normal

Asteroids part of the game and are entered at the title

screen. While "Press Start" is flashing, press and hold

SELECT, then enter any of the

codes. You will hear a sound

when entered correctly.

^ Enter the codes on this screen
while holding SELECT.

Secret Menu
This code opens a secret menu that includes a level

select and enables the ability to turn off the collision

detection, which makes you invincible! To activate the

menu, enter A O - L 0 0 at the title screen while

holding SELECT, Start a new game and, while playing
,

press SELECT + START. The secret menu should

appear. Change your level by highlighting "Level" or

"Zone" and pressing left or right. Warp to the level and

zone you have selected by pressing LI

.

d The secret menu is

accessed by pressing SELECT
* START during gameploy
after entering the secret

menu code. From here you
can turn off the collision

detection, which makes
you invincible.

Hidden Fourth Ship

The Excalibur is the best ship in the game and is only

earned once you beat the game with the difficulty set on

Expert or Hardcore - until now. Now alt it takes is enter-

ing this simple code. Again, at the title screen, press and

hold SELECT, then

press 00 f. O ,
Start a new game and

cycle through the ships

to find the maxed

out Excalibur.

^ The Excalibur ship is

the best in the game.

Classic Asteroids

The classic version of Asteroids is hidden in the game

and is really not that much of a secret, as it is unlocked

legitimately by shooting the retro asteroid that appears

in level 1 5, You can also open Classic Asteroids by enter-

ing 000 0 while holding SELECT at the title

screen. That's not all though, we've found cheats for use

with the classic version. Try

out the following to get fur-

ther into the original

Asteroids than you have ever

been able to before.

F This plays as good as it ever
did, especially with the
analog controller.

Classic Asteroids Cheats

After you open Classic Asteroids and start a game, you

can enter O^e following three codes after pausing.

Code Effect

•» ODX +1 Life

X+ - fO 99 Lives

OD/'.;. Invincibility

Twisted Metal 3

Here We Go Again!

As with any of the Twisted Metal series, there are lots

of codes and secrets hidden in the game.

Unfortunately, this year doesn't seem to be as prolific

in this area as in the past, but here's everything that

we have for the game at this point.

Activate Memory Card

Why this can't be an option that is normally accessed

in the game is beyond us. To be able to automatically

save before each stage you must first enter START,

START, START, START, START as a password- Then

change any of the settings and start a game. Before

the level starts, the game will automatically save.

Secret Levels

There are two hidden levels in the game, but unfortu-

nately, they are basically the same level that you see

when you choose your vehicle. The Warehouse level

is just an empty warehouse, while the Club Kid's

House level is the same warehouse filled with boxes,

jumps and more power-ups. Both codes are entered

as passwords at the password screen found in the

Main Menu. Once entered, start any level in

Deathmatch mode with any character.

Level Password

Warehouse Level « *

Club Kid's House Level * * *

Hidden Characters

To play as Minion or Sweet Tooth, enter the respec-

tive password at the password screen found on the

A You should recognize the warehouse level from the
vehicle select screen and the Moin Menu.

Main Menu. Once entered, the character will appear

on the character selection screen for both the

Tournament and Deathmatch modes.

Car Password

Minion •* *• *

Sweet Tooth •»

A Sweet Tooth is basically Hie gome's mascot and has
been with the series from the beginning.

Special Moves
As in the last game, there are hidden attacks that are

activated during gameplay by entering various button

combinations. You can use these hidden attacks to

build combos with other attacks and weapons, but

you must have enough power before you can use any

of them. When activated, you will get a message at

the top of the screen.

Attack Button Input

Freeze Missile 4* 4

High Jump 4

Rear Fire 4 4

Invisibility 444

4 Us« Hie

move when

Cj need a
e time to

collect

yourself
before
returning to

Blast Badius

Ait Ships Powered-up

Blast Radius is extremely fun, but its one player game

can get almost too difficult by the third or fourth set of

missions. There is unfortunately no invincibility codes

or a level select that will allow you to play all the mis-

sions the game has to offer without playing through

each one. There are. however, a couple codes that

will put you further into the game. This particular one

will completely power-up the four available ships. To

enter the code, go to the Main Menu and press LI,

R2, L2, R2, . You will hear an

explosion when entered correctly. Select any ship,

begin game play, then quit. Start a new game and all

four ships will now be powered-up and Sector 5 will

be available for game play.

A You can tell Hiat Hie choice of ships is peivered-up as
Hiey oil sport new paint jobs and streamlined ^signs.





PSM’s 100% Independent
Approach Means

No Strings Attached.

Unlike a certain

other PlayStation"

games magazine.

Independence is more than just

some cheesy catch-phrase. It’s our

mission statement. It’s at the heart

of everything we do. This is a great

benefit to you, our reader.

We write about what we want to

and put what we want on our cover.

V No one else need approve (or alter)

our content before it’s printed. No

one can make us say what we don’t

believe to be true.

In contrast, when strings are

attached, reader trust is weakened.

Ultimately, all credibility is lost.

Independence is our promise to you

and to all PlayStation gamers.

You deserve no less.

PSiVI
t/iifepefitfenr PlayStation Magazino
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*You must have a Game Shark to use these codes.

80078DT84000

8007f0380009

800cdb700009

80078eb60172

80078eb80172

800b5d4c6300

d005beecf64c

80068f586300

Enable Ail Powers 800691 78003f

800abd800003

Infinite Lives PI 800ba69e0003

800ba6a200e2

Infinite Capture Balls PI 800bac2a0400

Max Missiles PI 800babd80502

800bac080202

800bac280402

Infinite Capture Balls P2 800bb3360400

800bb2e40502

800bb3140202

800bb3340402

Home Team Scores 0 300e3ee90000

Home Team Scores 50 300e3ee90032

Away Team Scores 0 300e3ee80000

Away Team Scores 50 300e3ee80032

SOCOM Pistol And Ammo .. 800b75320019

FAMAS Rifle And Ammo 800b75340065

Grenade 800b7536000c

800b75380004

Stinger And Ammo 800b753a0004

Claymore.... 800b753c0006

C4 800b753e0006

800b75400006

Chaff Grenade 800b75420006

PSG1 Rifle And Ammo 800b75440006

Home Team Score 0 6008fd5c0000

Away Team Score 0 800911bc0000

Home Team Score 255 8008fd5c00ff

Away Team Score 255 80091 1 bcOOff

Home Baskets Worth 5 More 801e00008009

801e00023c01

801 600040822

801e00060031

801 600080002

801e000a1820

801e000e2400

801 600100005

801e00122442

801 600140008

801e001603e0

801e001a2400

d008fcb20001

800B33e08000

d008fcb20001

800b33e20c07

Infinite Lives 800aa6986300

Have 999 Stars 800b05e403e7

(Claire)

L1+L2 Health Restore d00ce2b40005

800cfd0600c8

Ll+Triangle For Grenade Launcher ..d00ce2b40014

800d49f4ff09

L1+X For Grenade Launcher (Fire) ...d00ce2b40044

800d49f4ff0a

LI +Square For Acid Grenade d00ce2b40084

800d49f4ff0b

L2+Triangle For Bowgun d00ce2b4001

1

800d49f4ff0c

L2+Square For Spark Shot d00ce2b40081

800d49f4ff0e

R2+Triang!e For Submachine Gun....d00ce2b40012

800d49f4ff0f

R2+X For Rocket Launcher d00ce2b40042

800d49f4ff11

R2+Square For Gatling Gun d00ce2b40082

800d49f4ff12

Infinite Health 800cfd0600c8

L2+X For Colt S,A.A d00ce2b40041

800d49f4ff0d

(Leon)

L1+Triang!e For Magnum d00ce2fc0014

800d4a3cff05

LI +X For Custom Magnum d00ce2fc0044

800d4a3cff06

LI +Square For Shotgun d00ce2fc0084

800d4a3cff07

L2+Triangle For Custom Shotgun d00ce2fc001

1

800d4a3cff08

L2+Square For Submachine Gun d00ce2fc0081

800d4a3cff0f

R2+Triang!e For Flamethrower d00ce2fc0012

800d4a3cff10

R2+X For Rocket Launcher d00ce2fc0042

800d4a3cff1

1

R2+Square For Gatling Gun d00ce2fc0082

800d4a3cff12

LI +L2 Health Restore d00ce2fc0005

800cfd4e00c8

Enable Goliath 301b39a80001

Enable Alien Saucer 301 b39ab0001

Enable Helicopter. 301b39ac0001

Infinite Armor PI .. 801d80b4014a

Have Ail Cups/Tracks 801 295d00001

801295d20001

801295d40001

801295d60001

Have All Challenges 801f58d40001

801f58d60001

801f58d80001

801f58da0001

801f58dc0001

infinite Ammo d007bc46a462

8007bc462400

Infinite Lives d0048a7aac62

80048a7a2400

Ammo Never Decreases 80033ed62400

infinite Lives P1 800d300c0002

Infinite Lives P2 800d309c0002

8006d8ee03e7

Infinite EP 8006d8f00063

8006d8f20063

8006d8e40001

8006ef5a000f

Wraith Ship

Not only will this code give you the maxed out Wraith

ship, but it will also start you on Sector 8, well into the

game. First enable the "All ships powered up" code.

Then, press * +,L1,* , LI, R2, R2, L2, at

the main menu. The sound of an explosion will confirm

correct code entry. Select any ship, begin game play,

then quit. When you start again, you will have the

Wraith and start on Sector 8.

Alternate Planet

This is more of a silly code than anything that you

would use to cheat. It will basically replace all the plan-

ets in the first four levels with faces of the develop-

ment team. The following four levels will feature other

objects in place of the planets. At the Main Menu,

press * , LI, *, LI, SELECT, R2, LI, L2.

Note: This code may not be enabled with the "All ships

powered up" or "Wraith ship" code activated.

Bonus Levels

This may be the coolest of all the codes for the game.

It opens up a whole new game of four missions where

you fly your normal spaceship against WWII aircraft

and other hidden targets against a backdrop of blue

skies. At the Main Menu, press LI
, ,

L2, *
,
SELECT,

, R2, R2, R2, SELECT, and an explosion will con-

firm entry. Note: This code may not be

enabled with the "All ships powered up" or

"Wraith ship" code.

The first level of the bonus stages DOBDodl
pits you against a bunch of Red
ftoron-type characters and seme
easy to kill Dirigibles.
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Drop us a line at PSM Letters, care of

Imagine Media, 150 North Hill Drive,

Brisbane, CA, 94005. Or even better, if you

have access to e-mail, you can reach us

at psm@imaginemedia.com.

Thank you for all the great coverage on

upcoming PlayStation games. Your

Metal Gear Solidat^\c\es were unrivaled.

I have recently acquired a copy of the

game and the game definitely deserves

all the hype, just like you said. ! now
have a few questions:

1. What is up with Parappa 2? And I

noticed a game on the Japanese hit lists

which was titled: Parappa the Rapper

(The Best Series). What is that?

2. Is Beat Mania going to be making its

way to our shores? I think the concept is

great and I know many other PSX own-

ers who are also looking forward to it.

3. You said that Capcom is already work-

ing on a Resident Evil 3 for the original

PlayStation, and I am not sure if that is

necessarily a great idea. I heard (on

CNN) that we could expect the

"PlayStation Next" sometime around

18 months from now. Resident Evil is

one of PlayStation's best selling series,

and at the rate great games are usually

made, RE3 would most likely be

released just a little before the PSX 2 or

"whatever its called" comes out. This

would mean the next PlayStation would

not have that title to promote the sys-

tem as continuing the great game line-

up. What do you think will happen? Do

you have any inside info?

PS: Could I come cold lamp with you

guys some time? I live around an hour

from San Francisco.

Luke P. Rodgers

lprodgers@earthlink,net

STEVE; Howdy, Luke. You can

come and cold lamp with u$ anytime

you want. Just be ready to endure

the infamous PSM pain stick ritual

which all visitors have to partake in.

You're Insured, aren't you? Anyway, I

better get to those questions.

1. Amazingly, Sony has yet to say

anything about Parappa 2. This is

especially surprising when you con-

sider how popular Parappa is in

Japan. He has reached cult status

there. Hopefully, we will know more

details early on next year. Until then,

you just gotta believe. The Best

Series is the Japanese equivalent of

the Greatest H/ts collection. Basically,

It means the game has sold extreme-

ly well and is now available at a

lower price point.

2. I doubt K. This is another classic

example of how the U.S. and

Japanese cultures differ. Wandering

A Big in Japan, unheard of here?

through Japan, Chris and I were

hard-pressed to find a Beat Mania

machine that wasn't being played.

The Japanese simply love that game.

However, if you were to put that

same game in U.S. arcades it proba-

bly wouldn't make any money. That

style of game simply doesn't click

here. It's too bad really.

3. Capcom is smart for releasing RE3

on the current PlayStation because

that is where the fanbase is. Why
release a game for a console that

would have an initially small user

base when you can release it for a

system that is owned by tens of mil-

lions of people. Besides, what makes

you think that a Resident Evil won't

come out for the next Sony console?

I'm just writing to you in retrospect of

last month's issue, A person brought up

a very, very good point about Mega Man
being a part of Capcom Generations. I

strongly agree with that letter because

Mega Man has been on almost every

system that has been brought out. From

Mega Man for Nintendo to Mega Man
Legends for PS (which is a very very

extraordinary game), Mega Man has

been around longer than any other

Capcom games like Section Z, Trojan,

Gunsmoke, etc. I also feel that Mega
Man should be a part of Capcom
Generaf/bns because it would be a great

experience for PS owners everywhere,

and it would be great to have the MEGA
MAN COLLECTION lor PS, Just to play

the first Mega Man on the Playstation

would be a great feeling to people that

are true die hard Mega Man fans just

(Continued on pg. 112)
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This Month's Topic:

Are gamers afraid of cooties?

i ideogames are an emotional whirlwind. They

f can cause the gamer to feel excitement,

anticipation, anger, rage, wonder and more. But if

you'll notice, there’s one major emotion missing: love.

Hey, before you start callin’ me a sissy-boy, hear me
out. Besides, this is our Valentine's Day issue, so if

I'm ever going to get away with this, it would have to

be now.

First off. I'm not specifically talking about

romance-based games, or those "girlfriend simula-

tors" from Japan. Look at it like this: In action movies,

the hero kills a lot of bad guys, saves the world or

whatever, and gets the girl. Sure, it's cheesy, it's

cliche, but we all line up to see it over and over any-

way, Know why? Because movies like that cover our

whole range of emotions: we all

want to take charge, be the hero, and

get the girl (or guy). But for some rea-

son, videogames have traditionally

left that last part out.

Maybe you’re still not convinced

that love belongs in games. Well, you

can’t deny that one of the most memorable moments

in Final Fantasy VII was Cloud and Aeris’ date. And

didn't we all get a little teary-eyed when Aeris died?

Everyone who's played FFVIIwishes those two could

have gotten together in the end. Why? Because it's

whatwe would have wanted in their place. Any enter-

tainment medium that gets a strong emotional reac-

tion from us has done a good job.

Videogames, movies, books—they're all better

when we can become more emotionally involved. For

example, we've ail felt wronged in some way or

another, so we can sympathize with a character who
seeks revenge. Also, a guy like Duke Nukem lets us

Pause Feedback: December
Is online multiplayer the

future of consoles?
Here are your responses to our Pause topic for issue

16 (December, 1998). It was tough trimming down

the tremendous amount of letters we received to the

few that follow, so we tried to pick ones that took

a slightly different angle to the subject. Now let's

see what you had to say...

There are endless possibilities for console multi-

player gaming on the internet. Sure, we could play

games with people around the world, but what if

we download the latest beta of a new title, or a

PocketStation game? The internet could also

change the face of RPG gaming. Instead of limit-

ing ourselves to the game designers’ story line,

we could start our own adventure with our

friends. Wouldn't it be nice if we could have a

friend help us with a part in a game that we're

stuck on, by actually playing it with us through the

internet?

Brian Soberano

PsXDocToR@psxrocks.com

Each montf), we put the contrdter down for a moment to focus on a different aspect of PlayStation gaming. We
invite debate, so please drop us your (^’nion on this month's topic atP^ PAUSE, c/o Imagine Mecfia, 150 INfaMth

Hill Drive, Brisbane, CA 94005. Or, you can e-mail us at psm@imagineme(fia.com (just be sure to put "Pause" as the

subject heading). We will tun the best of y^ur responses here in tills section.

Brad Braden

braden@stratos,net

1 believe that the ability to play games online with oth-

ers could add a lot to the replay of some games and

create a more exciting experience. Take, for example,

a Resident Evil 2-type game. If it were possible to play

online with another person, that would take the game

to a whole new level of fun. It could also serve as a

IS FEftHRFS
THE mOST POWERFUL
EMOnONi CUT n^s
NEVER USEO^'

control and

experience rage

without the ramifi-

cations of the real

world. These

games are

compelling

because
^whether we
1 realize it or

'not, they're

appealing to familiar emotions. Love

is perhaps the most powerful emo-

tion, but it's never used.

Okay, so maybe I'm still a

sissy-boy. But for just once, after spending weeks

battling ogres, storming the evil castle and putting my
life on the line to rescue the princess. I'd at least like

to get a date out of it. What better ending could there

be? Let me know how you feel on this. How would

you like to see love used in a game? Or, maybe you

think it's a stupid idea, and all games should only

focus on anger, rage, revenge, and other "manly"

type emotions. Whatever your view, drop me a line at

the usual address, and as always. I'll print your most

interesting responses (just please keep them short

and to the point!).

C-H-R15 Slate

You could go into chat rooms and get the latest strate-

gies on your favorite games, and then play them with

a friend across the country. Then you could exchange

memory card info without the Dex Drive. Maybe you

could even bet gil, zenny, or even saved game info

that you can beat someone in a game.

helper for less experienced players who could benefit

from playing online with more experienced players.

And an online version of Gran Turismo... oh, man...

need I say more? To be able to battle it out with peo-

ple all over the world, the fun would never end. I per-

sonally can't wait.

(no name given)

Thundrkeep@aol.com

I think internet gaming would be a big step in console

gaming history. Imagine if you could play an RPG,

FFVII for example, against a friend thousands of miles

away. Good vs. evil could be in a race to save or

destroy the world, and could meet up along the way

for epic battles. Can you imagine a showdown

between Cloud, Barret and Cid against Sepheroth

and his cronies? Internet gaming is right around the

corner, so people should dive in ASAP.

Noah (not the PSM staff guy)

viridis@tmlp.com

I do think that online multiplayer will play a part in the

future of console gaming, but only a part. As we all

know, some of the best console games are still played

with one player (Metal Gear Solid, Zelda, Resident

Evil, and of course, RPG games). Although it is fun to

play with other gamers, some games are just as fun

when you’re taking out the bad guys all by yourself,

(no name given)

RaijinX@aoi.com

I have been playing a multiplayer text-based game

over the Internet for awhile now, called a MUD (Multi-

User Dimension/Dungeon), in this, whole societies

are developed in a fantasy/sci-fi setting. Character

interaction is as integral part of this game as the fight-

ing end of it. It has no "end" to it, but rather is a

living world of people forming societies, clans,

and kingdoms as they interact with each other

and rise in power. These elements brought to a

graphics based game would be absolutely stun-

ning and would blow anything else away. Perhaps

it is my own taste, but I believe I am not the only

one that would find a world like this to be highly

appealing.

Beyond that, whole online sporting game leagues

could be formed, or entire strategic battles take

place between armies which have been built up.

The possibilities are endless, ! can see a bright

future ahead for this new genre, and a whole new

level of gaming for all of us.

Joe Helfrich

San Francisco, CA
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like me. To lay off my statements for a

bit, here's a question: Will there be a

Mega Man 9 or X5 for PS? If not, there

should be. Anyway, if Capcom feels that

Mega Man shouldn't be a part of

Capcom Generations, they're making a

big mistake because Mega Man, to me.

is still the best all around action game

whether it's in 2-d or 3-d. People that

don't like Mega Man games should

wake up and play it for themselves,

although I'll admit the Wily Line does

get a tad bit annoying, but that doesn't

mean that the games aren't worth play-

ing. What other video games have

weapons that you steal from other

robots and use it against them? Surely

not 1942, and definitely not Ghosts "n

"

Goblins. Although these are good

games. Mega Man is just better. To all

my Mega Man fans, keep writing those

letters and let them know that the Blue

Bomber will always be a legend, even if

they don't think so.

Mark Wilson

Cambria HGTS. NY 11411

BLAKE: All of us at PSM are

diehard Mega Man fans, so you

won't get much of an argument from

us. Unfortunately, Capcom has yet to

announce any plans for a collection

of this type, and with their current

luck getting Sony to approve collec-

tions of any type we doubt this will

make K to the US. We do recom-

mend, however, foat if you really

want this kind of thing it can't hurt to

send Capcom a letter. If ^ough peo-

girl gamers and rpg rage

D first want to comment on two

letters in your September issue

which were written by two females. It's

encouraging to read about opinions

from female gamers who are just as

crazy and devoted to videogames as the

male population. Hopefully we'll see

more of those letters. On to my ques-

tions:

1.

A suggestion: Maybe you could

include the megabyte size of games in

your reviews as well. I think it would be

an interesting addition.

2.

How much do games cost to produce

and how much is invested in advertis-

ing? Could you give a range?

3.

Why does localizing RPGs take so

long?

4.

Has Enix found a publisher for Star

Ocean 2 yet?

5.

With the creation of Square/EA,

is it possible that we might see

Final Fantasy V? Please say yesi

6. 1 heard that Final Fantasy IX is

already in development and

Chrono Trigger 2 is in the works.

Am I dreaming?

I know it's a lot of questions, but

thanks and keep up the good

work I

Bruce Weng
bhweng@hotmail.com

^ FRAN: agree with you,

Bruce, about hearing from the

female gamers in foe audience.

It's great to know that PSM's

readership is made up of hard-

core gamers, all around — not just

male gamers. Now, let's get to those

questions:

1. First off, things like megabyte sizes

vary a lot during a game's develop-

ment cycle. And what purpose

would knowing how big a game is

(in file size) benerrt anyone?

However, if you are really interested,

just pop a PlayStation game disc into

a PC and you should be able to

find out.

2. D^>efKiing on what type of game
a company is develt^ing, the costs

can range from hundreds of thou-

sands of dollars to multi-million dol-

lar efforts like Final Fantasy VII. K

really depends on how many team

members there are working on the

game and how much backing a pub-

lisher Hike EA or Activision) is willing

to invest into it The average cost for

developing a console game (PC

games can be cheaper to produce)

ranges around $600,000 to $2 million.

Advertising and marketing plays a

crucial role and you can see the evi-

dence of this in the growing amount
of TV ads that are being made for

games. The bulk of the money,

though, is spent on production, not

on advertising.

3. Localiang RPGs can be a tricky,

tricky thing if you want to do it well.

Rrst off, the <x>mpany has to secure

foe rights to certain things in the

game such as music, names, etc. (i.e.

legal and (lcen»ng red tape).

After that they must trans-

late each and ev«Y ^ of

text in the game (includ-

ing all foe battle and in-

game menus). Thircfly, foe

company has to then

rewrite the text from trans-

lations so that it makes
sense and flows. After all

this, testing has to be done in

order to make sure that none

of the text changes create

glitches (and there's A LOT of

0|H>ortunities for bugs when
messing with long lines of

text). If this still doesn't

sound tike a monstrous task,

try doing this with a very

small (but usually derficated)

nunfoer of people. H's a long

labor of love for most companies,

because if they don't get it right —
gamers will slam them for a "bad

translation.” There are a lot more fac-

tors in foansiadon, but I think you get

the picture.

4. SCEA has expressed interest in the

game, as well as a few other publish-

ers, but no ofhdai announcements as

of yet.

5. There are plenty of rumors drcu-

lating that Final Fantasy V is one of

foe games that is being considered

for US release and there's plenty of

people hoping that it comes true.

Squaresoft hasn't confirmed H, yet

though.

6. No, Bruce, you aren't dreaming!

Final Fantasy IXh already under way
and slated for a Japanese release by

foe end of '99. It's a major rumor that

the team working on foe story for

FFVIII had grand designs for the

game to include two playable char-

acters with multiple storylines from

foe outset (Squall and Laguna), but

had neither the time nor the space to

do Ft in one game — fous FRX was
bom. It's rumored that FRX will fol-

low foe second character’s story.

As for Chrono Trigger2 idrooi... ),foe

rumor mill is also busy with gossip

that it's in foe works and possibly

poised for a premiere release as a

PlayStation 2 launch title. But it's ail

rumor at this point. As a fan of the

first game, rii be the firstto shout out

announcements when Squaresoft

goes on foe record with any.
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FREE DEMO CD!
The first 2,000 orders will receive

a free demo disc of the game
Pro-Pinball Timeshock!

America's best selling

PlayStation magazine is proud to

present the first annual...

PlavSlatloB Hagaziae

The world's FIRST & ONLY
complete listing of every

code for every PlayStation

game ever created!
• THE COMPLETE LIBRARY—
EVERY CODE, CHEAT, AND
PASSWORD FOR THE
PLAYSTATION

• EVERY GAME SHARK CODE
IN EXISTENCE BROUGHT
TO YOU FROM INTERACT

• COMPLETE LISTING
FROM A TO Z—NEVER
HUNT FOR A CODE
AGAIN!

• THE ONLY CODE BOOK
YOU'LL EVER NEED—
AND IT'S FROM PSM!

Available Now!
Order your copy online at

http://vvww.ign.com/psm
codebook.html

or call toll free...

77-852-6070
$3.00 shipping & handling for orders in the U.S. $8.50 shipping & handling for international orders. 8% tax may be included on orders in New York. Allow 2-5 days for delivery.

PlayStation is a registered trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.
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0 PSM, Hey guys, 1 have a

couple of questions-

1. What ever happened to the X- '

Files game? It was suppose to be

released in May, but now its on

the "To be Announced" list

2. Guys, I can't get FF VIII out of my
head. Is there anyway to ease the

pain other than the trial dish? The

pain... THE PAINH

3. As 1 was reading your November

issue, I was trying to revise my memo-

ry on the games to ask you guys about

and I discovered that the game was on

your "To be Announced" list—Jef

Moto 2... What's this all about?

4. Guys, on your PSM Shop... It's

good, but you need to add the lid

stickers, posters, and items to the

PS shop (ex; Parappa).

5. If you ask me, Warhawk is one of my
fav games ever. I can't wait for the

sequel. Anyway, I can't seem to find it.

Do you know what the problem is and

what stores I could find them?

Chris Gloria

San Antonio, TX

NOAH: 1. The truth is out there

Chris. We haven't heard much about

a PlayStation X-File game since E3.

Hs gameplay is your basic third per-

son action from what we could tell.

The game is finished or near finished

however, and is scheduled for

release in England very soon, The

debate is on whether this title

should come to the U.S. or not. Until

we
get to play

it, we are

skeptical KinSi
about the are on the caseJ

quality of the

title. Just the fact they are aebatir^u

whether or not to bring it over gives

us enough reason to worry. We here

at PSM are huge fans of the X-Files

like the rest of the sci-fi/videogame

nerds across the country and are

eager tc report any .news as soon as

we get some. Keep an eye on future

issues.

2. Oude, get a grip. There are plenty

of impressive RPGs to keep your

obsessive mind off FFVIII for while.

Get Xenogears; you won't be disap-

pointed and after that, go play Tales

Of Destiny, then play Parasite Eve,

then onto Breath Of Fire III. You

should even go back and play Wild

Anns. If those don't keep you

occupied, then you should try

going outdoors.

3. i understand your confusion,

but 989 Studios are re-releas-

ing Jet Moto 2 with sev^ai new fea-

tures, making rt the fastest Jet Moto
ever. You race against less contes-

tants, but the frame rate is up to 60

fps and is now running in a higher

resolution. Some of the polygon

clipping problems have been cleared

up and all the courses are open right

from the start of the game, including

those frorr; the first game! Fans of

the senes vviil want to pick this up

anc for those that have not yet

.--.iiTket! 'JO a Jet Moto game, yet

this is the cne to get.

4 The Otaku Station is where

v'ou'il find all our gear, T-shirts

and caps, if you're looking for lid

stickers, then you just have to

fird the back issues page where alt

every lidsticker and poster we've

crested is available in the issues

they came in, although you can get

the Original PSM Smiley lidsticker

tor free when you order two or more

items from the Otaku Station.

5. I've found the game no problem,

tt's now in the Greatest Hhs collec-

tion, so it should be available any-

where for under S25. Try more than

one store and, if you really can't find

it. many shops can order it for you.

There are much rarer games out

there than Warhawk and I'm confi-

dent you'll find a copy if you put

your mind to it. It's totally worth rt,

Chris. I love Warhawk.

pie do it maybe Capcom will decide

to do it.

I've been reading PSM ever since the 1

year anniversary issue, and I think it's

great. I have a few questions for you to

take a stab at.

1. I'm a fan of the old Super Nintendo

game Robotrek, by Enix. Is there a

Playstation sequel to the game?

2. Is it true that the PlayStatIon2 will be

compatible with all of the original

Playstation games? I'd hate to have to

invest another $300-400 in new games

and accessories, and have all my old

games be obsolete.

3. I noticed that your Q&A for this

month's issue was misprinted, printing

the first page on both sides, or some-

thing. Can you please reprint it? I'm very

interested in any new RPGs coming

from Square.

4. 1 own the original 8-Bit Nintendo, and

I purchased the original Final Fantasy

when I was 8 years old. I still find myself

pulling my Nintendo out of the closet

just to play the original RPG that

spawned the Squaresoft masterpiece.

Do you guys sometimes play antique

masterpieces for no reason?

5. Speaking of Final Fantasy, I don't

understand why Square would make a

game sound like it's a sequel when it's

really not. When I first tried out Final

Fantasy VII, I thought that it would have

some ties to the original plot of restoring

the orbs and defeating the four fiends.

However, this game has no ties to it

whatsoever. And now, I read that you

don't expect FFVIII to have any ties to

FFVII. What's going on?

Jacob King

South Bend, Indiana

^ BLAKE; Awooga! You certainly

have a bushel full of questions there,

Jacob. Let's see what we can do.

1. There is no sequel to Robotrek

planned that we know of. Of course,

Enix is a huge company, so the pro-

ject might be under way, but we
doubt it.

2. We highly doubt that the

Playstation 2 will be backwards com-

patible with all of your current

games. The solution to this is easier

than you think, though, ft's not like

you're going to trash your

PlayStation when the new system

comes out, so you can always pull it

out and dust it off when you feel

like playing some of your

"classic" games.

3. Yeah, we noticed the misprint as

well. Oops! We've reprinted it this

month so that everybody can see

what he really says. We think you'll
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AN Art
Welcome to the Fan Art section ! Each month we'll be taking a look at the coolest PlayStation fan art

from the hottest new talents around. If you've done an illustration that you’d like to see printed here,

then by all means send us a copy! (We'll take originals too, but we won't be able to return them).

Address it to PSM Fan Art, c/o Imagine Media, 150 North Hill Drive, Brisbane, California 94005.

Even better, if you have the art in a high-resolution digital format, e-mail it to us at

psm@imaginemedia.com, and label the subject heading "Fan Art," Now get busy making that art!

agree that interview is much more

interesting with the correct text.

4. 1 still love pulling out my old games

and there's a constant tangle of cords

around myTV from the large amount
of systems that get play. There are

still some NES games that are lots of

fun and haven't been matched in the

new eras (M.U.LE. is still my
favorite.) Just because the graphics

have gotten better doesn't mean the

gam^lay in the old games was bad.

There are plenty of reasons to play

old 8 and 16 bit games and it's a

shame that many younger gamers

will never be able to appreciate

them.

5. Squaresoft probably keeps the

name for each successive game
because it is an excellent method of

branding that represents a high qual-

ity RPG to gamers, in fact, the name
alone probably sells hundreds of

thousands of copies of each game
because people know that each Final

Fantasygame will represent the apex

of the RPG experience at the time.

We can't really argue with that logic.

Hey guys, i got a couple of questions

Wianks for answering them.

1. I have been a subscriber since day

one, and I noticed that your mag just

keeps getting better and better, I think

you guys— excuse me, guys and gir!
—

should have a Chibi review section

where Chibi reviews his favorite games!

That would make the mag that much

better!

2. When I was playing Xenogears (great

game, by the way), I noticed a PSM
sticker on a shirt in the game... That's

right, a PSM sticker in Xenogears! It's in

the orphanage by the Babel Tower in the

room to the right of Billy's room with the

bathroom. If you look towards the top of

the screen, you'll see the PSM logo on

a shirt on the wire by the other shirts!

Just thought I'd let you know.

3. My final question is what's going on

with Dragon Quest 77 Is it coming over

so I can get my wallet out?

Erik Rohr

Bradenton, FL

nofx_102@Hotmail.com

^ FRAN: Hey, Erik, thanks for all

the nice comments about the mag.

Now, let's get to those questions!

1. Don't worry about our ol' buddy,

Chibi. He's got the Japanese section

to tackle each and every month,

which is a lot of work in rtself. We'll

suggest It to him, though.

2. Wow, we missed that! i'll have to
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he's har Far reacher!
chedc it out mys^. If we find it, well

make sure to run it in the RS. Section.

Thanks for the tipi

A Is Dragon Ouesf VII on the way?

3. That's a good question and unfor-

tunately, we don't have a solid

answer to offer. As far as I know.

Dragon Quest 7 b stilt on slate for a

wirrter release in Japan (as of jkoss

time}, but Enix has been going over

every detail to make sure tills b a

sequ^ wortiiy to ti>e Dragon (hiest

eries. I wouldn't be surprised if tiiere

are more delays into Sfxing of tills

year. As for the game being

brought to the U.S., tiie same
companies vying for Star Ocean
Second Story like S(£A, are rumored

to be v^ng over Dragon Quest VB. No
one has signed on the dotted line for

tile officiai rights to tiie game just yet
so well keep you posted.

I have two questions:

1.
1
just received the Feb. '98 back issue.

In the Code Junkies section, there is a

cheat code for Dragon Ball GT Final

Rout, and I have been looking for that

game for a very long time now. So what

I want to ask is
,
where I can find

that game?

2. When Final Fantasy W// finally comes

out, are you going to do a walkthough of

it like you did of FFVII?

1
1

' oy, do I have a story for youM
'

' was reading your new

I

November issue of PSM, then I let my

;

friend John take a peek at it because it

I
was a free day in English, so we decid-

i

ed to kick it and read your kick-ass mag,

i John left the mag lying up so you can

• see the cool Lara Croft picture. Next

: thing you know, my english teacher saw

j
the book, and she threw it in the

i garbage cani At this point i didn't know

: because I was asleep. My friend Anh

;

woke me up and I’m all like "What's

• up? " Then he told me that my mag was

; in the garbage can. Then I was all like

"What the f-?!" And then my friend

John came back from the restroom and

:
my teacher told him that the mag was in

: the gaitage. We ail told her that is was

;

a videogame magazine. And then she

: said "I don't care,

;

It's PORNOGRAPH-

,
1C.,

." Yes, she said it's

;

"PORNOGRAPHIC", I

was furious, and I said

i "PSM IS GOING TO HEAR
I
ABOUT THIS!" I was pissed that

; my English teacher threw

I
my brand-new mag in the

garbage. PSM READERS,

;
HEAR MY STORY AND

' TELL EVERYBODYI
! TELL THE AMERICAN

;
SOCIETY THAT THIS

HAPPENEDI ANDWE
,
GAMERS WILL NOT

, BE TREATED LIKE

' THIS!

aren't going to appredate that cover

as much as the guys do, but c'mon,

teach-^s herdfy pomo^aphic. You

can more skin in Surxiay news-

paper ads. If it's tnappropriate for you

to have magazines out in then
i

fine, she'd be wei in her rights to i

take it away and hold it until after

dass or something. But to throw it
i

away? That's fike steaSng. if any of
!

my teadurs pulled that stunt back i

when I was in school i would've had
j

my parents there the next day to put
j

tiiat teacher in her ptace. Tonv.
j

why don't you show this .c- j

teach and see uvhat she has to sa^

hei'sclf? i d say she owes toa s ?

new mag.

T Spare the rod and spoil the <hild!

Tony
Luu

San Leandro, California

Zclyh2@hotmaii.com

CHRIS: That sucks, man.

Now oliviC'iisiy, r'.cst women

Huntingburg, IN

^ NOAH: 1. All I ask is tiiat you

stop looking. Iron and B/ood, one of

the worst fighters ever made, is tor

superior to this pathetic Dragon Ball

fighter, ft sucks so bad that well, I

don^ even want to go there. Just for-

get about it Ace, you don't need the

frustration. On tire otiter hand, you
may want to try Destrega. ft may not

be Dragon BaH4 but it featiires pro-

jectile and hand to hand fighti'ng,

much like the fighting in tire Dragon

6a//Zs8ri8s,that actually plays w^t.

2. Yes, and expect it to be even larger

and mcm detailed than what we did

wHhffW/

I want to say first thanks for this great

magazine. I have been with you from the

first issue and have loved every one.

1. Have you heard anything about possi-

ble real Brave Fencer Musashi action fig-

ures coming out?

2. Is there any talk about a Brave Fencer

Musashi 2?

Todd Brown

lnkskin7@A0L.com

^ STEVE: I haven't heard anytiiing

about Musashi action figures and I

doubt tirat any would be rrieased.

You have to have a game that has a

wide universe appeal before evw
conadering r^easing toys from ft

Miaashi is a great game, but it will

never have tire commerciat success

of, say, a Resident EvM . hs for a Brave

fencer Musashi 2, Square hasn't

announced lyiything yet. I tirink it

already has a lot of games that are

about to come out and doesn't have

tire resources to do a

sequel right now.
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Each month, we put together three tough tests of skill—if you're good,

you can win cool prizes and see your name in print! Only one winner will

be selected from each challenge, so get your entry in early. Send in

your entries to PSM Top This!, c/o Imagine Media, 150 North

Hill Drive, Brisbane, CA 94005. Include your return address.

ylo e-mail entries allowedi We can't return any pictures or

videotapes you send. Enter today!

I m

This month's winners get the following from Interact: 1 DexDrive, 1 Limited

Edition Lara Croft Memory Card, 1 Massive Memory Card, 2 Barracuda 2s, 2

GameSharks, 1 Multiplayer Adapter, and 1 BackPak. Add to this 1 copy each of EA's

1998 lineup of Need For Speed ill; Hot Pursuit, Moto Racer 2, X Games Pro Boarder,

Road Rash 3D, Future Cop: LAPD, Small Soldiers, The Lost World: Jurassic Park

Special Edition, Need For Speed V-Rally, Diablo, and ReBoot!

Challenge #1 ; Tomb Raider Challenge #2: Tiger Woods Golf Challenge #3: Civilization II

Best Time On The Racetrack Best Score Highest Percentage

In Lara's manor, there is a hidden ATV racetrack.

First you must find the key to unlock the area and

then you must race a lap on this course. After each

lap, you will be given a time. Take a Polaroid or

videotape of this time and send it in. The contestant

with the best lap time will be judged the winner.

This course is tough, so you may need to practice a

bit before you get a satisfactory time — this com-

petition will be fierce.

We want to see who can get the best possible score

of the Scottsdale course. You’re even welcome to

turn mulligans on if you like — we don't mind. Of

course, when you do get the score you think will

win, take a Polaroid or videotape of it and send it in.

In the case of a tie, we will take the entrant we
received with the high score (which is actually the

lowest number of strokes for all you non-golfers)

first as our winner.

Beat Civ II and you'll be given a ranking percentage.

Your overall ranking depends on several factors,

including game difficulty, technology achieved, and

how the game ended. We want to see who is the

greatest master of all by challenging everyone to get

the highest percentage possible. Once you achieve

what you believe to be your master score, send in a

Polaroid or videotape of it and the ruler with highest

percentage will be the winner.

A Blake shows off an bad case of gamer's thumb.

Oh no—we're almost at the
end of the issue! Another
one bites the dust... Here are

a few parting shots of the
staff at play. We do that

when we aren't working.
Yep, it's a total surprise that

there weren't more shots!

^ When
Chris was
young, he
was scared
by an ice

truck. Now,
every time

one, he

4 Uh'oh! Looks like Eug is run-

ning in Crunch mode againi
We're not trying to score anyone,
but the rumor around the office is

that this sign was painted with
blood... human bloodi Either that,

or a bright pink marker. Since

Eug is out for the moment, we
guess you'll never know...
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Welcome to Otaku Station, the official PSM

gift shop! Here you can find high-quality

PSM-branded clothes and gear. Each item is

WEVE
THANKS, • SOMETHING FOR >

AIKO! BVBRyoNe coo\, oh
YOUR LIST, SO TAKE A.

LOOK AROUHV!^

YOU CAH
^NEVER OO WRON(5
WITH OUR Z7-A24Z7 T.

< POE5NT IT LOOK
^

&OOP? V
% ^ NBAAO! V

micom. TO
,3^ OTVJAa/ STATION!
^ THE BEST PLACE IN THE ^
UNIVBRSB FOR QUALITY PSM
MBPCNANPISB! ANP NOW I'P

LIKE TO INTROPUCE MY COOP
'C FRIENP, UCHU-KUN/

WE'RE ALWAYS N
OPBN, SO STOP BY
AS MUCH AS YOU
LIKE/ THANKS FOR
V SHOPPING! y

' THANfCS!\
HAPP/

\TAAeNT/Ne$‘

V PAY! /

THE SMILEY SKI C/5P

rhe only place on earrh ra buy cuol aFFicial psm
shirrs, bars, and orher special collecribles

personally deemed cool by the PSM staff

before hitting this page. Take a look around!

P-P4P T

Check or money order made payable to

“InlaBlio.' (Sorry, no CODs.)

Vtoa Mastercard UlEi

Hnd if you suy ma-Re t+hrn 1 iTerYiii ydu*ll cer
emnoN -PSrYl ud sncKeR only HVFULfleLe in our FiRST.issug |

To ORDEK EY EtHDNE JUST CflLU I-BBH-H-BB-ISDO TODAY!
(rYlEKCt-ll=IN015E OKOEAS ONLy)

r
To order any of these nems. just fill out this form and fax it to

415*821-0299, or mail it tos PSM c/o Intaglio. 1616 York

Street, San Francisco. CA 94110

ill

judnu:

jcttVi state: an Cede,

1
Phone Number or E-Mell Mdiess;

XS19.50- $

X $14.50 = $

X $14.50 = $

X $14.50 = $

X $24.50 = $
ft

...add $15.00 $

PmStatiBn Magazine
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go bach in rime uiirh bach issues dF psm, rhe only
laoy. independenr playsrarion mag in rhe luorld!

You can now own a complete collection of

PSM! Strike a blow for freedom and indepen-

dence by buying all the back issues you're

missing. Round out your collection of the best

PlayStation mag ever!

P5M REAPERS,
PON'T LET

THI6 H/4PPEN
TO you/

It all started here!

FFVII Guide, pt. 1

16-pg. Code Bible

the original

PSM Lid Sticker!

Castlevania Strat.

FFVII Guide, pt 2

RE2 Lid

Sticker / Tip Cards

Colony Wars Strat

FFVII; Extra Info

Tip Cards

Fighting

Force Lid Sticker

TRII Strat, pt. 1

Oddworld Strat

Tip Cards

"Lara Croft &
friends" Lid Sticker

Preview '98

TRII Strat, pt. 2

Crash 2 Boss Strat

Memory Card

Stickers, Tip Cards

MK4 Guide

Vigilante 8 Guide

Einhander Secrets

MK4 2-Sided

Mega Poster

E3 '98 Report

New Sony PDA
FFVIII First Look

Ninja Poster

from Eidos

TRIM Guide

Parasite Eve, pt. 1

NFL Xtreme Guide

Gold Smiley

Lid Sticker

Parasite Eve, pt. 2

FFVIII: 80 Screens!

New Controllers

Thrill Kill

Lid Sticker

Metal Gear Strat

egy Guide pt. 1

Tenchu Guide

Giant Lara

Croft Poster

Holiday Buyer's

Guide

Metal Gear Solid

Strategy guide —
pt.2

(price includes shipping and handling)

l-BDa-BE5
(e4=ICH ISSUE ORDEKS ONLy)
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the place ro buy, sell, or rrade gamas, penpner-
ala, and anyrhing else reload ra rhe playsration

^

^ ,

Got some old games lying around just col-

lecting dust? Maybe you've already tried the

old "I got these by mistake for my birthday"

excuse at every shop in town, but no one will

trade them? Then get rid of 'em here, for free!

CHU^lttSCAMDER J if j^ou^woutd like to trade,

JuanValdez69@Juno.coniS)j--^T--^'l'niJookiria,ior Resident Evil: DC
Description; I have the oh, so or Parapp'k r^e Rapper. I would

popular, Vigilante 8 and am willing much rather sell rt than trade for

to sell or trade it for $27 or best ijfcshowever. ^ ^^3

V j ' J

^ Arik Toupalik
ArikT@jUNO.com

Description: I am looking to sell or trade

FFVII, Final Doom, Twisted Metal 2, and a

few demo discs that I have. The prices

vary. I am looking for Jet Moto 2, FF

Tactics, Kartia, and Duke Nukem: A Time

to Kill.

^ Adam Rothfuss
hakaholic@geocities.com

Description: I am selling a Game Shark with

instruction manual for S30. Perfect condi-

tion and over 200 codes. E-mail me if you

are interested.

^ Mike G.
mike_g13@hotmail.com

Description: Looking for Resident Evil DC,

Resident Evil 2, Tekken 3, and Dead Or

Alive. I have Gran Turismo, NHL98, NFL
Gameday 98, and 0PM demos 12&13.

^ Ronnie G.
crackmaster69@hotmail.com

Description: I am looking for Resident Evil,

Resident Evil Directors Cut, Resident Evil

2, Saga Fontier, and Metal Gear Solid.lf

you have an item, I will buy it with $$$. I'm

willing to trade a controller in good condi-

tion (meaning not broken) for a game.

^ Justin Dickinson
dannitsammy@hotmail.com

Description: I'm looking for cheap

PlayStation games. Tomb Raider 1 and 2,

Crash 1
,

Final Fantasy Tactics and other

games. Email me w/ prices

^ Brian Cabana
brian994@juno.com

Description:
I am selling mint condition

games such as FFVil, FFTactics, Resident

Evil 2 dual Shock, NFL Blitz, Breath of Fire

III, Gran Turismo, Tekken 3,demo
cds(5.00)each, and much more. Every

game you buy, I am willing to give you a

memory card,controller,and players guide

for that game. Demos include videos and

much more. E-mail me for more info. No
trades or bargains.

^ Richard Eqan
egan90@hotmail.com

Description: I am looking to buy Need for

Speed 3, will pay $40, Tekken 3, will pay

$30, Wild Arms, will pay $20, Resident

Evil 2, will pay $25-$30, dual shock analog

controller will pay $25, Final Fantasy

Tactics, will pay $30, Vigilante 8, will pay

$30, WWF Warzone will pay $35-$40.

^ Brad Griffiths
FrozenRope13@hotmail.com

Description: I am looking for Tenchu, Final

Fantasy VII, or MLB 99, willing to negotiate price

depending on its condition. Willing to sell or

trade, Gex: Enter the Gecko, Tekken 2, Jet Moto

2, and others in good shape. Email for a list.

^ Justin Miller

jd6286@webtv.net

Description: I want to sell and trade Beyond

the Beyond, Bushido Blade, Tomb
Raider, Resident Evill, Battle Arena

Toshinden, and (Blood Omen) Legacy of

Kain.l am mostly looking for Tekken 2,3,

and any RPGs. E-mail details.

^ John Lee
116 South 7th Street

Akron, PA 17501

Description: I sell or trade Street Fighter

Collection with the case and manual for

$28. Also, I have an import of Real Bout

Dominated Mind for $39 (perfect condition

with semi-english translations of the

option screen). I'm also willing to sell or

trade Wipeout for $1 5.

^ Bryan Lemons
chiah8r@aol.com

Description: Looking to sell following

games:Gex: Enter the Gecko,Casper,Skul!

Monkeys, WCW Nitro,Jet Moto 2, and

Beast Wars If interested please e-mail me
(prices are negotiable)

^ Amol Golwala
golwala1@airmsil.net

Description: I will sell Triple Play '98 for

$25, Madden '97 for $20, and

Mechwarrior 2 for $15. Prices are nego-

tiable. I will trade Mortal Kombat Trilogy

for a good game(s). E-mail me and tell me
which games you want to get rid of for

MKTrilogy. I will pick 1 game. I wish to buy

Need for Speed 3 or CrociLegend of the

Gobbos for a negotiable price.

^ Michael Gagliardi II

sharpe84b@aol.com

Description: I have these games I am sell-

ing: Need For Speed V-RallY($l5), NBA in

the 2one($10), Madden NFL '97($10), and

a 360 block Memory Card($30). E-mail me
to negotiate prices.

^ Nick Durham
lwinter@lissinc.com

Description: I am looking for The Need for

Speed or Ridge Racer Revolution, and

Mortal Kombat Trilogy. Willing to trade

Project:Overkill in good working condition.

If trading, your games must be in good

condition. E-Mail me and we'll negotiate.

^ Graham Patterson
cindy@ucom.net

Description: I am selling Resident Evil

2($30), Star Wars Rebel Assault 2 ($15),

and NBA Live '96 ($15). I will trade for

Dragon Ball GT: Final Bout or Breath of Fire

3. E-mail me with any other offers.

^ John Azabache
40 Grace Church street #1-A

Port Chester, New York 10573

Description: I am looking for Street Fighter

Collections, Resident Evil, Dead or Alive.

Also Gameshark, and a PlayStation,

^ Dexter Arafiles
cioudstrife@cybertime.net buy

Description: I am looking for the following

games and memory cards: Point Blank

with guncon willing to buy for $35, mega
memory card or a nyco 72 page memory
card willing to buy for $15 to $30, Tekken

1 willing to pay $10 to $15, Soul Blade

willing to pay $20, Saga frontier willing to

pay $20 to $25, and also looking for

Einhander willing to pay $30. If anyone has

any of these games or memory cards

please e-mail me as soon as possible.

^ Aaron Ott
email; luqiudhuman@hotmail.com

Description: I would like to sell or trade the

following games: Final Fantasy; Tactics,

Need For Speed 3: Hot Pursuit,

Castlevania: SotN, Fighting Force,

Oddworld; Abe's Oddessy, and Star Wars
Rebel Assualt. I'll sell those games for

under $30. Write or e-mail me a price or a

list of games you'd like to trade.

^ Carl Bruce
LordJuice@AOL-Com

Description; I'm selling SaGa Frontier and

the Strategy Guide both for $30 - $35 dol-

lars. Both in mint to near mint condition.

- Tim Shimer
t_shimer52@hotmail.com

Description: I need some peripherals like a

gameshark, multitap and a dual shock ana-

log controller and I need a couple of

games such as NFS3, Motoracer 2,

Tekken 3 and Vigalante 8.1 will buy these

but none for more than $20-30 or I will

trade any of the following: Live 98,

Madden 98, Test Drive Off Road Frogger

and Mortal Kombat 4. All my games are in

excellent condition your's must be too.

I

will also sell my games for $10-25.

^ Shawn Zemba
ZyberDragon@Juno-Com

Description: Looking to sell Twisted Metal

2, Rally Cross, Tomb Raider 2, and a

Asciiware Enhanced controller. Games
are in mint condition with instruction book-

lets. Controller is like new, hardly used.

Best offer goes.

^ Joe Ruiz
jruiz10@juno,com

Description: I am looking for Shipwreckers,

Nascar 98, Clock Tower, The Need For

Speed, and any kind of memory card.

Please e-mail me if you are willing to sell

any of these items.

^ Jdebriyn@yahoo.com
5014 W.Topeka Dr.

Glendale,Az 85308

Description; I am selling my entire

Playstation system and games for 200$.

This includes three controlers(one is Dual

Shock), core system RBG and co-aux

conecters,Game shark, Resident Evil

2+book, Tomb Raider, Jetmoto 2, Parasite

Eve+book, Shootout 98, and 2 demo
disks. Thats 500$ worth of playstation

products for less than 1/2!! Just 200$!!

^ Rashad Williams
smooth007@bboy.com
Description: I'm selling my Playstation w/ 2

controllers both hook-ups and two or three

games for the amazig price of just $130.

Every thing is in good condition. I'm also

looking for a Multitap, willing to pay a

descent price for it or trade.

N Nair

airman9719@aol.com

Description: I am looking for a Dual Shock

controller in GOOD WORKING condition,

Tomb Raider II, and MK4. I am also willing

to trade/sell: NBA Shootout 98, NHL
Faceoff 98, MLB 98, Star Wars: Rebel

Assault II. I will take the best offer for

these games.

GET RIDF T4HDSE
,OLD GFimES!

if you’d like to place your own, totally free

ad in PSM, just jot down your name,

address and/or e^ail; tell us whether

you're looking to trade, sell.^r both; and

give us a brief destriptiOT.df what you're

offering or want. Be to include your

city and state. Send^tl of that info to:

PSM Marketplace

c/o Imagine Media

150 North Hill Drive

Brisbane, California 94005

You can also send e-mail to:

p$m@imaginemedia.com. (Be sure to

put "mafke^lace",in the subject heading.)

BTW, we can't vouch for the credibility of

any of the people who place ads here, so

swap at your own risk!

V ^
/
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everything. Can your heart take it?

learned Streitik8ter Pn

Warrior Princess

PlBj/StitiM Hagame

It’s about damn time a skateboard game came out for ^
PlayStation. We get snowboard game after snowboard game, but

there are gazillions more skate fans out there. Anyway, we re all

I jazzed up about this game, so next month we’re doing a mas-

sive guide, with top tips to max out your score. H

1-.

The LATEST PlayStation headlines

The NEWEST PlayStation codes -i;

The MOST PlayStation games

UNBEATABLE Japanese coverage

"The most HONEST reviews

EXCLUSIVE interviews

The most IN-DEPTH strategies

nd a hootin'-good LETTERS section!

Xena

Sden Fina Fantasy VII

andMORE!

IZl

fltSET

Believe us when we say that this month s guide was just

V the tip of the iceberg. This game is just as deep and invoived i
as you’d expect a major Konami titie to be, and next month ^
we’il be expioring ali its dark and creepy corners, turn-

"^
bloody corpse shownuntil we ve youmg over every
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Driving on the ground is so 90's.

Break every law. Including gravity.

IpsycnosisI

www.psygnosis.

Drive any of 6 indestructible vehicles anywhere and everywhere, from the sides of walls to the roofs of tunnels.

Blast away at the scenery with 8 innovative weapons to slow down your opponents.

Race through 20 different tracks spread over 4 distinct environments.

2-player split-screen, head-to-head racing action' with 4 specially designed tracks.



Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so that

they are not lost permanently.

People interested in helping out in any capacity.

Please visit us at www.retromags.com

^ t'te^tit is made from these scans, nor do we offer anything

lyllll^avaiiable from the Publishers themselves.

across^nyone selling releases from

do upport them and do let us know.

r Thank you!


